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Causation in the Nature-Nurture Debate:
The Case of Genotype-Environment Interaction
James Gregory Tabery
University of Pittsburgh, 2007

I attempt to resolve an aspect of the nature-nurture debate. Consider a typical nature-nurture
question: Why do some individuals develop a complex trait such as depression, while others do
not? This question incorporates an etiological query about the causal mechanisms responsible for
the individual development of depression; it also incorporates an etiological query about the
causes of variation responsible for individual differences in the occurrence of depression.
Scientists in the developmental research tradition of biology investigate the former; scientists in
the biometric research tradition of biology investigate the latter. So what is the relationship?
The developmental and biometric research traditions, I argue, are united in their joint
effort to elucidate what I call difference mechanisms. Difference mechanisms are regular causal
mechanisms made up of difference-making variables that take different values in the natural
world. On this model, individual differences are the effect of difference-makers in development
that take different values in the natural world.
I apply this model to the case of genotype-environment interaction (or G×E), showing that
there have actually been two separate concepts of G×E: a biometric concept (or G×EB) and a
developmental concept (or G×ED). These concepts also may be integrated via the difference
mechanisms model: G×E results from the interdependence of difference-makers in development
that take different values in the natural world.
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PREFACE
This dissertation is an exercise in integration. It is integrative in multiple senses—both in terms
of the product and in terms of the tools employed to create that product. On the one hand, the
product is an integration. In the early, historical chapters of the dissertation (Chapters 2 and 3), I
trace out two separate research traditions that both attempt to elucidate the etiology of complex
traits: a biometric research tradition and a developmental research tradition. These two
traditions have largely been at odds during the history of the nature-nurture debate, competing
over how to best address the problem of elucidating the etiology of complex human traits.
Examining the nature-nurture debate in its entirety would be much too large of a project for any
single dissertation, but it is possible to trace a thread within that larger debate. The thread that I
trace is disputes over genotype-environment interaction, or G×E. I show that, just as there have
been two separate research traditions involved in the debates, so too have there been two separate
concepts of G×E, each with its own legacy: what I call the biometric concept, or G×EB, and what
I call the developmental concept, or G×ED. The purpose of the historical chapters is to tease apart
the epistemological and methodological components of the separate research traditions, and
show how the separate concepts of G×E are situated in those separate traditions. In the later,
philosophical chapters (Chapters 4 and 5), I bring these separate research traditions and these
separate concepts back together. I integrate them. The biometric and developmental research
traditions are integrated based upon what I identify as a shared problem of interest—the
elucidation of what I call difference mechanisms. And the biometric and developmental concepts
of G×E are integrated based upon a concept related to difference mechanisms—the
interdependence of difference-makers in development that take different values in the natural
world. It is in this sense that the product of this dissertation is an integration.
The tools employed to create that product also are integrated. This is a work in history
AND philosophy of science, or what some are now calling integrative history and philosophy of
science—&HPS.1 The dissertation can be roughly broken down into two historical chapters and
two philosophical chapters, but this division belies the fact that I employ both historical and
philosophical tools throughout the dissertation. Resolving the debates over G×E (or the naturenurture debate more broadly) demands this two-pronged approach. These debates have been
fought for nearly a century now; the sides were partitioned from the start, and they persist into
the present. The tools of the historian are required to track this debate, to situate the various
disputants in their respective disputes, noting how the debates have changed or stayed the same
over time. Importantly, though, the debates are fundamentally over philosophical issues:
causation and explanation. So it is not enough to just situate the disputants in their respective
disputes. If I am to engage these debates myself, then the tools of the philosopher are also
essential to evaluate the claims being made on each side. I attempt to track the debates with the
tools of the historian (e.g., archival research, interviews with retired and practicing scientists,
critical engagement with primary sources). I attempt to resolve the debates with the tools of the
philosopher (e.g., a disentanglement of the epistemological and methodological components of
scientific research traditions, a conceptual distinction, an analysis of causal-mechanical
explanation). It is in this sense that the tools of this dissertation are integrated.
1

&HPS is the brain-child of John D. Norton and Don Howard. The organization currently consists of these two
conveners as well as nearly twenty committee members, all of whom are highly respected members of the history of
science and the philosophy of science communities. The first conference devoted to &HPS—&HPS1—will be held
at the University of Pittsburgh, October 11-13, 2007.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Despite the widely endorsed “interactionist credo” (Kitcher 2001, 398), the nature-nurture debate
remains a quagmire of epistemological and methodological disputes over causation, explanation,
and the concepts employed therein. The nature-nurture debate at its most fundamental level is a
debate about the etiology of phenotypic traits. It is a debate about how science answers questions
such as the following: Why do some individuals have a better memory than other individuals?
Or, why do some individuals develop a complex trait such as depression, antisocial behavior, or
schizophrenia, while others do not?
Notice that these questions incorporate an etiological question about the regular causal
mechanisms responsible for the individual development of the trait, and they also incorporate an
etiological question about the causes of variation responsible for individual differences in the
trait. This distinction between the regular causal mechanisms responsible for individual
development and the causes of variation responsible for individual differences has been at the
heart of the disputes over how to answer these etiological questions.
Etiological questions about complex behavioral traits are asked by a number of different
scientists; developmental biologists, molecular biologists, neurobiologists, population
geneticists, psychiatrists, psychologists, quantitative behavioral geneticists, sociologists, to name
just a few, all contribute to the enterprise. For a century now, though, the persistent tension has
been between biometrically-oriented scientists and developmentally-oriented scientists.
Scientists in the biometric research tradition, such as early population geneticists or
contemporary quantitative behavioral geneticists, seek to elucidate the causes of variation
responsible for individual differences in a population; they ask how-much? questions about the
causes of variation that are responsible for these individual differences; and they utilize statistical
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methodologies such as the analysis of variance to answer the questions. Scientists in the
developmental research tradition, such as early experimental embryologists or contemporary
developmental psychobiologists, seek to elucidate the regular causal mechanisms responsible for
individual development; they ask how? questions about this causal process; and they utilize
interventionist methodologies to answer the questions (Table 1).2

Components
Problem
Approach to Causation
Causal Question
Methodology

Biometric Tradition
Individual Differences
Causes of Variation
How Much?
Statistical

Developmental Tradition
Individual Development
Causal Mechanisms
How?
Interventionist

Table 1. The components of the biometric and developmental research traditions.

In converging on the common domain of etiological questions about complex traits, then,
disputes have arisen between scientists in the biometric tradition and scientists in the
developmental tradition over how to best answer such questions. Often these disputes have
revolved around genotype-environment interaction, or G×E.

1.1. Genotype-Environment Interaction
The concept of G×E refers to cases where different genotypic groups phenotypically respond
differently to the same array of environments. Such interactions are often described in terms of
genetic predisposition, genetic risk, genetic liability, or genetic propensity to the particular trait
under investigation, and emphasize the fact that what one genotype does in an array of
2

I will explicate the separate components of the biometric and developmental research traditions as well as explore
the relationship between the separate components in the subsequent chapters.

2

environments can be quite different from what another genotype does in that same array of
environments (Plomin et al. 1997, 269).3 The standard method for representing a genotype’s
phenotypic response to a varying environment is by way of a reaction norm (or norm of reaction)
graph.4 For example, Figure 1 depicts two reaction norms from a recent study, one for
individuals with genotypes conferring low MAOA activity and one for individuals with
genotypes conferring high MAOA activity exposed to varying degrees of childhood
maltreatment (None, Probable, and Severe) and leading to differences in risk of developing
antisocial behavior (Caspi et al., 2002). MAOA (monoamine oxidase A) is a neurotransmittermetabolizing enzyme, which inactivates neurotransmitters such as dopamine, norepinephrine,
and serotonin (Shih, Chen, and Ridd 1999). Deficiencies in this enzyme have been linked with
aggression (Rowe 2001). While individuals from both groups tend to increase in risk of
developing antisocial behavior in response to increased childhood maltreatment, those
individuals with genotypes conferring low MAOA activity actually score lower than individuals
with genotypes conferring high MAOA activity on an antisocial behavior index when there is no
reported childhood maltreatment, score slightly higher when there is probable childhood
maltreatment, and score much higher when there is severe childhood maltreatment. This variable
phenotypic response of different genotypes to the varying environments is the hallmark of G×E.

3

For certain cases of G×E, concepts such as genetic predisposition and genetic propensity fundamentally
misconstrue the phenomenon. I argue elsewhere that a new concept—interactive predisposition—must be
introduced to capture these cases of G×E as well as the unique ethical implications raised by these cases (Tabery
2007).
4
For a history of the reaction norm concept, see Sarkar (1999).
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Figure 1. Norms of reaction for genotypes conferring low and high MAOA activity in response
to varying levels of childhood maltreatment. From Caspi et al. (2002, Figure 1).

Cases of G×E have important implications for the study of the etiology of traits. First, if
G×E exists for a particular trait in a population, then a scientist cannot assume that phenotypic
variation for that trait in a population is simply the sum of genotypic differences and
environmental differences (the “main effects”). The presence of G×E adds another source of
variation which must be taken into consideration. If no G×E exists, then an “additivity relation”
may be assumed, and the statistical analysis of variance (ANOVA) may be employed to partition
the total phenotypic variance (VP) into genotypic variance (VG) and environmental variance
(VE):5

5

For the additivity relation to hold, there also must be no genotype-environment correlation (rGE). In contrast to
G×E, rGE refers to cases where there is a correlation between a genotype’s exposure to particular environments.
This form of interdependence between genotype and environment also generates its own source of variation.

4

VP = VG + VE (1.1)
When additivity applies, we can talk also about the proportion of total phenotypic variation
attributable to either genotypic variation or environmental variation. For example, the concept of
broad heritability (h2), often described as the “estimation of the degree of genetic determination”
(Falconer and Mackay 1996, 123), is measured as:
h2 = VG/VP (1.2)
But when the effect of genetic differences is modified by the environmental distribution and the
effect of environmental differences is modified by genetic distribution, Equation (1.1) must be
modified to include variation due to G×E (VG×E):
VP = VG + VE + VG×E (1.3)
Now a heritability measure can not be estimated because the genotypic and environmental
variances are no longer independent. It may be possible to get around this complication by
changing the scale on which the variables are measured in order to get back to an additivity
relation (a transformation of scale). However, this transformation of scale requires a justification
in itself. If it is employed purely for the sake of statistical convenience without regard to any
plausible biological framework, then it is unclear what biological information the measurement
provides after the transformation has been performed (Hernandez and Blazer 2006, chapter 8).
Moreover, a transformation of scale may not always even be possible. Cases of G×E result in
either a change of rank or a change of scale (Lynch and Walsh 1997, 658). In cases of a change
of rank, the reaction norms actually cross, as is the case in Figure 1. In cases of a change of scale,
the higher ranking genotype in one environment only reacts more or less strongly to the
conditions of other environments but maintains its higher ranking in the other environments (for
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an example, see Figure 7 in Chapter 2). A transformation of scale is not possible for the cases of
G×E resulting in a change of rank (Lynch and Walsh 1997, 679).
Second, and related to the first point, since instances of G×E can be to such a degree that
norms of reaction actually change rank across different environments, then it becomes clear that
even though one genotypic group may perform better than another genotypic group in one
environment does not necessarily mean that this will be the case in other environments. As a
result, scientists must be wary of inferences made about the performance of different genotypic
groups in untested environments simply from the knowledge of how those groups performed in
limited, tested environments (Falconer and Mackay 1996, 132-134).6

1.2. Genotype-Environment Interaction in the Nature-Nurture Debate
The nature-nurture debate has been many things over many years. At its heart, though, the debate
is over what role genes (nature) and the environment (nurture) play in the etiology of complex
human traits. If the causal mechanisms responsible for complex human traits were elucidated,
then much of the debate would be resolved.7 We could point to the description of the elucidated
mechanisms and show what role genes play, what role the environment plays, and how these two
variables interact in the development of the traits. But such causal-mechanical explanations are
far from complete. For ethical reasons, scientists cannot easily manipulate genetic and
environmental variables in humans by, say, selectively breeding humans or drastically altering
their environments with deprivation studies.

6

These two “implications” paragraphs are drawn from Falconer and Mackay’s explication of G×E in their textbook,
Introduction to Quantitative Genetics (1996). Such discussions are now standard in any quantitative genetics
textbook (see also Kearsey and Pooni 1996, chapter 12; Lynch and Walsh 1997, chapter 22).
7
Well, at least the scientific debate would be resolved. There would still be reason to debate how a society should
respond to this scientific knowledge, and this societal response is arguably also part of the nature-nurture debate.
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When such causal-mechanical explanations are not available, what are scientists
interested in the etiology of complex human traits to do? For a century, scientists in the biometric
research tradition have turned to populations and attempted to determine how much of the total
variation in a trait like depression is attributable to different causes of variation with statistical
tools such as ANOVA. The results, through much of the twentieth century, were statistical
heritability estimates (see equation 1.2 above) that apportioned the proportion of variation in the
population attributable to genetic differences and utilized that measure to reflect, as mentioned
above, “the degree of genetic determination.”
But, as was already mentioned, if genetic and environmental differences are
interdependent, then there is G×E. And with G×E, a serious complication arises for the statistical
estimates. G×E, as a result, has been situated at the heart of the nature-nurture debate. Noting the
interactive relationship between genes and the environment during individual development,
critics of the biometric research tradition have attacked their statistical tools, which attempt to
partition separate causes of variation with a focus on main effects. Such separation of genetic and
environmental causes, the critics argue, misses the interdependence between these causes during
the developmental process. But the scientists in the biometric tradition, in reply, contend that the
developmentally-oriented scientists misunderstand G×E. G×E, they argue, is a statistical concept
pertaining to causes of variation responsible for individual differences and having nothing to do
with individual development. When G×E does exist, they conclude, their statistical tools can
detect it, measure it, and often even eliminate the complication with a transformation of scale, so
the attacks from a developmentally-conceived G×E misunderstand both the concept and the
methodology of the biometric research tradition.

7

The debate over G×E is most obviously a dispute over what this concept actually captures
in the natural world. Is it simply a population-level, statistical measure—a breakdown in the
additivity of main effects? Or does it incorporate something about the developmental interactions
between genes and the environment? Importantly, however, the debate is more than just about
defining the concept. Those who identify a relationship between G×E and developmental
interactions argue that such instances of G×E should be sought out for the light they shed on
development and variation; they criticize the scientists in the biometric tradition for either
ignoring the problem or attempting to eliminate the nuisance with a transformation of scale.
When scientists in the biometric tradition find no evidence of G×E with ANOVA, the critics
point out that this is just an example of how poorly the statistical methodologies inform us about
the complexities of the natural world. But those who conceive of G×E as simply a statistical
measure reply that the concept has nothing to do with the complexities of individual
development. They argue that their statistical methodology works just fine for examining
individual differences in populations, and they conclude that when ANOVA detects no G×E, this
is a reflection of the lack of interaction in the natural world, not a reflection of ANOVA’s
mishandling of the phenomenon.
In sum, the debate over G×E is just one facet of the complicated and perennial naturenurture debate. That said, it has resided at the heart of the epistemological, methodological, and
conceptual disputes between the scientists in the biometric research tradition who, recognizing
the present inability to elucidate the causal mechanisms of development, have turned to statistical
data to answer the etiological questions about complex human traits, and the scientists in the
developmental research tradition who have attacked the simplifications of genetic and
environmental causation that have apparently followed from this statistical turn. The job for the
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historian and philosopher of science, then, is to sort out these epistemological, methodological,
and conceptual disputes with the tools of the trade.
I attempt this sorting-out in two basic steps: a disentangling, and a re-integration. In
Chapters 2 and 3 I disentangle the various axes upon which the nature-nurture debate has been
disputed. These are the various components of the biometric and the developmental research
traditions: problems of focus, approaches to causation designed to resolve those problems,
causal questions asked about those problems, and methodologies employed to provide the
answers. I also disentangle the different concepts of G×E in these chapters, showing how the
concepts emerged in and persisted through the separate research traditions. With the separate
research traditions and the separate concepts disentangled, I then turn in Chapters 4 and 5 to reintegrating these elements by explicating the actual relationships between the traditions and the
concepts. The biometric and developmental research traditions are integrated via what I call
difference mechanisms in Chapter 4. And the biometric and developmental concepts of G×E are
integrated in Chapter 5 via a concept related to difference mechanisms—the interdependence of
difference-makers in development that take different values in the natural world.

1.3. G×EB vs. G×ED
The first half of the dissertation is largely historical in nature. I trace the debates over G×E from
their origin(s) to the present. I say “origin(s)” and not “the origin” because I show in Chapter 2
that there have actually been two distinct concepts of G×E since the earliest research on the
phenomenon: a biometric concept, or G×EB, and a developmental concept, or G×ED. The
biometric concept was introduced by R. A. Fisher, one of the fathers of population genetics and
the creator of ANOVA. Fisher, operating in the biometric research tradition, was attempting to
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develop statistical methods to measure the relative contributions of nature and nurture in the
1920’s and 1930’s. Fisher’s consideration of G×E grew out of this biometric research program,
as he increasingly realized the problems posed by G×E for his partitioning of causes of variation.
G×EB, for Fisher, was simply a statistical measure of the breakdown in additivity between
genotype and environment to be eliminated with a transformation of scale (if it even existed at
all). Fisher, however, was not the only British biologist and statistician considering G×E in the
beginning of the twentieth century. Lancelot Hogben introduced the developmental concept of
G×E as he was considering the role that development played in the generation of variation in a
population. Hogben was operating in the developmental research tradition. G×ED, for Hogben,
was a result of differences in unique developmental combinations of genotype and environment.
After tracking Fisher and Hogben’s separate routes to G×E, I draw on this history to sort out the
debate between Fisher and Hogben over the importance of such interactions and also trace G×EB
and G×ED beyond Fisher and Hogben into mid-twentieth century population and developmental
genetics.
Chapter 3 is devoted to exploring the place of G×E in the IQ Controversy, probably the
debate over G×E most familiar to historians and philosophers of science. The IQ Controversy
began in 1969 with the publication of Arthur Jensen’s “How Much Can We Boost IQ and
Scholastic Achievement” (Jensen 1969), where Jensen drew on heritability estimates for IQ to
attribute the gap in IQ scores between black and white populations to genetic differences.
Following in the footsteps of Hogben and developmental geneticists such as Conrad Hal
Waddington, developmentally-oriented scientists such as Richard Lewontin and David Layzer
attacked Jensen’s heritability estimates with arguments based on a developmentally-conceived
G×E, while Jensen deflected such attacks by arguing that G×E had nothing to do with
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development and replying that ANOVA can detect G×E if and when it exists and eliminate it
with a transformation of scale. After delineating these separate positions, I then turn to what
historians and philosophers of science have contributed to the debate, claiming that the
contribution from these science studies scholars has been simply to repeat the arguments made
either by Lewontin and Layzer for the importance of G×E or by Jensen against the importance of
G×E. In contrast to these arguments from authority, I attempt to explicate the debate by noting
Lewontin and Layzer’s employment of G×ED and Jensen’s employment of G×EB.

1.4. Difference Mechanisms and the Interdependence of Difference-Makers in Development
that Take Different Values in the Natural World
Chapters 2 and 3 set the historical stage, situating the series of debates over G×E in the broader
nature-nurture debate between scientists in the biometric research tradition and scientists in the
developmental research tradition. The purpose of those chapters is to disentangle the components
of the separate traditions as well as the separate concepts of G×E in those traditions. Chapters 4
and 5 re-integrate the components and the concepts, drawing on the philosophical literature on
causal-mechanical explanation. In Chapter 4 I take a step back from the particular debates over
G×E in order to consider a more general issue in the philosophy of science: causal-mechanical
explanation. Philosophers of science in recent years have found a renewed interest in
mechanisms. In Chapter 4, however, I argue that these philosophers have been developing a
model of causal-mechanical explanation which focuses solely on capturing regularity, to the
neglect of capturing variation. That is, they have been focused on providing an account of
causal-mechanical explanation which captures the elucidation of the regular causal mechanisms
responsible for individual development. But they have failed to consider what role is played by
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the causes of variation responsible for individual differences in this process of formulating
causal-mechanical explanations. This divide obviously lends itself to considering the naturenurture debate, since it is precisely this divide that has separated the biometric and the
developmental research traditions. In Chapter 4 I bridge the divide between the regular causal
mechanisms responsible for individual development and the causes of variation responsible for
individual differences with the concept of difference mechanisms. In short, the thesis is the
following: Individual differences are the effect of difference-makers in development that take
different values in the natural world, and the difference-making variables in the regular causal
mechanisms responsible for individual development simultaneously are the causes of variation
when the difference-making variables take different values in the natural world. Ultimately, then,
the product is a modified account of causal-mechanical explanation that captures both regularity
and variation, and which may be utilized to integrate the biometric and the developmental
research traditions.
In Chapter 5 I take this general framework between the regular causal mechanisms
responsible for individual development and the causes of variation responsible for individual
differences and apply it to the conceptual divide between G×EB and G×ED. G×E, I argue, results
from the interdependence of difference-makers in development that take different values in the
natural world. I utilize this interdependent-difference-makers concept of G×E to integrate G×EB
and G×ED. The thesis of Chapter 5 is the following: G×E results from differences in unique,
developmental combinations of genotype and environment when both variables are differencemakers in development that naturally take different values and the difference that each variable
makes is itself dependent upon the difference made by the other variable; a breakdown in
additivity between main effects is a measure of this interdependence of difference-makers. Or, in
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other words, the interdependent-difference-makers concept of G×E is just a more general, causalmechanical reinterpretation of G×ED, of which G×EB is a statistical measure.
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2. R. A. FISHER, LANCELOT HOGBEN, AND THE ORIGIN(S) OF GENOTYPEENVIRONMENT INTERACTION
Abstract. This chapter examines the origin(s) of genotype-environment interaction, or G×E.
“Origin(s)” and not “the origin” because it will be argued that there were actually two distinct
concepts of G×E at this beginning: a biometric concept, or G×EB, and a developmental concept,
or G×ED. R. A. Fisher, one of the founders of population genetics and the creator of the
statistical analysis of variance, introduced the biometric concept as he attempted to resolve one
of the main problems in the biometric tradition of biology—partitioning the relative
contributions of nature and nurture responsible for individuals differences in a population.
Lancelot Hogben, an experimental embryologist and also a statistician, introduced the
developmental concept as he attempted to resolve one of the main problems in the developmental
tradition of biology—determining the role that developmental relationships between genotype
and environment played in the generation of variation. Fisher and Hogben’s separate routes to
their respective concepts of G×E are outlined, and then these separate interpretations of G×E are
drawn on to explicate a debate between Fisher and Hogben over the importance of G×E, the first
installment of a debate that still unfolds today. Finally, Fisher’s G×EB and Hogben’s G×ED are
traced beyond their own work into mid-20th C. population and developmental genetics.

2.1. Introduction
This chapter examines the origin(s) of the concept of genotype-environment interaction, or G×E.
“Origin(s),” and not “the origin,” because it will be argued that British biologists and statisticians
R. A. Fisher and Lancelot Hogben actually came to consider the concept by quite distinct routes.
Fisher, working in the biometric tradition of biology, began by searching for accurate ways to
assess the relative importance of nature and nurture; in developing methodologies for the task, he
recognized that genotype-environment interactions (or, as Fisher called them, “non-linear
interactions”) created a potential complication for such assessments. Hogben, working in the
developmental tradition of biology, began by evaluating different sources of variability in a
population; while he recognized the widely emphasized genetic and environmental sources of
variability, he also drew attention to a third class of variability: that which arises from the
combination of a particular genetic constitution with a particular kind of environment. For
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Hogben, this third class of variability was inherently developmental in nature. These distinct
routes in these distinct research traditions ultimately led Fisher and Hogben to distinct concepts
of genotype-environment interaction. Fisher introduced what will be called the biometric concept
of G×E, or G×EB, while Hogben introduced what will be called the developmental concept of
G×E, or G×ED. Finally, these distinct concepts led Fisher and Hogben to distinct conclusions
when considering the consequences of genotype-environment interactions for assessments of
variation in populations. Fisher took the non-linear interactions to be of potential, but unproved,
importance; Hogben claimed that they were standard and fundamentally important for
understanding variability.
In section 2.2, Fisher’s route to G×EB within the biometric tradition is traced. It will be
seen that his consideration of genotype-environment interaction was a by-product of his
developing appreciation for the potential importance of environmental sources of variation along
with his development of biometric techniques for assessing such variation. Hogben’s route to
G×ED within the developmental tradition is then taken up in section 2.3. After a brief
biographical introduction, Hogben’s consideration of genotype-environment interaction is
examined, where it will be seen that his interest in the concept emerged out of an earlier
appreciation for experimental embryology. In section 2.4, Fisher and Hogben’s opposing
positions on the importance of genotype-environment interaction are compared. Here the focus
will be on revealing how their distinct routes to G×E and the resulting distinct concepts of G×E
contributed to their distinct positions when it came to the question of importance. Finally, in
section 2.5, the legacies of Fisher’s G×EB and Hogben’s G×ED will be traced beyond their own
work, acting as a transition into the next chapter.
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2.2. R. A. Fisher and the “Non-linear Interaction of Heredity and Environment”
Ronald Aylmer Fisher (1890-1962) looms in the history of 20th C. biology and statistics (Figure
2). His contributions to population genetics, experimental design, significance tests, and general
epidemiological methodologies combined with his ardent and infamous endorsement of
eugenics, to create a scientist who both revolutionized the biological and statistical sciences, and
also vigorously pursued the social and political implications of that revolution.8 Because Fisher’s
biography and his contributions to biology and statistics have already been closely examined by
historians, philosophers, and sociologists of science, the goal of this section will not be to rewrite
this history. Rather, the focus here will be on tracing Fisher’s path to genotype-environment
interaction, a previously unexamined story. The aforementioned histories, however, will be
drawn on quite heavily to reveal how Fisher’s attention to genotype-environment interaction was
situated within his larger biometric and eugenic research, since the concept was related to each of
these domains.

8

The most complete biography of Fisher comes from his daughter, Box (1978); however, shorter treatments can be
found in Mahalanobis (1964) and Yates and Mather (1963). Fisher’s contribution to population genetics can be
found in Mather (1964), Plutynski (2006), Provine (2001), Skipper (2002), and Thompson (1990). His work on the
design of experiments is discussed in Preece (1990) and Yates (1964), and his “logic” of significance tests is
examined in Johnstone (1987). Fisher’s development of now-classical statistical methodologies is discussed in
Anderson (1996), Bennett (1990), Cochran (1980), Finney (1964), MacKenzie (1981), and Rao (1964). The
relationship between these biological/statistical contributions and Fisher’s interest in eugenics is examined in, for
example, Bennett (1983), Kevles (1995), Ludmerer (1972), Mackenzie (1981), Mazumdar (1992), and Soloway
(1990). Much of Fisher’s scientific correspondence along with Bennett’s (1983, 1990) volumes are now available
online at the University of Adelaide Library’s website as a part of the R. A. Fisher Digital Archive:
http://www.library.adelaide.edu.au/digitised/fisher/.
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Figure 2. R. A. Fisher. Fisher Papers, Barr Smith Library, University of Adelaide Library, MSS
0013/Series 25. Reprinted with the permission of the University of Adelaide Library.

2.2.1. The Environment Expunged
In October 1918, at only 28 years of age, Fisher published “The Correlation between Relatives
on the Supposition of Mendelian Inheritance.”9 Fisher’s project was the resolution of the
supposed incompatibility between the biometrical theory of continuous variation and the
Mendelian theory of discontinuous variation (Norton 1978; Provine 1971).10 Biometrician

9

For a commentary on Fisher (1918), see Moran and Smith (1966).
Fisher had actually begun considering the relationship between biometry and Mendelism as early as 1911, when
he presented a paper before his Cambridge University Eugenics Society entitled, “Heredity, Comparing the Methods
10
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George Udny Yule, 16 years earlier, had considered the same problem and argued that the
Mendelian principles of inheritance could be seen as a special case of the biometric law of
ancestral heredity (Yule 1902); Fisher, in contrast to Yule, took the reductive relationship
between the Mendelian principles and the biometric law of ancestral heredity in the opposite
direction (Tabery 2004). Fisher instead concluded that he came upon “the Law of Ancestral
Heredity as a necessary consequence of the factorial mode of inheritance.” (Fisher 1918, 421;
Sarkar 1998, 106)
But assessing the relationship between biometry and Mendelism was not the only feat
accomplished in Fisher’s 1918. In the process of deriving the mathematical relationship between
the Mendelian principles and the law of ancestral heredity, Fisher also introduced a new
statistical concept—variance (Box 1978, 53). Fisher was interested in accounting for the sources
of variation in a population. Traditionally, populations were statistically evaluated solely with an
eye towards averages, but averages shed no light on variation. Fisher noted, though, that if a trait
under investigation, such as stature in humans, manifested itself in a population with a normal
distribution, then the mean could be calculated along with the standard deviation. Fisher’s novel
contribution to the statistical analysis of variation in a population was to go beyond the standard
deviation and analyze the square of the standard deviation:
When there are two independent causes of variability capable of producing in an otherwise uniform
population distributions with standard deviations σ1 and σ2, it is found that the distribution, when both
causes act together, has a standard deviation √(σ12 + σ22). It is therefore desirable in analyzing the causes of
variability to deal with the square of the standard deviation as the measure of variability. We shall term this
quantity the Variance of the normal population to which it refers, and we may now ascribe to the

of Biometry and Mendelism” (Fisher 1911). Fisher’s 1911 is reproduced along with a discussion of the refereeing of
his 1918 in Norton and Pearson (1976).
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constituent causes fractions or percentages of the total variance which they together produce (Fisher 1918,
399).

Six years later, Fisher delivered two lectures to the London School of Economics, in which he
explicated the implications of his 1918 essay with data derived by biometricians Karl Pearson
and Alice Lee earlier that century (Fisher 1924; Pearson and Lee 1903). Fisher, adding to the
discussion of variance, explained, “The amount of variation may be measured either by the
Standard Deviation, or by its square, the Variance. When we come to consider the causes of
variation, the latter provides the more useful measure. For this reason, that when two
independent causes are at work causing variation, the total variance produced is simply the sum
of variances produced by the two causes acting separately.” (Fisher 1924, 192) Displaying the
concept of variance in action, Fisher continued,
For example, one of the causes of differences in stature is difference of ancestry, the remainder of the
causes of variation in stature are those causes which produce variation in stature among girls with the same
ancestry, in fact which cause differences in stature between sisters. From measurements of pairs of sisters it
is possible to divide up the total variance into two parts. One part representing the differences due to
ancestry, the other part representing the other group of causes. If, then, we use the variance as the measure
of variability, we can use it to analyse out the fractions of the variability due to different causes; whereas
using the standard deviation no such analysis is possible (ibid).

The earlier generation of biometricians, such as Pearson and Yule, had already introduced
the concept of the correlation coefficient as a numerical measure of association (Mackenzie
1981; Norton 1975). In fact, Fisher worked with Pearson several years before the publication of
“The Correlations between Relatives…” solving the problem of deriving the exact distribution of
correlation coefficient values in samples from an indefinitely large population (Fisher 1915;
Provine 1971).11 Thus, correlation tables were, by 1918, common; and parental correlations (the
11

Correspondence between Fisher and Pearson from this period can be found in Pearson (1968).
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correlation coefficient comparing a parent with an offspring) along with fraternal correlations
(the correlation coefficient comparing two siblings) were frequently calculated from these
correlation tables by the biometricians. Fisher employed this correlation technique for
partitioning sources of variance in 1918 as a means towards assessing the relative importance of
heritable and non-heritable sources of variation, explaining,
In a similar way each of the ancestors makes an independent contribution, but the total amount of variance
to be ascribed to the measurements of ancestors, including parents, cannot greatly exceed one half of the
total. We may know this by considering the difference between brothers of the same fraternity; of these the
whole ancestry is identical, so that we may expect them to resemble one another rather more than persons
whose ancestry, identical in respect of height, consists of different persons. For stature the coefficient of
correlation between brothers is about .54, which we may interpret by saying that 54 per cent. of their
variance is accounted for by ancestry alone, and that 46 per cent. must have some other explanation (Fisher
1918, 400).

To what cause should this remainder of the total variance be attributed? Perhaps
environmental variation? No! Fisher, in 1918, was quick to eliminate this possibility from the
minds of his readers: “It is not sufficient to ascribe this last residue to the effects of environment.
Numerous investigations by GALTON and PEARSON have shown that all measurable environment
has much less effect on such measurements as stature.” (ibid) So with environmental variation
expunged from the list of possible causes of variation, Fisher had to find another explanation for
the 46 percent of the total variance left unaccounted for by ancestry. Fisher responded, “The
simplest hypothesis, and the one which we shall examine, is that such features as stature are
determined by a large number of Mendelian factors, and that the large variance among children
of the same parents is due to the segregation of those factors in respect to which the parents are
heterozygous.” (Fisher 1918, 400) Fisher continued to draw on the data collected by Pearson and
Lee, utilizing their parental and fraternal correlations for stature, span (distance between
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fingertips of outstretched arms), and cubit (length of the forearm). He then calculated the
variance between siblings attributable to Mendelian segregation and the effects of dominance.
With variances due to ancestry, segregation (½ τ2), and dominance (¾ ε2) all accounted for,
Fisher could finally sum up the sources of the total variance:

Ancestry .
.
.
Variance of sibship:
½ τ2 . .
.
¾ ε2 .
Other causes

.

.

.

.

.

. 54 per cent.

.
.
.

.
.
.

. 31 per cent.
. 15 “
.
--_________ 46 “
__________
100 per cent. (Fisher 1918, 424)

Fisher famously concluded, “it is very unlikely that so much as 5 per cent. of the total variance is
due to causes not heritable, especially as every irregularity of inheritance would, in the above
analysis, appear as such a cause.” (ibid)

2.2.2. Rothamsted and the Environment Reconsidered—the Origin of G×EB
Ending an assessment of Fisher’s evaluation of the relationship between heredity and
environment in the causes of variation, though, would be incomplete if it terminated with his
conclusions made in 1918. Historians of genetics and eugenics have often characterized Fisher as
a “reformed” or a “new” eugenicist, emphasizing his ultimate recognition of the potential
importance of environmental causes of variation (Allen 1986; Kevles 1995; Mazumdar 1992;
Soloway 1990).12 Pauline Mazumdar, in particular, detailed the evolution in Fisher’s
understanding of the environment’s role in variation in her history of the British Eugenics
Society (Mazumdar 1992). According to Mazumdar, Fisher’s 1918 was, from the very
12

Barkan (1991) provides a useful comparison of the relationship between “reformed” and “new” eugenics.
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beginning, designed to accommodate the ideals of the Eugenics Society: (a) the compatibility of
biometry and Mendelism, and (b) the negligible importance of environmental causes of variation
(ibid, 110). But in 1919, Fisher left Cambridge and the “loving pressure of the eugenists” to join
the Rothamsted Agricultural Research Station as a statistician employed to investigate the effects
of environmental variables on crop yield (ibid, 124).13 At Rothamsted, Fisher was forced to
examine environmental variation rather than assume it to be a randomly distributed variable, as
he had in his 1918 (ibid, 121).
In 1918, Fisher explained that sources of variation could be summed as long as the causes
of variability were independent: “…when two independent causes are at work causing variation,
the total variance produced is simply the sum of variances produced by the two causes acting
separately.” (Fisher 1924, 192) Prior to undertaking the work at Rothamsted, the environment
could be treated as independent for the simple reason that Fisher took it to be negligible. In
making no contribution to variability, there was no need for Fisher to concern himself with how
environmental variation might be causally related to the other sources of variation. But the
research at Rothamsted forced Fisher to reconsider the environment as a possible source of
variation. With the environment now on the list of possible sources of variation, Fisher had to
also consider the relationship between environmental variation and heritable variation. He judged
this possible complication in the second installment of his “Studies in Crop Variation” series,
published with W. A. Mackenzie in 1923. He began by warning, “…if important differences
exist in the manurial response of varieties a great complication is introduced into both variety
and manurial tests; and the practical application of the results of past tests becomes attended with
considerable hazard.” (Fisher and Mackenzie 1923, 311) The possible difference in manurial
response was the possible presence of genotype-environment interaction. “Only if such
13

Fisher’s time at Rothamsted is also discussed in Box (1978, chapter 4) and Mackenzie (1981, chapter 8).
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differences are non-existent, or quite unimportant,” Fisher continued, “can variety tests
conducted with a single manurial treatment give conclusive evidence as to the relative value of
different varieties, or manurial tests conducted with a single variety give conclusive evidence as
to the relative value of different manures.” (ibid) Fisher, here, was making explicit the
implications that genotype-environment interaction had on the evaluation of group differences: if
genotype-environment interaction existed for a trait under investigation, then examining several
varieties’ values in just one environment (“a single manurial treatment”) would not give
conclusive evidence for the relative values of those different varieties in untested environments.
To test for this interaction, Fisher examined the manurial responses of twelve different
potato varieties. A relatively small field (0.162 acres) was first divided into two equal parts, one
part receiving a farmyard manurial treatment while the other receiving no treatment (see Figure
3). Each half was then itself divided into 36 plots, and each of the twelve potato varieties was
planted in triplicate in a chessboard arrangement within each field. Finally, each individual plot
was divided again, so that three rows of seven plants were set in each plot; one row received only
the basal manuring (B) of the series to which it belonged, while the other two rows received in
addition either a dressing of sulphate of potash (S) or a dressing of muriate (chloride) of potash
(C).
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Figure 3. Fisher’s experimental design for differential response of potato varieties to manurial
treatments. From Fisher and Mackenzie (1923, Diagrams 1 and 2). Reprinted with the permission
of Cambridge University Press.

With this experimental design, Fisher was able to use his data to undertake one of his
very first applications of an analysis of variance, now a standard resource in any statistician’s
toolbox. He measured the weight of produce lifted from each of the rows, determining both the
mean yield of each of the twelve varieties irrespective of the manuring applied, and the mean
yield of each of the manurial treatments irrespective of the variety grown. And what followed
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was, as Box (1978, 109-112) has pointed out, the first presentation of the familiar analysis of
variance table:

Figure 4. Fisher’s analysis of variation due to manuring, variety, deviations from
summation formula, and variation between parallel plots. From Fisher and Mackenzie (1923,
Table III). Reprinted with the permission of Cambridge University Press.

The “Deviations from summation formula” category was the measure of the differences
between the potato varieties in their manurial response—the measure of interaction. In yet
another innovative leap in this same article, Fisher noted that the deviations from the summation
formula were not significantly greater than would occur by chance, leading him to conclude, “In
the present material evidently the varieties show no difference in their reaction to different
manurial conditions.” (ibid, 317) This comparison of a source of variation against chance was an
early statistical test of significance, or what is now called an “F-test” in honor of Fisher’s
development of the method. Fisher evidently took the results of “Studies in Crop Variation, II” to
be quite conclusive. Two years later, in his extremely influential Statistical Methods for
Research Workers (1925), Fisher again warned of the “interaction of causes” when he introduced
the analysis of variance. However, he again used the potato variety-manurial response results
from “Studies in Crop Variation, II” to introduce the possible complication and again came to the
same conclusion: “There is no sign of differential response among the varieties…” (ibid, 209)
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We are now in a position to reflect on Fisher’s route to genotype-environment interaction.
For Fisher, the concept of interaction was situated in his larger biometric program devoted to
measuring the relative contributions of nature and nurture to individual differences in
populations, a program initiated by Fisher’s mentor and eventual rival, Pearson, the founder of
biometry (Porter 2004). Fisher, operating in this biometric tradition, was focused on the causes
of variation responsible for individual differences in populations. He asked questions about how
much of the variation in populations could be attributed to differences in heredity or differences
in environment, and he then developed many of the now-standard statistical methodologies
designed to answer these questions, such as the analysis of variance and the statistical test of
significance. Non-additive interactions potentially posed a complication for Fisher’s summing of
variances. But this interaction was understood to be (and, in fact, was defined as) simply a
statistical measure—a deviation from the summation formula—which would be detected by
Fisher’s methodologies if it existed. This notion will be called the biometric concept of
genotype-environment interaction, or G×EB. It may be defined as a statistical measure of the
breakdown in additivity between genotypic and environmental sources of variation, which is
generated by a statistical methodology such as the analysis of variance (Tabery Forthcoming).
We are also now in a position to take stock of the various components of the biometric
tradition, in which Fisher was operating. Thomas Kuhn’s (1962) The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions forced a generation of historians and philosophers of science to wrestle with how
scientific disciplines changed over time, especially in cases of apparent revolution. But to
determine how a scientific discipline changed over time, these historians and philosophers of
science were required to first determine what exactly a scientific discipline was. The result was a
bounty of such characterizations: Kuhn’s paradigms, Imre Lakatos’ research programmes (1970),
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Dudley Shapere’s domains (1977), Stephen Toulmin’s intellectual ecologies (1972), Lindley
Darden and Nancy Maull’s fields (1977), and Larry Laudan’s research traditions (1977).
For my part, I am not so much interested in how Fisher’s biometric tradition and
Hogben’s developmental tradition changed over time as I am interested in the differences
between these traditions and how the different concepts of genotype-environment interaction
developed and persisted in those separate traditions. As a result, I seek only a framework that
allows for the articulation of the various components in each tradition so as to compare and
contrast them. Probably any of the above frameworks would suffice, although each would, by
design, highlight a different facet of the traditions. Lakatos’ research programme, for example,
would stress the hard core of each tradition along with the protective belt of auxiliary
hypotheses, while Toulmin’s intellectual ecology would stress the selective forces that drive
change for a tradition. However, as my choice of terminology so far will have revealed, I will
utilize Laudan’s notion of a research tradition. Laudan’s framework is suitable for several
reasons. He begins by situating a particular research tradition around a particular problem.
Science, Laudan pointed out, was fundamentally a problem-solving activity, and so
understanding a particular research tradition began with identifying the problem on which that
tradition was focused. This problem then specified the metaphysical and methodological
commitments of members of the research tradition; it established the appropriate entities and
processes to investigate, the appropriate questions to ask about those entities and processes, and
the appropriate methodologies to employ in seeking to answer those questions. A research
tradition, Laudan explained, “is a set of general assumptions about the entities and processes in a
domain of study, and about the appropriate methods to be used for investigating the problems
and constructing the theories in that domain.” (Laudan 1977, 81)
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Laudan’s framework may be applied to the case of the biometric tradition. The main
problem on which Fisher was focused was the partitioning of the relative contributions of nature
and nurture responsible for individual differences in populations. His approach to causation
involved an investigation into the causes of variation responsible for these individual
differences. He asked, how much of the variation in a particular population was due to individual
differences in heredity or environment? And he sought to answer those questions with his
population-level, statistical methodologies. Fisher’s route to genotype-environment interaction
was in this biometric tradition, and his biometric concept of interaction—G×EB—bore the marks
of that history. The various components of the biometric tradition, now teased apart, are
organized in Table 2.

Components
Problem
Approach to Causation
Causal Question
Methodology
Concept of Interaction

Biometric Research Tradition
Individual Differences
Causes of Variation
How Much?
Statistical
Biometric—G×EB

Table 2. The components of the biometric research tradition.

2.3. Lancelot Hogben and the “Interdependence of Nature and Nurture”
In contrast to Fisher, whose name is known to any historian, philosopher, or sociologist of
biology, Hogben has received much less attention from those in science studies (Figure 5). As a
result, it will be useful to pause before examining Hogben’s discussion of genotype-environment
interaction and examine the man himself. His sarcasm, quick temper, and tendency to enter
public disputes all combined to generate a scientist whose personality, like Fisher’s, was just as
28

large as his scientific pursuits. Moreover, those scientific pursuits were considered throughout
much of the early 20th C. to be on par with the contributions of contemporary biologists who are
now considered more notable, such as Fisher, J. B. S. Haldane, and Julian Huxley. Influential
geneticist C. D. Darlington, as just one instance, wrote of Hogben after his death, “When I was
very young, Galdane, Guxley, and Gogben (as the Russians called them), seemed to be the three
Magi.”14 (Tabery 2006)

Figure 5. Lancelot Thomas Hogben, Hogben Papers, Special Collections, University of
Birmingham Library. Reprinted with the Permission of the University of Birmingham Library.
14

Darlington to Wells, 6 June 1976, Lancelot Hogben Papers (A.44), University of Birmingham Library. Quoted
with the permission of the University of Birmingham Library and P.D.A. Harvey.
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Lancelot Thomas Hogben (1895-1975) described his “larval existence” like that of many
prominent biologists: obsessively collecting newts, beetles, and butterflies; identifying birds and
recognizing them by their eggs; and exploring local geography. “I wanted to be a biologist long
before I was twelve,” he recalled 60 years later (Hogben 199815, 2). Biology, however, was not
what God had intended for Hogben…at least that was how his mother saw it. He was born two
months prematurely, and to ensure that he would survive the ordeal, his mother dedicated him
from birth to the mission field (ibid, 1). This religious devotion was no less powerful on the
paternal side of his parenting. Thomas Hogben16, a self-employed Methodist preacher, spent his
days ministering to seamen at the local port under a banner extolling the benefits and burdens of
the Christian God: “In the foreground was the lake of brimstone and fire. Across the middle was
the edge of a cliff where stood the theatre, the brothel, the casino, the racecourse, the tavern, the
Palais de Danse and other haunts of Satan. From the edge of the cliff the lost departed were
falling in different stages of incandescence. Above the cliff was a solitary pilgrim pursuing a
winding road to the rising sun; and, ironically, below it across the flames the legend: God is
Love.” (ibid, 4) Fortunately, the young Hogben and his parents were able to reach a compromise
during these formative years; the field of medicine allotted the boy the time to study biology
while also preparing himself for service as a medical missionary (ibid, 13).
15

Hogben wrote his autobiography, Look Back with Laughter (LBL), in the early 1970’s. G. P. Wells (H. G. Wells’
son) drew on much of this to write his biographical memoir of Hogben, as a Fellow of the Royal Society (Wells
1978). Wells also edited Hogben’s LBL with an eye towards publishing it in the late 1970’s but could not succeed in
the endeavor (Tabery 2006). More recently, Hogben’s son and his daughter-in-law have published a heavily edited
version of LBL, under the title, Lancelot Hogben, Scientific Humanist: An Unauthorized Autobiography (Hogben
1998). More limited biographies of Hogben can be found in Gurdon and Hopwood (2000), Kevles (1995),
Mazumdar (1992), Sarkar (1996), Tabery (2006), and Werskey (1978). For the purposes of this essay, biographical
references will be made to Hogben (1998); when material is to be cited that was edited out of Hogben (1998),
references will be to Wells’ edited version of LBL held at the University of Birmingham Library (listed as A.9 and
A.10 of the Hogben Papers).
16
Wells wrote a follow-up essay to his biographical memoir entitled, “Father and Son” (A.38), which detailed the
Hogben family along with Thomas Hogben’s influences on his son; however, Wells could not convince the Royal
Society to publish the sequel.
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Largely self-educated at the Stoke Newington Public Library, Hogben excelled
academically and won a Major Entrance Scholarship to attend Trinity College Cambridge in
1913 (ibid, 24-25). At Cambridge, Hogben cultivated his biological interests and replaced his
parents’ religious teaching with a devotion to socialism. He studied botany, physiology, and
zoology (winning the Frank Smart Prize for the last in 1915), and also embryonic development at
the Marine Biological Laboratory in Plymouth (ibid, 40-41). Hogben entered social life with an
equal vigor. Assessing the social societies available to him at the time, Hogben recalled, “I still
regard the Union Debating Society of Cambridge (even more that of Oxford) as a potting shed
for the cultivation of mentally retarded politicians. The most lively discussions at an
intellectually high level were those which took place at the Moral Sciences, colloquially Moral
Stinks, Club, where Bertrand Russell and [G. E.] Moore minced words with their philosophical
competitors, in the Fabian Society and its study circles, and in the Heretics founded by C. K.
Ogden of Basic English fame.” (ibid, 33) The Fabian Society at Cambridge was a particularly
accommodating match for Hogben; he met his first wife, Enid Charles, there and eventually
became its secretary, changing the Society’s name to the University Socialist Society (ibid, 51).
At the outset of World War I, Hogben joined noncombatant Quaker relief
organizations—first the War Victims contingent, which helped house French civilians rendered
homeless by the combat, and then the Friends’ Ambulance Unit (ibid, 48-49). When the British
government introduced compulsory military service, though, in 1916, Hogben protested this
action as a conscientious objector and spent several months imprisoned in Wormwood Scrubs for
the decision (ibid, chapter 7). After the War, Hogben entered the academic life, teaching and
leading research in London at Birkbeck and the Royal College of Science (1917-1922), in
Edinburgh at the Animal Breeding Research Laboratory (1922-1925), in Montreal at McGill
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University (1925-1927), at the University of Cape Town (1927-1930), at the London School of
Economics (1930-1937), at the University of Aberdeen (1937-1941), at the University of
Birmingham (1942-1943), in London at the War Office (1944-1946), and finally at the
University of Birmingham again where he retired (1947-1961).
In his early career at Birkbeck, Edinburgh, McGill, and Cape Town, Hogben was
primarily devoted to experimental embryology and physiology. He worked on the mechanisms
of amphibian metamorphosis with Julian Huxley and on the amphibian pigmentory effector
system with Frank Winton (Hogben and Winton 1922a, 1922b, 1923; Huxley and Hogben 1922).
The investigations were largely interventionist by nature; for example, he isolated the role of the
pituitary in the pigmentory effector system by surgically going through the roofs of frogs’
mouths and removing various portions of the gland, then noting the subsequent lack of
pigmentation (see Figure 6). Hogben, while at Edinburgh and with the help of Huxley and Frank
A. E. Crews, also founded the Society for Experimental Biology and its accompanying British
Journal of Experimental Biology (Crews et al. 1923; Erlingsson 2005; Hogben 1998, 79).

Figure 6. Two frogs, 19 days after pituitary operation by Hogben. (A) partial removal of only
anterior lobe. (B) complete removal. From Hogben and Winton (1923, Figure 2). Reprinted with
the permission of The Royal Society.
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It was Hogben’s 7 years at the LSE, however, that produced his most lasting
contributions to science and society. During these years he wrote his first two, hugely successful,
Primers for the Age of Plenty: Mathematics for the Million (1937) and Science for the Citizen
(1938). Though Hogben clearly relished these exercises in popular science, he was also wary of
their impact on his reputation as a respectable scientist. Hogben wrote Mathematics for the
Million in 1936; however, he held off on publishing it with his name as the author because “At
that time, [he] was still a candidate for the Fellowship of the Royal Society, and its hierarchy
frowned formidably on what they regarded as scientific popularisation.” (Hogben 1998, 138) The
manuscript was thus left in a drawer.17 Only after becoming a Fellow, Hogben took advantage of
a fortuitous conversation with the American publisher, Warder Norton:
To my query about whether he had any special mission this side of the pond, he replied that there would, in
his view, be a big market for a book if it could do for mathematics what [H. G.] Wells had done for world
history in his Outline. When I asked whether he had any prospective author in mind, he mentioned
Bertrand Russell as his best bet. I reminded him that Bertie tells us somewhere how, as a boy, he read
through all the books of Euclid in one stride and decided that Euclidean geometry was too easy to merit
further study. Besides, I added, Bertie had discovered that most children dislike mathematics. Warder
Norton’s disappointment was so patent that I said something to the effect that I had already written the
book he wanted, and that I might be able to find it for him (ibid, 137).

But even after becoming a Fellow, Hogben felt the need to claim that the manuscript wasted
none of his professional time. In the preface, he claimed that he “wrote this book in hospital
during a long illness for my own fun.” (Hogben 1937, xi) His son, however, remembered
differently: “Lancelot repeatedly claimed that he wrote Mathematics for the Million in six weeks

17

Hogben, at this point, actually did offer the manuscript to a publisher free of charge under the condition that it be
published anonymously, but the publisher had no interest because “mathematics is a worst seller.” (ibid, 138)
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while hospitalized for radical (barbaric) surgery on his nasal sinuses. Of course, this was
implausible. I still remember sitting by Lancelot with a shawl over his head as he inhaled balsam
or some such noxious vapour. He was still working out ideas. I served as a sounding board.”
(Hogben 1998, xiv)
Hogben, during his stay at the LSE, also attacked Britain’s eugenics movement with a
tenacity unmatched even by the standards of other anti-eugenicists of his day.18 Sir (later Lord)
William Beveridge, then the director of the LSE, sought to bridge the divide between the natural
and the social sciences and so announced the search for a Chair of Social Biology in 1929, which
would be funded by the Rockefeller Foundation (Kevles 1995, Mazumdar 1992, Werskey 1978).
Fisher applied for the position (Box 1978, 202), but it was Hogben who was ultimately invited to
take the post. In his autobiography years later, he recalled this vocational victory with glee,
noting, “…the brass hats of the Eugenics Society were already congratulating themselves on the
prospect of one of their co-religionists getting the job.” (Hogben 1998, 121) Hogben, however,
only agreed to take the appointment after some reluctance, later explaining,
At that time human genetics was a morass of surmise and superstition. It had as yet no sufficient theoretical
foundation for firm conclusions about the results of matings necessarily beyond the range of experimental
control. In short, no advance could materialise without further mathematical exploration of the postulates
of experimentally established principles. At first, I was appalled by the prospect of engaging in a task so
formidable, and one for which I could not formulate a programme on the spur of the moment. It was,
however, a social as well as a scientific challenge. The rationalisation of race prejudice by appeal to
biological principles was then plausible only because human genetics was so immature. Should I prosper in

18

Hogben’s role in the anti-eugenics response to the eugenics movement is discussed in Barkan (1991); Blacker
(1952); Kevles (1995); Ludmerer (1972); Mazumdar (1992); Paul (1995, 1998); Soloway (1990); and Werskey
(1978). Those historians that consider the origins of Hogben’s attention to the role of environmental sources of
variation (such as Werskey (1978) and Mazumdar (1992)) will be discussed below in section 2.4 when that topic is
addressed.
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the Herculean task of cleaning the Augean stables of human heredity, I should be contributing to the
overdue disposal of a manure heap of insanitary superstitions (Hogben 1998, 122).

Ultimately, Hogben recalled, it would be one of his fellow-“Magi” that convinced him to take on
the responsibility: “Conversation with J. B. S. Haldane jerked me out of indecision concerning
my fitness for the task.” (ibid) Hogben accepted the position and left Cape Town, joining the
LSE in 1930.19

2.3.1. Cleaning the Augean Stables
Hogben’s first full-fledged assault on the eugenics movement came with the publication of his
Genetic Principles in Medicine and Social Science (1932a).20 “This book does not undertake to
set down all that is known and has been surmised about human inheritance,” Hogben admitted.
Instead, it was the first step in his Herculean task: “It is an attempt to separate the wheat from the
tares, to indicate where a sound foundation of accredited data is available, to discuss what
methods can be applied to the extremely elusive nature of the material with which the human
geneticist deals, and to re-examine some of the biological concepts which have invaded other
fields of inquiry in the light of modern advances in experimental genetics.” (ibid, 9) Hogben
reviewed the problem of twin resemblance, research identifying single gene substitutions related
to human pathology, the use of serological data for mapping chromosomes, the genetic basis of
social behavior, the concept of a race, the nature of genetic selection in a social group, the
growth of human populations, and the social applications of genetic principles. The underlying
thread that united all of these discussions was his persistent emphasis on the role that the
environment played in the development of pathological, behavioral, and social traits. For
19

A thorough discussion of Hogben’s appointment at the LSE can be found in Mazumdar (1992, chapter 4).
“Full-fledged” because Hogben had addressed critically the science of eugenics to a limited extent prior to
Genetic Principles in earlier book chapters and lectures (see, for example, Hogben 1927, 1931a, 1931b).
20
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instance, with respect to pathological traits, Hogben emphasized the importance of
environmental agencies contributing to “deficiency diseases” such as rickets (ibid, 64). And
when arrested social behavior in the case of Mongolism was discussed, Hogben drew attention to
the effect of birth order and the uterine environment on the incidences of such a trait (ibid, 99103).
The role of the environment was of such prominence in the pages of Genetic Principles
because Hogben felt that biologists had generally learned to neglect it in response to theoretical
developments of the previous century. More specifically, the death of Lamarckism, the discovery
of cellular fertilization, and finally the rise of Weismann’s theory of the germ plasm ushered in a
generation of biologists with no theoretical interest in the environment (ibid, 39-40). Hogben,
however, also noted that this tendency to ignore the environment was gradually eroding in the
face of experimental biology, and especially experimental embryology:
Weismann’s teaching had a profound influence on the form which the hypothesis of natural selection
assumed in the closing years of the nineteenth century. It has left a profound impress upon biological
discussion of social evolution. During the present century the rise of experimental methods in the study of
heredity and development has shown the immense importance of environment in determining individual
variability among animals and plants. Strictly speaking, it is meaningless to speak of hereditary characters.
Characters as such are the end-product of a prolonged and immensely complex series of reactions between
the structural materials contributed by the sperm and the egg on the one hand, and all the characteristics of
the physical medium which the cells descended from a given fertilised egg develop (ibid, 40).21

21

With regard to selection, Hogben described a similar situation: “The selection doctrine assumed a more rigid form
when it was robbed of the Lamarckian assumptions implicit in much of Darwin’s earlier writings. In the hands of
Weismann and the Biometricians the implications of “blending” inheritance were more explicitly formulated.
Heredity and variation were necessarily co-extensive. Environment as an aspect of the problem of development
faded out of the picture. For a generation biologists were hypnotised by the discredit into which the Lamarckian
teaching had fallen, till the progress of experimental embryology and the new cell anatomy relegated Weismann’s
hypothesis of germinal selection to the same limbo as the Lamarckian doctrine. While its influence persisted, all
differences between parents and offspring were regarded as genetic.” (ibid, 146)
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In addition to describing the state of early-20th C. biology, this quote also revealed
Hogben’s prescription for formulating the relationship between heredity and the environment.
“Genetical science,” Hogben claimed, “has outgrown the false antithesis between heredity and
environment productive of so much futile controversy in the past.” (ibid, 201) Since every
character is the end-product of an immensely complicated series of reactions between external
agencies and the hereditary material, “Differences can be described as determined predominantly
by hereditary or predominantly by environmental agencies if, and only if, the conditions of
development are specified.” (ibid, 98) To drive this point home, Hogben pointed out that
variation in a population could arise from hereditary variation (emphasized by eugenicists),
environmental variation (emphasized by anti-eugenicists), and an often-ignored third class of
variability: that which “arises from the combination of a particular hereditary constitution with a
particular kind of environment.” (ibid, 98) It will be especially important to keep this conception
of the relationship between heredity, environment, and development in mind when Hogben
employed this relationship to criticize Fisher the following year.
But in 1932, Hogben had not yet criticized Fisher, and in his review22 of Genetic
Principles Fisher welcomed Hogben’s position at the LSE, despite the fact that his application
was turned down in favor of Hogben’s. Fisher began, “[Hogben’s] recent appointment as
Professor of Social Biology at the London School of Economics gave the welcome assurance
that his keenly analytic brain, and training in a severe experimental discipline, would be put to
important service in the study of the biology of man. The rapid appearance of his new book,
‘Genetic Principles in Medicine and Social Science,’ will therefore be received with more than
ordinary interest by all those who recognize the need, in this field, of whole-time workers with
an adequate biological training.” (Fisher 1932, 147) Fisher was especially impressed by
22

For other prominent reviews of Hogben (1932a) by his contemporaries, see Huxley (1932) and Haldane (1932).
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Hogben’s assimilation of the most recent work in the field and in his “strong taste for analytic
precision of statement.” (ibid) However, Fisher also worried that this attention to “purely
academic considerations” led to an exclusion of “aspects of more practical importance.” (ibid)
“Throughout the book,” Fisher complained, “those who consider that the practical importance of
the problem renders it urgent, will receive a disturbing impression that they are being asked to
wait, in solemn hush, outside the laboratory door, until the Professor sees fit to announce that the
ultimate truth has at last been revealed.” (ibid, 147-148)
Fisher also took issue with Hogben’s discussion of the environment. With regard to
Hogben’s account of the source of some biologists’ neglect for the role of the environment,
Fisher called it a “historical misapprehension” to suggest that Galton and Weismann’s rejection
of the Lamarckian inheritance of acquired characters “led to a neglect of the somatic importance
of such modifications.” (ibid, 149) In contrast to Hogben’s claim that Galton and Weismann’s
influence led to conceiving of all differences between parents and offspring as genetic, “It would
be truer to say that this was so while the influence of the Lamarckian doctrine persisted, for it
was the distinctive dogma of this doctrine that such differences, even if environmentally induced,
were inherited. Only when Lamarckism had been overthrown could the problem of the relative
importance of the congenital and the induced differences be clearly formulated.” (ibid) And
when Hogben summarized the connection between mental defect, scholastic success, and birth
order by writing, “This connection leaves little doubt that environmental influences play a very
significant rôle in determining the manifestation of mental defect” (Hogben 1932a, 106), Fisher
concluded, “We can only hope that when Professor Hogben has had sufficient leisure to produce
the authoritative work, which we may later hope for, that he will think it better to omit, or
radically to rewrite, his discussion of this type of material.” (ibid, 150)
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2.3.2. The William Withering Memorial Lectures
That same year (1932), the Medical Faculty of the University of Birmingham invited Hogben to
deliver their William Withering23 Memorial Lectures, and Hogben chose medical genetics as the
theme of his Lectures (Hogben 1998, 123). Hogben, in preparation for the Lectures, contacted
Fisher in February of 1933 on a point of clarification:
Dear Fisher, I am at present engaged in preparing a course of lectures in which I shall be dealing with your
own contributions to the genetic theory of correlation. There is one point in your 1918 paper which worries
me very much. When you speak of the contribution of hereditable and nonhereditable causes of variance in
a population, what exactly do you mean? I often use the same form of words myself and lately I have been
searching for a more explicit formulation of the problem. Suppose you say that 90 per cent of the observed
variance is due to heredity, do you mean that the variance would only be reduced ten percent, if the
environment were uniform? Do you mean that the variance would be reduced by 90 per cent, if all genetic
differences were eliminated? Perhaps you will think the question silly; but if you could suggest an
alternative form of words, it might help.24

Fisher responded the following day.
Dear Hogben, Your question is a very sound one. The point is this:-If the differential effects of
environment and heredity are not correlated, i.e. if each genotype has an equal chance of experiencing with
their proper probabilities, each of the available kinds of environment, then the variance is additive, and the
statements you have are equivalent. If they are not independent, then the practical choice of a form of
statement will depend upon what the correlation is due to.
E.g. if congenitally browner people expose themselves more to the sun than others, then
eliminating the congenital difference will carry with it the elimination of some of the environmental
difference, which virtually belongs to it. Equally in this case elimination of environmental differences
23

William Withering (1741-1799) was a botanist and physician (discovering the medical implications of foxglove’s
active ingredient—digitalis), a member of the Lunar Society, and a chief physician at the Birmingham General
Hospital (Aronson 1985).
24
Hogben to Fisher, 17 February 1933, R. A. Fisher Papers (available on-line at
http://www.library.adelaide.edu.au/digitised/fisher/). Quoted with the permission of Leslie Hogben.
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should mean the elimination not only of differences within the same or equivalent genotypes. On the other
hand if exposure to sun induced germinal brownness, the other of the two partitions mathematically
available, will be the practically useful one.25

Fisher took Hogben’s question to be one concerning genotype-environment correlation,
and so answered Hogben’s question with a discussion of a genotype’s “chance of experiencing”
a particular environment. The concept of genotype-environment correlation refers to cases where
an individual’s genotype correlates with exposure to particular environments. Genotypeenvironment correlation, however, was not Hogben’s target, and he took several days to
construct a lengthy rebuttal. “Dear Fisher, I don’t think you quite got the difficulty which I am
trying to raise. It concerns an inherent relativity in the concepts of nature and nurture, which did
not emerge clearly so long as geneticists drew a hard and fast line between metrical and unit
characters.”26 Hogben then introduced an example to clarify his concern.
Let me take an example which is particularly pregnant because the character can be defined either as an all
or none reaction or in metrical terms. I refer to the bar eye series in Drosophila. From Krafka’s data you
will see the following values for facet number are given at 15° and 25° C.

Low bar

Ultra bar

15° C

189

52

25° C

74

25

Consider the elementary population with the following structure. The genotypes are Low bar and ultra bar
in equal numbers, equally distributed between two environments, namely an incubator at 15° C and one at
25° C. There is zero correlation between the distribution of environmental and genetic variables. Yet I
cannot agree that the two statements “y per cent of the variance is due to environment,” and “the variance
25

Fisher to Hogben, 18 February 1933, R. A. Fisher Papers (available on-line at
http://www.library.adelaide.edu.au/digitised/fisher/). Quoted with the permission of the University of Adelaide
Library.
26
Hogben to Fisher, 23 February 1933, R. A. Fisher Papers (Series I, Hogben, L.), University of Adelaide. Quoted
with the permission of Leslie Hogben.
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would be reduced by y per cent if all differences of environment were eliminated,” are equivalent nor that
there is equivalence between the two statements “x per cent of the variance is due to heredity” and “the
variance would be reduced by x per cent if there were no genetic differences.”

Hogben then pointed out that the result was a “lack of singularity.”
The fact is that there is a lack of singularity in the problem when it is reduced to practical form, as can be
seen in arithmetical form in this instance. In the population defined the mean is 85 and the variance is 3906
to the nearest integer. Let us abolish all differences of environment. We can do this in an infinite number of
ways. One would be to culture all flies at 15° C. Result: mean 120.5 and variance 4692. Another is to
culture them all at 25° C. Result mean 49.5 and variance 600. Which of these two variances has priority as
an estimate of the “contribution” of environment to the observed variance in the fourfold population?
Again we eliminate all genetic differences by killing off all ultra bar flies. Result: mean 131.5 and variance
3306. We could alternatively kill off all low bar flies. Result: mean 38.5 and variance 182. Which of these
gives the contribution of heredity to the observed variance? (ibid)

Hogben shoved aside the matter of genotype-environment correlation here: “There is zero
correlation between the distribution of environmental and genetic variables.” Instead, he focused
on the “lack of singularity” which resulted from a variable response of two genotypes to an array
of environments. He closed by reemphasizing his lack of interest in genotype-environment
correlation and explaining the motivation behind his interest in the “lack of singularity” problem,
concluding, “The point I am after is not what assumptions about the distribution of the
environment and the distribution of gene differences are made in the mathematical formulation
of the problem. Obviously we can make more or less arbitrary assumptions about that. What I am
worried about is a more intimate sense in which differences of genetic constitution are related to
the external situation in the process of development.” (ibid, emphasis added)
Hogben’s letter on February 23rd marked the dawn of genotype-environment interactions
being utilized as a critical tool to attack the summing of heritable and non-heritable sources of
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variance. The bar-eye Drosophila example also became the empirical backbone of Hogben’s last
William Withering Memorial Lecture, entitled “The Interdependence of Nature and Nurture” in
the published form of these Lectures (Nature and Nurture, 1933a), and entitled “The Limits of
Applicability of Correlation Technique in Human Genetics,” published in the Journal of
Genetics that same year (1933b).27 It was, in short, an all-out attack on Fisher. Fisher’s 1918 was
noteworthy for human genetics, Hogben claimed, both because of the “thoroughness with which
he assailed the mathematical intricacies of a purely genetical theory of correlation” and also
because of the “particular conclusions about nature and nurture advanced in his memoir.”
(1933a, 92) Hogben reiterated Fisher’s (1918) objective: to use fraternal correlations to
“determine the respective contributions which nature and nurture make to the variability of a
normal population, using the mean square deviation as the measure of variability.” (ibid) And
Hogben identified the passage from Fisher (1918), which particularly concerned him, quoting, “it
is possible to calculate the numerical influence not only of dominance but of the total genetic and
non-genetic causes of variability. An examination of the best available figures for human
measurements shows that there is little or no indication of non-genetic causes. The closest
scrutiny is invited on this point not only on account of the practical importance of the
predominant influence of natural inheritance, but because the significance of the fraternal
coefficient in this connection has not previously been realised.” (ibid; from Fisher (1918, 433))
Because of the centrality that correlation coefficients played in Fisher’s 1918, Hogben
devoted his essay to critically assessing the correlation technique. Hogben admitted that the
technique of correlation could be “used to detect the existence of differences due to environment

27

Hogben’s Nature and Nurture (1933a) is much more often cited than his Journal of Genetics paper (1933b), so
references will be made to his 1933a. However, although the essays are extremely similar, the version that appeared
in the Journal of Genetics did go into slightly more detail at important points. I will say explicitly when references
are being made to those portions uncontained in Nature and Nurture.
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and differences due to heredity.” (ibid, 93) Based on correlation coefficients from monozygotic
and dizygotic twins, Hogben even conceded that “Few biologists would hesitate to draw the
conclusion that intellectual differences may arise because of gene differences.” (ibid) However,
moving beyond the detection of such differences, “The difficulties of interpretation begin when
we attempt to clarify what is meant by calculating ‘the numerical influence…of the total genetic
and non-genetic causes of variability.’” (ibid, 94-95) Hogben drew on his Cambridge,
philosophical hero to make this point: “In his illuminating essay on the Notion of Cause Bertrand
Russell has pointed out that few words are used with greater ambiguity in scientific
discussion.”28 (ibid, 95) What Hogben had in mind here was an extension of the critique of
Galton and biometry he first made in his Genetic Principles. “The biometrical treatment of
variability,” Hogben argued, “inherited from Galton a tradition of discourse in which the
ambiguity of the concept of causation completely obscured the basic relativity of nature and
nurture. Since then this relativity has become increasingly recognised through experiments
involving the use of inbred stocks in physiological laboratories, especially in connexion with
experimental work on diet. It is therefore necessary to examine with great care what we mean
when we make measurements of a genetic difference and a difference due to environment.”
(1933a, 95)
To drive home this point, Hogben introduced to his reader the same case he introduced to
Fisher in correspondence earlier that year, providing both the data and, this time, a reaction norm
graph of the differential responses of low-bar and ultra-bar Drosophila strains to a variable
environment (see Figure 7).29 The differences between points A and B (16δH)30, and between
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This was not the first time Hogben revealed his philosophical indebtedness to Russell. Hogben’s The Nature of
Living Matter (1931a), a mechanistic critique of vitalism, was dedicated to Russell.
29
For a history of the reaction norm concept, see Sarkar (1999).
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points E and F (25δH) corresponded to what Hogben claimed experimental biologists meant by a
genetic difference. Meanwhile, the differences between points B and C (BδE), and between points
D and E (AδE) corresponded to what Hogben claimed experimental biologists meant by a
difference due to environment. Hogben assessed, “Clearly we are on safe ground when we speak
of a genetic difference between two groups measured in one and the same environment or in
speaking of a difference due to environment when identical stocks are measured under different
conditions of development.” But then he continued, questioning, “Are we on equally safe ground
when we speak of the contribution of heredity and environment to the measurements of
genetically different individuals or groups measured in different kinds of environment?” (ibid,
97) Hogben asked his reader to consider a low-bar stock kept at 16° C and an ultra-bar stock kept
at 25° C, creating the observed differences AC or DF. “How much of AC or DF is due to
heredity and how much to environment? The question is easily seen to be devoid of a definite
meaning.” (ibid) He then drew for his reader the same conclusion he drew from this data when
he wrote to Fisher previously:
We might be tempted to say that the genetic contribution is the difference which would exist if both stocks
had been cultured at the same temperature. This could be done in an infinite number of ways. If they were
both cultured at 16° C. heredity would contribute the difference AB. We might be tempted to say that the
contribution of environment represents what the difference would be if all the flies belonged to the same
stock. Obviously this can be done in at least two ways. Keeping the same difference of environment we
might substitute low-bar individuals for the ultra-bar stock at 25° C. The difference between the two
sections of the population would then be represented by DE. If we substituted ultra-bar individuals for the
low-bar stock at 16° C. the difference would be BC. Either ED or BC is equally entitled to be regarded as
the contribution of environment (ibid).

30

Krafka (1920), as will be discussed below, took measurements at a number of different temperatures including
both 15° and 16° C. As a result, it is not necessarily a typographical error that Hogben used 16° C. here but used 15°
C. in his correspondence with Fisher.
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Hogben importantly emphasized, “The literature of experimental physiology is not wanting in
examples of such divergent curves representing the measurement of a character and the strength
of the environment.” (ibid) He drew on the research of Norman B. Taylor (1931), and Frank R.
Winton (1927), his former colleague and co-author from Edinburgh, who respectively examined
variation in the sinus beat of Xenopus and Rana with regards to temperature, and variation in the
mortality rate of rats with regards to red squills (Hogben 1933b, 385).31

Figure 7. Hogben’s norms of reaction for low-bar and ultra-bar Drosophila strains derived from
Krafka (1920). Figure from Hogben (1933a, Figure 2). Reprinted with the permission of
Macmillan.
31

These references are not included in the version of this essay which appears in the William Withering Lectures
published as Nature and Nurture (1933a). There, Hogben only wrote, “There is no reason to multiply instances in
order to show the need for extreme care in formulating the problem of nature and nurture in quantitative terms.”
(Hogben 1933a, 97)
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Hogben also explicated the practical implications of this variable response by different
genotypes to environmental differences. “The only practical significance which Fisher’s analysis
of variance seems to admit is that, if it were correct, we could only reduce variance with respect
to stature in a human population by 5 per cent. or less if the environment were perfectly
uniform.” (Hogben 1933a, 114) As Hogben pointed out above, though, creating such a
uniformity can be done in an infinite number of ways, “some tending to bring out genetic
differences which were not previously measurable, others tending to obscure genetic differences
which were measurable before.” (ibid) Hogben called the calculation devised by Fisher (1918) to
add up all the sources of variance a “balance sheet of nature and nurture” (see section 2.1 above).
And he asked, “Has a balance sheet of nature and nurture any meaning in this sense, unless we
assume that the variance of a population, if affected at all, is necessarily diminished when the
environment is made more homogenous?” (ibid) But as he wrote to Fisher before, and as he
would repeat in published form, “Such an assumption is certainly false.” (ibid) With regards to
Krafka’s two Drosophila populations (low-bar and ultra-bar) exposed equally to the two
environments (15° and 25° C), the variance was 3906.5. Creating environmental uniformity by
confining both stocks solely to 15° C would increase the variance to 4692.25. But creating
environmental uniformity by confining both stocks solely to 25° C would decrease the variance
to 600.25. Hogben asked his reader the same question he asked Fisher: “Have either of these
estimates any special priority as a measure of the contribution of heredity alone to the observed
variance?” (ibid, 116) Likewise, genetic uniformity could be created by substituting low-bar
stock for the ultra-bar individuals, generating a variance of 3306.25. Or, genetic uniformity could
be created by substituting ultra-bar stock for the low-bar individuals, generating a variance of
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182.25. Again, “Which of these two estimates gives the contribution of environment alone?”
(ibid) Hogben concluded,
In whatever sense Fisher himself intended his balance sheet to be interpreted, there is no doubt that many
writers on human biology entertain the belief that biometrical estimates of this kind do entitle us to set such
limits. On the basis of such statements as the previous quotation about stature, it is often argued that the
results of legislation directed to a more equitable distribution of medical care must be small, and that in
consequence we must look to selection for any noteworthy improvement in a population. This is rather like
saying that the difference between black and white is negligible because an inkpot thrown into a tank of
china clay has very little effect on the latter (ibid, 116-117).

We can only assume that Fisher felt little gratitude when Hogben concluded his Journal of
Genetics essay by writing, “It is a great pleasure to acknowledge the courtesy with which Dr.
Fisher has replied to communications in which some of the issues raised in this discussion have
been explored.” (Hogben 1933b, 405)

2.3.3. From Development to Interaction—the Origin of G×ED
We have already ascertained how Fisher came to consider the question of genotype-environment
interaction (see section 2.2.2 above). In developing the analysis of variance, Fisher recognized
quite early on that such non-linear interactions would create complications for assessments of the
relative contributions of heritable and non-heritable sources of variation (Fisher and Mackenzie
1923). However, in his own empirical research on potato varieties, Fisher found no such
interaction.
But how did Hogben come to consider genotype-environment interactions? It was
apparently not through a familiarity with Fisher’s own research on the topic. Hogben never
mentioned Fisher’s “Studies in Crop Variation, II” or his discussion of the topic in Statistical
Methods for Research Workers. More tellingly, Hogben first introduced the problem to Fisher in
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correspondence as if it was an issue with which Fisher might have no concern, admitting,
“Perhaps you will think the question silly.”
Historians who have considered Hogben’s criticisms of the eugenicists have tended to
explain Hogben’s attention to environmental sources of variation by appeal to political
motivations. Gary Werskey (1978) and Mazumdar (1992) both pointed to the influence of the
Second International Congress on the History of Science, held in 1931 in London, on Hogben
and other left-wing British scientists of the day, such as Haldane, Joseph Needham, Hyman
Levy, and J. D. Bernal. At this conference, a Soviet delegation led by Nikolai Bukharin
introduced Marxism to the British scientific community. Mazumdar explained, “Hogben’s
thinking on the problems of social biology did not take a completely new direction following his
contact with Marxism, but the Marxist analysis both sharpened his perception of the class-bound
nature of the eugenic programme, and also provided a theoretical support for his campaign
against the over-emphasis of the biological in human society.” (ibid, 161) And Werskey wrote,
“Rather than completely sacrifice his outside political interests to the demands of scientific life,
he consciously brought his politics to bear on the kind of science he did. As a feminist who was
also an experimental biologist, Hogben was drawn in the early twenties to the new field of
comparative endocrinology, in order to study the hormonal bases of sex differences. As a
socialist, he likewise found himself attracted to the social biology of class and racial
differences.” (ibid, 105)
However, while such political analyses may help to explain Hogben’s motivations for
attacking the eugenics movement, they do little to explain the actual tools of the attack itself.
This point should not be taken as a criticism of these histories; Mazumdar fully admitted,
“Marxism helped Hogben to define his problem, but it did not provide him with the tools with
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which to solve it.” (ibid) Rather, the point is that a closer analysis of Hogben’s actual criticisms
requires more than an appeal to his political motivations. For Mazumdar, that closer analysis
came from assessing the influence of German mathematical genetics (Vererbungsmathematik) on
Hogben’s subsequent research. A familiarity with the work of Wilhelm Weinberg, Fritz Lenz,
and Felix Bernstein, Mazumdar revealed, led Hogben to introduce to the English-speaking world
new mathematical techniques for analyzing pedigree data. Hogben, in 1931 and 1932, published
in the Journal of Genetics a series of papers on “The Genetic Analysis of Family Traits”
applying the Vererbungsmathematik approach to pedigree analyses of traits caused by single
gene substitutions, double gene substitutions, and single recessive genes (Hogben 1931c, 1932b,
1933c; Mazumdar 1992, 162-169).
But Hogben’s discussion of genotype-environment interaction was quite distinct from his
discussion of pedigree analyses; the latter was a tool used to reform a methodology employed by
eugenicists, while the former was a tool used to critically attack eugenic interpretations of
variance analyses. As a result, a familiarity with German mathematical genetics will not suffice
to explain the origins of Hogben’s consideration of genotype-environment interaction.
Fortunately, Hogben left a revealing clue for this explanation in the form of his last line to
Fisher: “What I am worried about is a more intimate sense in which differences of genetic
constitution are related to the external situation in the process of development.” Hogben, here,
explained quite clearly what motivated his interest in genotype-environment interaction—an
appreciation for the developmental relationship between genotype and environment, and the
variation that resulted from that relationship.
Considering the developmental relationship between the genotype and the environment
was nothing new for Hogben in 1933. We saw above that his earlier Genetic Principles was
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filled with warnings against only construing phenotypic variation as either a product of genetic
differences or of environmental differences. There, Hogben criticized the “false antithesis of
heredity and environment” (Hogben 1932a, 201). He admitted that some hereditary variability
would exist in almost any environment; and, likewise, some variability would be brought about
by the environment acting on the same genetic material. However, Hogben also drew attention to
a third class of variability, which “arises from the combination of a particular hereditary
constitution with a particular kind of environment.” (ibid, 98) In 1932, when Genetic Principles
was published, the only empirical example Hogben gave of this third class of variability came
from the “abnormal abdomen” sport of Drosophila. If cultured in a dry medium, this sport was
indistinguishable from the normal form. However, if cultured in a humid environment, the
segmentation of the abdomen was grossly deformed. “In a culture which progressively dries up,”
Hogben explained, “a decreasing number of flies manifesting the character appears. The flies
which emerge last when the culture is drying up are not different from the wild type, so that in
crosses conducted in the usual way any numerical results may be obtained.” (ibid)
The abnormal abdomen Drosophila example provides another important clue in
constructing Hogben’s path to genotype-environment interaction, acting as something of a bridge
between his discussions in 1932 and in 1933. In 1932, Hogben recognized a third class of
variability resulting from the combination of a particular genetic constitution with a particular
environment; the abnormal abdomen example acted to verify the existence of this class of
variability. A year later, in 1933, when Hogben explicated the “interdependence” of nature and
nurture for his audience at the William Withering Lectures, the abnormal abdomen example
joined Krafka’s (1920) bar-eye example as the two cases revealing the practical limitations on
Fisher’s (1918) analysis of variance. With regard to the practical significance, remember that
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Hogben claimed, “A balance sheet of nature and nurture has no meaning in this sense, unless we
assume that the variance of a population, if affected at all, is necessarily diminished when the
environment is made more homogenous.” (Hogben 1933b, 399) Hogben then utilized the
abnormal abdomen example as one case showing why “Such an assumption is certainly false.”
(Hogben 1933a, 114)
Imagine a large laboratory with many bottles of culture media, some dry and some moist, providing food
for a mixed stock of fruit-flies, a small proportion of which belong to the mutant strain with the gene for
vestigial abdomen. Keeping the stock the same, we might make the environment more homogenous in one
of two ways, either making all the bottles dry or all the bottles moist. If we make all the bottles dry, the
mutant gene will be incapable of manifesting its presence. Variability will be diminished with respect to the
difference under consideration. If we make all the bottles moist, a larger proportion of larvae with the
mutant gene will hatch out as flies with the mutant deformity. That is to say there will be an increase in
variability (ibid, 115).

The crucial limitation of the abnormal abdomen example, though, was that it lacked quantitative
data concerning the phenotype. As a result, Hogben continued, “There will be even less room for
misunderstanding if we examine a metrical situation concerning which we have definite
experimental knowledge.” (ibid) With that, Hogben introduced Krafka’s (1920) bar-eye data,
displaying genotype-environment interaction quantitatively.
In light of the clear impact that Krafka’s empirical results had on Hogben (providing him
with the “definite experimental knowledge”), it will be fruitful to pause for a moment in order to
consider Krafka’s research. Three different lines of bar-eye larvae (unselected bar stock, low-bar
stock, and ultra-bar stock) developed on bananas at a variety of temperatures: 15°, 16°, 17.5°,
20°, 23°, 25°, 27°, 29°, 30° and 31° C. When development was complete, the flies were etherized
and the eye facets were counted with the aid of a light microscope. With the calculations
completed, Krafka was able to construct the following norms of reaction:
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Figure 8. Krafka’s norms of reaction for unselected bar stock (top), low-bar stock (middle), and
ultra-bar stock (bottom) eye-facets in response to temperature. From Krafka (1920, Figure 5).32

Based on this graph, Krafka surmised, “We may draw two conclusions from these curves: (1)
The mean facet number at any given temperature is not the same for all stocks. (2) The
difference in the mean number of facets between any two temperatures is not a constant for all
three stocks. In other words, the number of facets is determined by a specific germinal
constitution plus a specific environment.” (ibid, 419)33 Notice that Krafka’s second conclusion—

32

Note that Hogben removed the unselected bar-stock reaction norm from his reproduction of this graph.
Though Hogben’s interest in Krafka’s data ended with his reaction norm graphs, this data only provided the
results for part 1 of the three-part essay. Krafka went on to seek “the point X in development during which the facet
number-determining reaction is going on.” (ibid, 434) Not surprisingly, he found different time periods at the
different temperatures (beginning on the 3rd day and ending on 3 ¾ days at 27° C., and beginning on the 9th day and
ending on the 11th day at 15° C.). Nevertheless, these time periods were relatively proportional to the total time of
33
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that variation resulted from a specific germinal constitution plus a specific environment—is
virtually identical to Hogben’s third class of variability.
So, for Hogben, attention to individual development actually led him to recognize
genotype-environment interaction as a unique source of variation in a population. He began in
Genetic Principles by differentiating three different classes of variability: genetic,
environmental, and that which “arises from the combination of a particular hereditary
constitution with a particular kind of environment.” (Hogben 1932a, 98) For Hogben, this last
source of variation was fundamentally a developmental source of variation, resulting from
differences in unique, developmental combinations of genotype and environment. In 1932,
Hogben had only a qualitative example to drive this point home; the abnormal abdomen
Drosophila strain developed quite differently in environments of different humidities in
comparison to the wild type’s development in these environments. When Hogben came to
consider Fisher’s summing of variances in 1933, though, he needed quantitative data, and he
received that from Krafka (1920). Krafka’s investigation of the effect of temperature on
Drosophila development generated quantitative data revealing that “the number of facets is
determined by a specific germinal constitution plus a specific environment,” Hogben’s third
class of variation (Krafka 1920, 419). Hogben then used Krafka’s data to calculate the variances
for the different bar-eye stocks at the different temperatures, displaying the fact that the
population variance would increase or decrease depending on which environmental temperature
was chosen.
Hogben was operating in the developmental tradition of biology. The problem on which
he was focused was unraveling the way in which variation in a population arose from the
development at these temperatures. As a result, Krafka was able to conclude, “we find that the reaction which
determines the number of facets starts at the completion of 32 per cent of development and ends with the completion
of 45 per cent.” (ibid, 443)
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relationship between genotype and environment during individual development. His focus was
on the causal mechanisms of individual development. He asked, how do differences in genotype
and differences in environment relate during individual development to generate differences in
phenotype? And he employed or sought out interventionist methodologies, such as those
undertaken by Krafka, to manipulate these variables and monitor the phenotypic outcomes.
Hogben’s route to genotype-environment interaction was in this developmental tradition, and the
concept of interaction that he introduced bore the marks of that history. Hogben introduced what
will be called the developmental concept of genotype-environment interaction, or G×ED. It was
his “third class of variability”, and it may be defined as variation that results from differences in
unique, developmental combinations of genotype and environment (Tabery Forthcoming). The
various components of the developmental tradition, now teased apart, are organized in Table 3.

Components
Problem
Approach to Causation
Causal Question
Methodology
Concept of Interaction

Developmental Research Tradition
Individual Development
Causal Mechanisms
How?
Interventionist
Developmental—G×ED

Table 3. The components of the developmental research tradition.

2.4. Fisher vs. Hogben: On the Importance of Genotype-Environment Interaction.
Fisher responded to Hogben’s letter discussing the Krafka data.
Dear Hogben, I think I see your point now. You are on the question of non-linear interaction of
environment and heredity. The analysis of variance and covariance is only a quadratic analysis and as such
only considers additive effects. Academically one could proceed in theory, though in a theory not yet
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developed, to corresponding analyses of the third and higher degrees. Practically it would be very difficult
to find a case for which this would be of the least use, as exceptional types of interaction are best treated on
their merits, and many become additive or so nearly so as to cause no trouble when you choose a more
appropriate metric. Thus facet number shows its sweet reasonableness when measured in ‘proportional
units’ or in other words on a logarithmic scale. However perhaps the main point is that you are under no
obligation to analyse variance into parts if it does not come apart easily, and its unwillingness to do so
naturally indicates that one’s line of approach is not very fruitful.34

Fisher’s appraisal of genotype-environment interaction here, along with Hogben’s disregard for
this appraisal in his William Withering Lectures, reveals much about their divergent views on the
importance of genotype-environment interaction. Fisher understood Hogben now to be worrying
about the “non-linear interaction of environment and heredity.” Fisher, of course, was familiar
with the problem, having taken up “Studies in Crop Variation, II” with the sole purpose of
testing for such an interaction (see section 2.2.2 above, Fisher and Mackenzie 1923). With the
conclusions of that study in mind, notice how Fisher responded to Hogben: Hogben’s concern
was written off as “academic,” while “Practically it would be very difficult to find a case for
which this would be of the least use, as exceptional types of interaction are best treated on their
merits…” So while Fisher did acknowledge that “you are under no obligation to analyse variance
into parts if it does not come apart easily,” his investigation at Rothamsted led him to believe that
cases where the variance did not come apart were quite “exceptional.” Notice also that Fisher’s
response bears a striking resemblance to his review of Genetic Principles discussed in section
2.3.2 above, where he worried that Hogben’s attention to “purely academic considerations” led
to an exclusion of “aspects of more practical importance.” (Fisher 1932, 147) Fisher explained
that the exceptional cases of genotype-environment interaction, such as Hogben’s example,

34

Fisher to Hogben, 25 February, 1933, R. A. Fisher Papers (Series I, Hogben, L.), University of Adelaide. Quoted
with the permission of the University of Adelaide Library.
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could be eliminated by choosing a different scale for measuring the variables (such as a
logarithmic scale for the Krafka data).
However, Fisher’s pre-William Withering congeniality towards Hogben in this
correspondence can be contrasted with a letter he wrote to J. A. Fraser Roberts two years later,
after Hogben placed so much emphasis on genotype-environment interactions in his publications.
While Fisher was willing to acknowledge to Hogben the limits of analyzing variance into parts
“if it does not come apart easily,” he wrote to Fraser Roberts on January 18th, 1935,
…There is one point in which Hogben and his associates are riding for a fall, and that is in making a great
song about the possible, but unproved, importance of non-linear interactions between hereditary and
environmental factors. J.B.S. Haldane seems tempted to join in this. What they do not see is that we
ordinarily count as genetic only such part of the genetic effect as may be included in a linear formula and
that we make a present to the environmentalists of such variation due to the combined action of genetic and
environmental causes as is not expressible in such a formula. Consequently, the more important non-linear
interactions were, the more thoroughly would we underestimate the importance of genetic factors. This is,
of course, another point in favour of speaking of the residue as non-genetic, rather than as environmental,
though I have no doubt that in this residue the direct environmental effects are probably larger than the
portion due to interaction.35

Fisher, here, surmised the weight he placed on genotype-environment interactions much more
explicitly: they were of “possible, but unproved, importance.” “Possible” because, as Fisher
recognized in “Studies in Crop Variation, II,” the non-linear interactions would complicate the
summation of variances. But also “unproved” because in “Studies in Crop Variation, II” Fisher
found no such non-linear interactions. The matter of significance was an open empirical
question, and Fisher placed the burden of proof on the “environmentalists” seeking such nonlinear interactions.
35

Fisher to Roberts, 18 January 1935, quoted in Bennett (1983, 260). Quoted with the permission of the University
of Adelaide Library.
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Hogben, not surprisingly, came to quite a different conclusion. Krafka’s (1920) research
was a clear example, and Hogben took full advantage of its implications in the William
Withering Lectures and the subsequent publications. Moreover, Hogben felt comfortable
claiming that the reaction norm graphs revealing such genotype-environment interaction were
standard; remember that he followed the discussion of the bar-eye data with the line, “The
literature of experimental physiology is not wanting in examples of such divergent curves
representing the measurement of a character and the strength of the environment.” (Hogben
1933a, 97) As evidence, Hogben (1933b) offered the work of Taylor (1931) and Winton (1927).
With limited empirical evidence, Hogben and Fisher were free to attach quite distinct
levels of importance to the empirical evidence then accumulated, leading to quite distinct
conclusions concerning the importance of genotype-environment interaction. Assessing the
importance of limited empirical evidence can involve any number of motivations; and, as a
result, Hogben and Fisher’s distinct conclusions cannot be pinned to any one motivation.
Politically, Hogben’s socialism naturally inclined him to favor empirical evidence supporting
arguments that might justify the equalization of the environment; while Fisher’s disdain for the
“communists and fellow-travelers,” who attacked eugenics, encouraged him to be warier of such
evidence and arguments (quoted in Mazumdar 1992, 211). Turning to eugenics more directly,
Hogben and Fisher’s opposing perspectives on the British eugenics movement also was a
potential factor affecting their respective judgments. Hogben, not surprisingly, welcomed
empirical evidence complicating the statistical methodologies of eugenicists, while Fisher, not
surprisingly, was critical of such evidence…especially since the methodologies were his own.
But the historical survey of Hogben and Fisher’s distinct paths to genotype-environment
interaction, traced out in sections 2.2 and 2.3, also revealed an epistemological motivation in
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play, pertaining to how the concept of genotype-environment interaction figured into their
respective research traditions. Fisher introduced a number of statistical innovations while at
Rothamsted as part of his persistent attempts to develop methods for assessing the relative
importance of heredity and the environment, the main problem of the biometric tradition. This
was no isolated endeavor. Mazumdar, in investigating the reformed nature of Fisher’s eugenics,
examined the debate between Fisher and the more mainstream eugenicist, Ernest Lidbetter
(Mazumdar 1992, 124-145). While Lidbetter was content to confine the Eugenics Society’s
Research Committee to evaluating human pedigree data on pauperism in order to emphasize the
mere familial nature of the affliction, Fisher repeatedly attempted to move the Research
Committee towards developing and implementing statistical techniques that could answer the
question: “to what extent is the causation of pauperism to be ascribed to a) heredity b)
environment?” (quoted in Mazumdar 1992, 128) Fisher, focused on the biometric “relative
importance” problem, did not take genotype-environment interactions as something to be sought
and studied, as if they were something of intrinsic interest. G×EB created a potential
complication for assessing the relative importance of heredity and the environment, and so it was
to be considered and then either dismissed, as was the case in “Studies in Crop Variation, II,” or
eliminated with a transformation of scale.
Hogben, in contrast, took genotype-environment interactions to be the product of his third
class of variability: that resulting from the combination of a particular genetic constitution with a
particular kind of environment during the process of development. This third class of variability
was, for Hogben, essentially developmental in nature and to be investigated with the tools of the
developmental tradition—experimental embryology (as was the case with both the “abnormal
abdomen” and bar-eye Drosophila studies). Just as experimental embryology was a distinct
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discipline with its own inherently important results, so too was genotype-environment interaction
inherently important. And as experimental embryology continued to grow, Hogben predicted, so
too would empirical examples of G×ED.
The epistemological divide between Fisher and Hogben’s concepts can be seen most
clearly when their separate research traditions are placed side-by-side, as can be found in Table
4:

Components
Problem
Approach to Causation
Causal Question
Methodology
Concept of Interaction

Biometric Tradition
Individual Differences
Causes of Variation
How Much?
Statistical
Biometric—G×EB

Developmental Tradition
Individual Development
Causal Mechanisms
How?
Interventionist
Developmental—G×ED

Table 4. The components of the biometric and developmental research traditions.

Whatever the opposing motivations (political, social, and/or epistemological), the
exchange between Fisher and Hogben evidently took its toll on their relationship. In 1932, when
reviewing Hogben’s Genetic Principles, Fisher welcomed Hogben’s appointment to the Chair of
Social Biology at the LSE. But in an unpublished draft of a review of Hogben’s Nature and
Nurture, Fisher began,
Many of those, who had hopes that the establishment of a Chair of Social Biology at the London School of
Economics would lead to a scientific and unbaissed [sic] attack on the social problems in this field, must by
now be realising, in various degrees, their disappointment. For the functions of an advocate and of an
investigator seem to be incompatible; and though one may be always amused and sometimes stimulated to
thought when a brilliant journalist, such as Mr. G. K. Chesterton, sets out to show what a good forensic
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case can be made in opposition to the weight of scientific evidence and opinion, Professor Hogben lacks
the charm of style needed to make confusion of thought seem luminous, or his facetiousness seem
penetrating.36

Fisher’s disdain for Hogben was by no means confined to the years of their debate. Almost 30
years later, when there was some confusion over whether an article in Nature was written by A.
W. F. Edwards (Fisher’s student) or his brother John Edwards (Hogben’s student), Fisher wrote
of the matter to his former colleague R. R. Race, “It was the thought that it was he [i.e., A. W. F.
Edwards] that annoyed me, for the estimates published in Nature were manifestly incompetent,
and I feared that one of my own pupils was running amok, and adding unnecessarily to darkness
and confusion. However, I understand he [i.e., John Edwards] is only one of Hogben’s, so all is
explained.”37 A. W. F. Edwards, in fact, personally witnessed Fisher’s disdain for Hogben upon
the arrival of the paperback edition of Fisher’s The Genetical Theory of Natural Selection
(1958), recalling, “I was standing in the departmental office when Fisher opened the parcel of
author’s copies. ‘Hmph,’ he said at his first sight of the cover, ‘Looks like a book by Hogben.’”
(Edwards 1990, 278)38
Hogben lost no less love. In discussing the downfall of the Nazi Party in an unpublished
portion of his autobiography, Hogben judged, “After the war, the Nuremberg justices of the
peace had Rosenberg hanged. If I believed in hanging people for their opinions, the only
extenuating circumstances I might enter with a clear conscience as a plan for mercy on behalf of

36

R. A. Fisher Papers (Series I, Hogben, L.), University of Adelaide. Quoted with the permission of the University
of Adelaide Library.
37
Fisher to Race, 27 September 1960, R. A. Fisher Papers (Series I, Race, R.R.), University of Adelaide. Quoted
with the permission of the University of Adelaide Library.
38
I am indebted to Margaret Morrison for brining this anecdote to my attention.
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the late Sir R. A. Fisher would be that he did not occupy a government post with responsibility
for implementing his convictions.”39 (LBL, 213) And this from an avowed pacifist.

2.5. The Legacies of Fisher and Hogben: G×EB vs. G×ED.
If the Fisher-Hogben debate had been an isolated event, then it would have been interesting in its
own right, although that would have been about it. But it was not an isolated event. And, as a
result, there is more than just an interesting story here. The separate concepts of interaction have
had distinct legacies of their own in their separate research traditions, and the competing
conceptions have faced off on numerous (sometimes acrimonious) occasions.
Hogben’s G×ED was carried into the mid-twentieth century most clearly in the work of
British developmental geneticist Conrad Hal Waddington. This can be seen most clearly in
Waddington’s The Strategy of the Gene (Waddington, 1957). Waddington wanted to explain to
his readers what geneticists meant by genetic and environmental influences on the phenotype. To
do so, he introduced Hogben’s discussion of the Krafka data and, in fact, block-quoted two full
paragraphs along with the reaction norm graph from Hogben’s Nature and Nurture where
Hogben discussed the case. Reinforcing the developmental nature of the phenomenon,
Waddington summed up, “Such a difference of degree in environmental sensitivity to the
development controlled by two genotypes is spoken of as ‘genotype-environment interaction’.”
(Waddington, 1957, 94) Like Hogben, Waddington emphasized both the importance of this
phenomenon along with the mishandling of it by statistical tabulations of variance, arguing,
“…after nearly half a century’s development the statistical theory still has to leave out of account
the contribution of genotype-environment interactions.” And, “Now from the point of view of
the theory of evolution such special interactions between genotypes and environments are
39

Quoted with the permission of Leslie Hogben.
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obviously by no means negligible. In fact, the whole of adaptive radiation, including the
formation of local races, turns on the way in which particular genotypes fit into certain
environments; that is to say, on this very factor of genotype-environment interaction.”
(Waddington, 1957, 100)
Waddington’s emphases on the importance of a developmentally-conceived G×E,
however, may be contrasted with the disregard for the concept found in the work of American
population geneticist, Jay Lush, who, working in the biometric tradition, instead adopted Fisher’s
G×EB. In his seminal Animal Breeding Plans (1937), Lush brushed aside the importance of G×E
in a manner reminiscent of Fisher. “It seems likely,” Lush counseled, “that in general the
nonadditive combination effects of heredity and environment are small in amount* and that
many of those which do occur can be reduced to a negligible remainder by choosing a scale of
measurements…which will show the effects of hereditary and environmental on that
characteristic in their most nearly additive form.” (Lush, 1937, 64) The “*” in Lush’s statement
directed his readers to a footnote at the bottom of the page where he continued, “For some
extreme examples of nonaddtive combination effects of heredity and environment consult
chapter 5 of Hogben’s Nature and Nurture.” In contrast to Waddington, then, who introduced
Hogben’s work as exemplifying what geneticists meant by genetic and environmental influences,
Lush relegated Hogben to a footnote, as Hogben offered only “extreme examples,” and, like
Fisher, simply encouraged a transformation of scale to make the nuisance disappear. Thus, the
competing concepts of genotype-environment interaction played out in the separate biometric
and developmental traditions even after Fisher and Hogben were no longer the primary
participants in the debate.
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And the disputes over genotype-environment interaction did not end with Waddington
and Lush. In the (in)famous IQ controversy of the 1970’s, the debate focused on heritability
estimates of IQ and the purported genetic basis of the difference between IQ scores for black and
white populations. Critics of this genetic thesis, such as Richard Lewontin (1974) and David
Layzer (1972), drew heavily on genotype-environment interaction to fundamentally undermine
these heritability estimates. Employing the developmental interpretation, Layzer attacked the
very meaningfulness of heritability estimates, arguing, “The information-processing skills
assessed by mental tests result from developmental processes in which genetic and nongenetic
factors interact continuously. The more relevant a given task is to an individual’s specific
environmental challenges, the more important are the effects of this interaction.” (ibid, 281)
In stark contrast, Arthur Jensen, the initiator40 of the IQ controversy and the target of
Layzer’s attack, described any discussions of genotype-environment interaction which invoked
development as fundamentally confused. “This position,” Jensen countered, “has arisen from a
failure to understand the real meaning of the term ‘interaction’ as it is used in population
genetics; but even more it is the result of a failure to distinguish between (a) the development of
the individual organism, on the one hand, and (b) differences among individuals in the
population.” (Jensen 1973, 49, emphases in original) Jensen, like Fisher and like Lush, employed
the biometric interpretation and wrote off genotype-environment interaction as exceptional since
the standard biometrical methodologies did not find significant interactions.

40

The IQ controversy is generally regarded as beginning with the publication of Jensen’s “How Much Can We
Boost IQ and Scholastic Achievement?” (1969).
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2.6. Conclusion
This chapter examined the origins of the concept of genotype-environment interaction. In
considering the origins of this concept, it was found that R. A. Fisher and Lancelot Hogben
actually came to consider the concept by quite distinct routes. In developing methods for
assessing the relative importance of heredity and the environment as part of the biometric
tradition, Fisher came to recognize the possible complications raised by the “non-linear
interaction of environment and heredity” for the summing of variances, introducing the biometric
concept of genotype-environment interaction, or G×EB. Hogben, meanwhile, in 1932, began by
considering different sources of variability in a population—a standard problem for the
developmental tradition of biology. In doing so, he recognized a third class of variability (distinct
from genetic or environmental variability) that resulted from the combination of a particular
genetic constitution with a particular kind of environment. This source of variation was
responsible for cases of genotype-environment interactions and was, for Hogben, a result of
development, thus introducing the developmental concept of genotype-environment interaction,
or G×ED.
Fisher and Hogben’s distinct routes to genotype-environment interaction also led to
distinct conclusions when it came to considering the importance of genotype-environment
interaction. Dedicated to developing methods for assessing the relative importance of heredity
and the environment, Fisher took genotype-environment interactions merely to be potential (but
unproved) complications for his epidemiological techniques. Hogben, meanwhile, understood
genotype-environment interactions to be of much more importance. Genotype-environment
interactions were a feature of development and, as such, were to be expected in nature despite the
fact that experimental embryologists were only beginning to discover them. Finally, these
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separate concepts of genotype-environment interaction were traced beyond the work of Fisher
and Hogben. The legacy of Fisher’s G×EB was traced through the biometric tradition in the work
of Jay Lush and Arthur Jensen. And the legacy of Hogben’s G×ED was traced through the
developmental tradition in the work of Conrad Hal Waddington, Richard Lewontin, and David
Layzer.
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3. GENOTYPE-ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION IN THE IQ CONTROVERSY
Abstract. In 1969, Arthur Jensen ignited the highly polarized IQ controversy with his appeal to
genetic factors as an explanation of the difference between average IQ scores for black and white
populations. One of the issues at the center of this controversy was the concept of genotypeenvironment interaction (G×E). Jensen and his supporters, such as Richard Herrnstein, dismissed
G×E and the complications that followed from the concept pertaining to the assessment of group
differences. But critics such as Richard Lewontin and David Layzer utilized G×E to buttress
many of their arguments attacking Jensen’s genetic hypothesis. Science studies scholars
examining the IQ controversy have only perpetuated the debate surrounding G×E by simply
adopting either Jensen and Herrnstein’s arguments against or Lewontin and Layzer’s arguments
for the importance of G×E in order to argue against the opposite position. With this approach,
important historical and philosophical questions have inevitably been left lingering: Why did
disparate assessments of G×E exist in the IQ controversy in the first place? What was the logic
of these disparate assessments? And finally, how do these disparate assessments found in the IQ
controversy fit into the broader history of G×E? This chapter is an attempt at answering these
lingering questions with a new conceptual framework for discussing G×E in the IQ controversy.
I will argue that Jensen and Herrnstein, and Lewontin and Layzer were actually operating in
different research traditions and utilizing different concepts of G×E: Jensen and Herrnstein,
operating in the biometric tradition, used the biometric concept, or G×EB. Lewontin and Layzer,
operating in the developmental tradition, used the developmental concept, or G×ED. The
distinction between G×EB and G×ED provides a conceptual framework for understanding why
G×E was so hotly debated in the IQ controversy, why it was hotly debated long before the IQ
controversy, and why it continues to be hotly debated by historians, philosophers, and
sociologists reflecting on the IQ controversy.

3.1. Introduction
The IQ controversy began in 1969 with the publication of educational psychologist Arthur
Jensen’s “How Much Can We Boost IQ and Scholastic Achievement?”. Jensen claimed that, at
least in white populations, analyses of variance showed that IQ had a relatively high heritability,
implying that individual differences in IQ were largely genetically determined. Since blacks, on
average, performed poorer on IQ tests, Jensen suggested that the racial gap for IQ could itself be
explained genetically. Thus, egalitarian attempts to create an environment in which the racial gap
for IQ disappeared were misguided; the gap was a genetic one and so would not disappear with
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environmental intervention (Jensen 1969).41 Jensen’s thesis found favor with many prominent
psychologists such as Richard Herrnstein, who popularized and extended Jensen’s assessment of
group differences (Herrnstein 1971).
Unleashed at the height of the US civil rights movement, Jensen’s arguments created a
furor in academia, the media, and the general public. From the academic circle, perhaps no
tandem was more persistent and influential in their assault on Jensen than Harvard colleagues
Richard Lewontin and David Layzer. Lewontin and Layzer drew on the concept of genotypeenvironment interaction (G×E) in an attempt to refute Jensen’s assessment. Even if a high
heritability for IQ was granted for a particular population in a particular environment at a
particular time, Lewontin and Layzer reminded Jensen, this did not imply that such a high
heritability would be found in a different population, or in a new environment, or at a different
time. So even though whites, on average, out-performed blacks on IQ tests in the existing
environment, a new environment might be encountered or created that would facilitate equal
performance by both populations or that might even permit blacks to, on average, out-perform
whites on IQ tests. Heritability estimates derived from analyses of variance, necessarily limited
to descriptions of a particular population in a particular environment at a particular time, could
not generalize beyond a limited locale; thus, Lewontin and Layzer concluded, the statistical
measurement was useless. As will be shown below, Lewontin and Layzer were operating in the
developmental tradition of biology. The real focus for geneticists, they countered in the typical
developmental tradition fashion, should be the causal mechanics of the developmental genotypeenvironment-phenotype relationship (Feldman and Lewontin 1975; Layzer 1972a, 1972b, 1974;
Lewontin 1970a, 1970b, 1974, 1975).

41

I will only outline the arguments in this Introduction; a more detailed explication of the arguments along with the
specific page citations will be provided below.
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Jensen and Herrnstein, though, were unimpressed by the prospect of G×E. As will be
shown below, Jensen and Herrnstein were operating in the biometric tradition of biology. In the
typical biometric tradition fashion, they claimed that the analyses of variance that generated the
high heritability of IQ in white populations would also reveal the presence of any G×E.
However, such analyses did not reveal any interaction, so there was no use dwelling on G×E or
the implications of the concept that could complicate their assessment. Heritability estimates,
which focused on individual differences in a population and not on aspects of individual
development, were thus very useful, and the implications derived from them were perfectly
justified. Abstract speculation about what genotypic groups might do in possible environments,
they argued, should not eclipse what the statistical estimates revealed to be occurring in the
actual environment (Herrnstein 1973; Jensen 1970, 1972, 1973, 1975, 1976).
Because of the central role that G×E played in the IQ controversy, historians,
philosophers, and sociologists of science who have examined this episode have naturally been
drawn to the concept and its implications for the evaluation of group differences. The tendency,
though, has been to adopt either Jensen and Herrnstein’s argument against or Lewontin and
Layzer’s argument for the importance of G×E, and then take that argument as the final word on
the matter of G×E. Two examples will suffice to display the tendency for this introduction.
Neven Sesardic (1993), criticizing appeals to G×E, wrote, “…many scientists adopt a ‘less than
optimistic view of interactions [and think that] nonadditive interactions rarely account for a
significant portion of variance’ (Plomin et al. 1988, 228-229)…Others assert that the only
evidence for G-E interactions comes from research on rats…and that ‘[n]othing like it has yet
been found in human mental ability’ (Jensen 1981, 124)…Concerning the heritability of
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intelligence, R. Herrnstein states that ‘the data from the twins reveal no interaction (in the
technical sense) of heredity and environment’ (1973, 180).” (Sesardic 1993, 407)
But contrast this evaluation with Allan Chase’s utilization of Lewontin and Layzer’s
arguments from G×E to criticize Jensen’s very understanding of such interactions:
Professor Layzer, whose skills in mathematics and scientific logic and whose background and training in
biology and genetics are certainly at least equal to those of Jensen and Herrnstein, concluded after a careful
examination of the Jensen canon that, when it came to the interactions between gene and environment from
which the phenotypes are developed, Jensen’s ‘remarks clearly demonstrate that he understands neither the
mathematical nor the practical problems involved in the estimation of interaction effects.’ A conclusion
with which Dr. Layzer’s colleague Richard Lewontin, the Harvard population geneticist, concurs (Chase
1980, 491).

This philosophical and historical attention to G×E is of some value, for it points to the
heart of the IQ controversy. At the same time, though, simply adopting the arguments of either
Jensen and Herrnstein, on the one hand, or Lewontin and Layzer, on the other hand, to criticize
the opposing side leaves important historical and philosophical questions lingering: Why did
disparate assessments of G×E exist in the IQ controversy in the first place? Was one side simply
confused about the matter of G×E? If not, then what was the logic of the disparate assessments of
G×E? In other words, how did the various components of their assessments of G×E combine to
generate such different conclusions about the importance of G×E for the heritability of IQ? And
finally, how did these disparate assessments found in the IQ controversy fit into the broader
history of G×E? Was the debate over G×E unique to the IQ controversy or just one instantiation
of a common dispute that has existed as long as the concept itself has existed? And if the latter,
how do we explain the persistence of this debate?
This chapter is an attempt at answering these lingering questions with a new conceptual
framework for discussing G×E in the IQ controversy. I will argue that Jensen and Herrnstein,
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and Lewontin and Layzer actually employed two distinct concepts of G×E. Jensen and
Herrnstein, operating in the biometric tradition, utilized the biometric concept of G×E, or G×EB.
Lewontin and Layzer, operating in the developmental tradition, utilized the developmental
concept of G×E, or G×ED. Operating in these different research traditions and armed with these
different concepts, Jensen and Herrnstein, and Lewontin and Layzer came to quite different
conceptualizations of G×E and, thus, quite different conclusions about the importance of G×E
with respect to the heritability of IQ. Recognizing the distinction between G×EB and G×ED has a
number of useful implications. First, the existence of the disparate assessments found in the IQ
controversy can be explained with reference to the disparate concepts and different research
traditions of Jensen, Herrnstein, Lewontin, and Layzer. Moreover, attempting to dismiss either
side of the debate simply by writing off those individuals as confused about G×E overlooks the
fact that both sides drew on the existent empirical data on G×E and provided multiple reasons for
their respective conclusions about the concept’s significance. And finally, the conflict between
the different interpretations of G×E found in the IQ controversy can be recognized as nothing
new for G×E; in fact, the distinct concepts existed and, indeed, competed long before the
question of the heritability of IQ arose in the 1970s, as was shown in the last chapter. Thus the
debate concerning G×E found in the IQ controversy can be understood as just one instantiation
of this persistent trend, and this persistence can itself be explained with reference to the existence
of both G×EB and G×ED throughout the history of G×E.
In the next section I will outline the debate between Jensen, Herrnstein, Lewontin, and
Layzer. In this descriptive portion of the chapter, I will lay out their arguments and also detail the
place of G×E in each of those arguments. Section 3.3 is then devoted to a closer examination of
how science studies scholars have evaluated this debate. Examples were given above, but with a
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more detailed picture of Jensen, Herrnstein, Lewontin, and Layzer’s arguments in place from
section 3.2, a more detailed picture can be given of how these science studies scholars have
focused on G×E simply by adopting the arguments provided by the scientists. This approach will
be contrasted with the one I take up in section 3.4, where the distinction between G×EB and
G×ED will be introduced and used to evaluate the debate between Jensen, Herrnstein, Lewontin,
and Layzer. In addition to specifying the character of each concept here in its respective research
tradition, I will show how employing either G×EB or G×ED led Jensen and Herrnstein, and
Lewontin and Layzer to come to different conclusions concerning common questions about how
G×E should be conceptualized and about how important the concept was for the heritability of
IQ.

3.2. Genotype-Environment Interaction in the IQ Controversy
“Compensatory education has been tried and it apparently has failed….The chief goal of
compensatory education—to remedy the educational lag of disadvantaged children and thereby
narrow the achievement gap between ‘minority’ and ‘majority’ pupils—has been utterly
unrealized in any of the large compensatory education programs that have been evaluated so
far.” (Jensen 1969, 2-3) Thus began Jensen’s appraisal of the egalitarian attempts to eliminate the
“achievement gap” between advantaged, white children and disadvantaged, black children. The
diagnosed failure, Jensen continued, forced one to consider the question: Why has compensatory
education failed?
Jensen’s answer to this question came from evaluating “the nature of intelligence” (ibid,
5). Intelligence (or, more specifically, Charles Spearman’s (1904) “general intelligence”—g) was
normally distributed in human populations. This meant that, like physical traits such as height, a
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large sample of individuals tested for intelligence with a measure such as IQ would be
distributed across the possible scores with the largest number congregating about the mean score
(100, in the case of IQ) and gradually decreasing as scores deviated more and more from this
mean in either direction. The result was a bell curve (ibid, 20-28). The fact that IQ scores were
distributed in such a manner, Jensen argued, revealed that the trait being measured with such
scores—intelligence—was polygenic, meaning that individual differences in the trait were the
result of multiple genes, whose effects were small, similar, and cumulative (ibid, 33). The
distribution also allowed for the statistical quantification of this variation by means of the
concept of variance. Following in the biometric tradition introduced in the last chapter, Jensen
explained that variance was an index of the total amount of variation among scores, and since
variance accounted for variation on an additive scale, the total variance of a distribution of scores
could be partitioned into a number of separate components, each of these components being due
to a factor contributing a specifiable proportion of the variance, and all the variance components
adding up to the total variance. Jensen was quick to pay his debt to one of the fathers of the
biometric tradition in which he was operating: “The mathematical technique for doing this,
called ‘the analysis of variance’, was invented by Sir Ronald Fisher, the British geneticist and
statistician. It is one of the great achievements in the development of statistical methodology.”
(ibid, 28)
The additive nature of the analysis of variance allowed one to treat the total variance as
the sum of a number of separate variance components. With these separate variance components
considered together, the result was the following equation:
VP = (VG + VAM) + VD + Vi + VE + 2CovHE + VI + Ve (3.1)
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VP referred to the total phenotypic variance of the trait in the population; VG captured the
variance due to gene effects which were additive; VAM, the variance due to assortative mating,
was conjoined with VG since it directly affected the proportion of this other component; VD
referred to the variance due to dominance deviation; and Vi was the component of variance
attributable to the interaction of genes (epistasis). Meanwhile, VE accounted for the
environmental variance; 2CovHE represented the variance due to genotype-environment
correlation; and VI was the variance due to statistical interaction of genetic and environmental
factors (G×E). Finally, Ve was included to capture variance due to unreliable errors of
measurement (ibid, 34).
For Jensen’s purposes, though, this equation was only the beginning. He was interested in
the inheritance of intelligence and, thus, the proportion of the variation of this trait in the
population due to variation in genotypes. So another concept from the biometrical tradition was
employed—heritability (h2). This concept was defined as the proportion of the total phenotypic
variation arising from variation due to heredity:42
h2 = [(VG + VAM) + VD + Vi]/VP - Ve (3.2)
Heritability was the crucial concept and statistical measure for Jensen’s assessment of the causes
of variation in intelligence. Based largely on the research of Sir Cyril Burt (Burt 1955, 1958,
1966), “a ‘must’ for students of individual differences” according to Jensen (ibid, 33), Jensen
placed the estimates of heritability for intelligence in white populations at roughly 0.8 (ibid, 46-
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It is important to note here that this is the definition of heritability in the broad sense. Following Jay Lush’s
distinction, this concept can be contrasted with heritability in the narrow sense, which only accounts for the
proportion of total phenotypic variance arising from the additive genetic component (VG) (Lush 1943). Heritability
in the broad sense is often referred to as the measure of genetic determination, and it is the concept that was at the
heart of the debates in the IQ controversy. Heritability in the narrow sense is instead a measure of how successful
selection will be for the particular trait under investigation and is of more interest to animal breeders than to human
geneticists and psychologists. As a result, it played a less pivotal role in the IQ controversy.
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59). This high heritability, Jensen continued, revealed a significant role for genetic factors in
explaining the individual differences in intelligence.
Unfortunately, according to Jensen, “…the possible importance of genetic factors in
racial behavioral differences has been greatly ignored, almost to the point of being a tabooed
subject, just as were the topics of venereal disease and birth control a generation or so ago.”
(ibid, 80) Jensen’s goal was to break down this taboo. On the average, blacks tested about one
standard deviation (15 IQ points) below the average of the white population in IQ. Moreover,
even when socioeconomic level was controlled (obviously of relevance when blacks are
disproportionately represented among lower socioeconomic levels), the average difference only
reduced to about 11 IQ points (ibid, 81). “There is an increasing realization among students of
the psychology of the disadvantaged,” Jensen surmised, “that the discrepancy in their average
performance cannot be completely or directly attributed to discrimination or inequalities in
education. It seems not unreasonable, in view of the fact that intelligence variation has a large
genetic component, to hypothesize that genetic factors may play a part in this picture.” (ibid, 82)
Jensen’s controversial genetic hypothesis found favor with other scientists such as the
Harvard psychologist Richard Herrnstein.43 In 1971, Herrnstein distilled Jensen’s argument for a
more popular audience in the pages of the Atlantic Monthly, in an article entitled “I.Q.”
(Herrnstein 1971). After historically introducing his readers to the research of Francis Galton on
inheritance and Alfred Binet and Theodore Simon on mental testing, Herrnstein turned to the
“cautious and detailed” analysis to be found in Jensen’s 1969 (ibid, 55). Far from being “extreme
in position or tone,” Herrnstein claimed Jensen’s article simply summarized what was already
widely recognized in scientific communities. “Not only its facts but even most of its conclusions
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Other prominent advocates for Jensen’s argument were the Nobel laureate William Shockley and the British
psychologist Hans J. Eysenck (Eysenck 1971, 1973; Eysenck and Fulker 1979; Shockley 1972, 1978).
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are familiar to experts,” Herrnstein wrote; “Jensen echoes most experts on the subject of the I.Q.
by concluding that substantially more can be ascribed to inheritance than environment.” (ibid)
Herrnstein’s own contribution to the debate was to go beyond the question of racial
differences and discuss the question of class differences more generally. Herrnstein, to make this
extension, offered a syllogism: If differences in mental abilities are inherited, and if success
requires those abilities, and if earnings and prestige depend on success, then social standing
(which reflects earnings and prestige) will be based to some extent on inherited differences
among people (ibid, 58, 63). This conclusion, Herrnstein continued, had important implications
for the future of class structure. Social mobility allowed individuals with superior innate
capacities to climb up the class hierarchy, but individuals with inferior innate capacities could
not make such strides; over time, the upper classes would consist entirely of the intellectually
superior individuals, while the lower classes would, in turn, consist entirely of the intellectually
inferior individuals. And because intelligence is highly heritable, the associated traits relevant to
class status (success, earnings, prestige) would be highly heritable too, thus locking individuals
from the higher and lower classes into their domains by virtue of their genetically-governed
intelligence. “What is most troubling about this prospect,” Herrnstein warned, “is that the growth
of a virtually hereditary meritocracy will arise out of the successful realization of contemporary
political and social goals. The more we succeed in achieving relatively unimpeded social
mobility, adequate wealth, the end of drudgery, and wholesome environment, the more forcefully
does the syllogism apply.” (ibid, 63-64)
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3.2.1. The Argument from Genotype-Environment Interaction
Critics attacked Jensen and his supporters from a variety of angles, questioning, for example, the
validity of the data borrowed from Burt, the inherent biases in intelligence testing, the reality of
‘race’ as an actual biological entity, and the assessment of compensatory education’s failure.44
Lewontin, though, sought to undermine the very methodological foundations of Jensen’s genetic
hypothesis. The Harvard geneticist drew on the concept of G×E to attack the implications drawn
from heritability estimates by Jensen and his supporters. Lewontin began his assault in a 1970
article for the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists. While Jensen (1969) took the importance of
genetic factors affecting intelligence to create a problem for attempts at environmental
intervention on the trait (i.e., compensatory education), Lewontin argued that a genetic
component to intelligence in no way created such a problem. “Let it be entirely genetic,”
Lewontin granted (Lewontin 1970a, 8). “Does this mean that compensatory education, having
failed, must fail? The supposition that it must arises from a misapprehension about the fixity of
genetically determined traits.” (ibid) Lewontin pointed to the “abnormalities of development” to
make this point:
It was thought at one time that genetic disorders, because they were genetic, were incurable. Yet we now
know that inborn errors of metabolism are indeed curable if their biochemistry is sufficiently well
understood and if deficient metabolic products can be supplied exogenously. Yet in the normal range of
environments, these inborn errors manifest themselves irrespective of the usual environmental variables.
That is, even though no environment in the normal range has an effect on the character, there may be
special environments, created in response to our knowledge of the underlying biology of a character, which
are effective in altering it (ibid).

44

A reference source on these various criticisms can be found in Aby and McNamara’s (1990) The IQ Debate: A
Selective Guide to the Literature.
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Jensen claimed that an environment of abundance would do little to elevate the lower IQ scores
of blacks in relation to whites because of the genetic basis of the trait indicated by the high
heritability estimates; but Lewontin countered, “It is empirically wrong to argue that if the
richest environment experience we can conceive does not raise I.Q. substantially, that we have
exhausted the environmental possibilities.” (ibid) Determining the environments available to
individuals, Lewontin emphasized, was a social matter not a biological one. Thus, “In answer to
Prof. Jensen’s rhetorical question ‘How much Can We Boost IQ and Scholastic Achievement?’ I
say ‘As much or as little as our social values may eventually demand.’” (Lewontin 1970b, 25)
In this early critique of Jensen’s assessment of intellectual differences between black and
white populations Lewontin introduced several points that would arise time and again in his
future discussions of the methodological foundations of heritability estimates and the
implications derived from those estimates: (a) the importance of seeking the causal mechanics of
development along with the need to admit ignorance when such causal mechanics were
unknown, and (b) the importance of emphasizing possible environments as a source of
potentially new phenotypic outcomes. Lewontin developed these points later in the decade when
he challenged analyses of variance and heritability estimates more generally, revealing Jensen’s
employment of the statistical methodologies as just one instance of a more general problem in
statistical biology. In his influential “The Analysis of Variance and the Analysis of Causes,”
Lewontin (1974) pointed to a “problem of causation” for the analysis of variance: “the problem
of analyzing into separate components the interaction between environment and genotype in the
determination of phenotype. Here…we recognize that all individuals owe their phenotype to the
biochemical activity of their genes in a unique sequence of environments and to developmental
events that may occur subsequent to, although dependent upon, the initial action of the genes.”
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(ibid, 401) The pseudo-question concerning “nature versus nurture,” Lewontin claimed, arose
because “It was supposed that the phenotype of an individual could be the result of either
environment or genotype, whereas we understand the phenotype to be the result of both.” (ibid,
emphases in original)
To justify this point, Lewontin pointed to the interventionist research of Conrad Hal
Waddington (1953) and J. M. Rendel (1959) on developmental canalization. This developmental
canalization could be graphed with norms of reaction revealing G×E, such as those Lewontin
provided in Figure 9, where the phenotype (P) was plotted as a function of the environment (E)
and two different genotypes.45 The reaction norms graph in Figure 9(e), Lewontin explained, was
common for enzyme activity, where genotypes were displaced horizontally based on having
different temperature optima (the environmental variable). These graphs, with their explicit G×E,
had important implications for analyses of variance that only investigated sources of variation in
single or limited environments because the more general genotype-environment-phenotype
relationship was missed. Lewontin warned that “if the temperature distribution is largely to either
side of the crossover point between these two genotypes, there will be very large components of
variance for both genotype and environment and a vanishingly small interaction component; yet
over the total range of environments exactly the opposite is true!” (ibid, 407) Continuing,
Lewontin explained,
Figure [9]e also shows a second important phenomenon, that of differential phenotypic sensitivity in
different environmental ranges. At intermediate temperatures there is less difference between genotypes
and less difference between the effect of environments than at more extreme temperatures. This is the
phenomenon of canalization and is more generally visualized in figure [9]f. Over a range of intermediate
phenotypes there is little effect of either genotype or environment, while outside this zone of canalization
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For a history of the reaction norm concept, see Sarkar (1999)
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phenotype is sensitive to both. …The sensitivity of phenotype to both environment and genotype is a
function of the particular range of environments and genotypes. For the programmatic purposes of human
genetics, one needs to know more than the components of variation in the historical range of environments
(ibid).

Figure 9. Lewontin’s hypothetical reaction norm graphs for phenotypic traits caused by
canalization. From Lewontin (1974, Figures 1e and 1f). Reprinted with the permission of the
University of Chicago Press.
The complex interdependence between the genotypic and environmental distributions in
Figure 9 can be contrasted with those Lewontin provided in Figure 10. As Jensen readily
admitted, the analysis of variance necessarily employed an assumption of additivity between
genotypic and environmental sources of variation. Such an assumption was accurate if the norms
of reaction for the phenotypic trait resembled those found in Figure 10, but was such an
assumption empirically justifiable? Lewontin argued it was not, and so additivity was often
simply assumed “because it suits a predetermined end.” (ibid, 409) This was the suspicious
reasoning Lewontin tacked on Jensen; Figure 10(g) was “the hypothetical norm of reaction for
IQ taken from Jensen (1969). It purports to show the relation between environmental ‘richness’
and IQ for different genotypes.” (ibid) However, Lewontin ridiculed such a picture: “While there
is not a scintilla of evidence to support such a picture, it has the convenient properties that
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superior and inferior genotypes in one environment maintain that relation in all environments,
and that as environment is ‘enriched,’ the genetic variance (and therefore the heritability) grows
greater.” (ibid) Lewontin concluded sarcastically, “This is meant to take care of those foolish
egalitarians who think that spending money and energy on schools generally will iron out the
inequalities in society.” (ibid)

Figure 10. Lewontin’s hypothetical reaction norm graphs for phenotypic traits caused by an
additive genotype-environment relation. From Lewontin (1974, Figures 1g and 1h). Reprinted
with the permission of the University of Chicago Press.

Lewontin reiterated the importance of the causal mechanics of development, possible
environments, and G×E a year later with Marcus Feldman in their criticism of statistical
genetics’ “Heritability Hang-up” (Feldman and Lewontin 1975). Feldman and Lewontin
admitted that it was possible to estimate variation due to G×E in controlled animal and plant
breeding experiments. But they continued by emphasizing the importance of potential
environments that may have been neglected in such experiments: “Nevertheless, genotypeenvironment interaction remains a serious problem even in agricultural applications. If varieties
are tested under a particular range of conditions, or a selection program is carried out over a
limited range of environments, the selected material may be totally inappropriate for other
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conditions.” (ibid, 1164) To reveal the thrust of this line of reasoning, Feldman and Lewontin
provided the reaction norm graph in Figure 11 with extreme G×E present. “Obviously, both
genotype and environment influence the phenotype in this example,” the two pointed out. And
again the emphasis was on the mistaken picture that would be gleaned if an analysis of variance
tested only E1:
…if the environments are symmetrically distributed around E1 (Fig. [3.3]), there will appear to be no
average effect of genotype, while if the population is weighted toward an excess of G1, the average
phenotype across environments will be constant, as is shown by the dashed line. Thus the environmental
variance depends on the genotypic distribution, and the genotypic variance depends on the environmental
variance. This very important interdependence means that for a character like IQ, where the norm of
reaction, the present genotypic distribution, and the present environmental distribution are not known, we
cannot predict whether an environmental change will change the total variation (ibid, 1166).

Figure 11. Lewontin and Feldman’s hypothetical reaction norm graph. From
Feldman and Lewontin (1975, Figure 1).
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Importantly, Feldman and Lewontin charged Jensen and Herrnstein with ignorance of G×E and
its implications for their heritability estimates. They chided, “This situation is ignored by both
Jensen (1969) and Herrnstein (1971), whose discussion does not take account of this possible
form of genotype-environment interaction.” (ibid)
Lewontin drew on the concept of G×E with norm of reaction graphs to make clear the
importance he placed on the need to consider the causal mechanics of developmental biology and
possible, as-yet-untested environments in any discussion of variation and group differences. G×E
was then used, in turn, to attack the statistical analyses of variance for their ignorance of such
causal mechanics and their confinement to limited, tested environments. Because additive
analyses of variance overlooked these fundamental components, Lewontin questioned whether
the analyis of variance had anything at all to offer such research on variation, concluding his
1974, “The simple analysis of variance is useless for these purposes and indeed it has no use at
all. In view of the terrible mischief that has been done by confusing the spatiotemporally local
analysis of variance with the global analysis of causes, I suggest that we stop the endless search
for better methods of estimating useless quantities. There are plenty of real problems.”
(Lewontin 1974, 410) This was a conclusion he reiterated with Feldman: “…relations between
genotype, environment, and phenotype are at base mechanical questions of enzyme activity,
protein synthesis, developmental movements, and paths of nerve conduction. We wish, both for
the sake of understanding and prediction, to draw up the blueprints of this machinery and make
tables of its operating characteristics with different inputs and in different milieus. For these
problems, statistical descriptions, especially one-dimensional descriptions like heritability, can
only be poor, and, worse, misleading substitutes for pictures of the machinery.” (Feldman and
Lewontin 1975, 1167-1168)
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Lewontin’s assault on the methodological foundations of heritability estimation was not
universally welcomed. In fact, association with Lewontin at this time apparently had its own
unique repercussions: Shortly after co-authoring the aforementioned article with Lewontin,
Feldman wrote to his collaborator and explained that his recent job search was stymied because
an administrator in the medical school blocked the job offer because of their article in Science.
Apparently, Feldman learned, the administrator had programs funded for the study of the
genetics of disorders such as alcoholism and schizophrenia.46 Lewontin, though sorry for the
inconvenience, seemed not at all surprised by the event: “Perhaps you will realize now that a
close association with me has some real disadvantages, and that you might be wise to be a little
more circumspect. I feel extremely bad about this and I urge you to consider the possibility that
in the future you should be more cautious, especially where I am concerned.”47 (Feldman was
ultimately offered the position after all.48)
Lewontin’s project was not entirely negative, devoted only to tearing down the
heritability estimates utilized by Jensen and university administrators endorsing research on the
genetics of alcoholism and schizophrenia. He also offered a positive thesis about what geneticists
ought to be studying. As suggested in the quote above from Feldman and Lewontin (1975),
Lewontin emphasized the importance of interventionist methodologies that revealed the causal
mechanics of the developmental genotype-environment-phenotype relationship, which could be
represented with norms of reaction: “The real object of study both for programmatic and
theoretical purposes is the relation between genotype, environment, and phenotype,” Lewontin
wrote in 1974. “This is expressed in the norm of reaction, which is a table of correspondence
46

Feldman to Lewontin, 20 November 1976, Richard Lewontin Papers (Feldman file), American Philosophical
Society (APS) Library, Accession Number B L59p.
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Lewontin to Feldman, 9 December 1976, Lewontin Papers (Feldman file). Quoted with the permission of the
American Philosophical Society.
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between phenotype, on the one hand, and genotype-environment combinations on the other.”
(Lewontin 1974, 404, emphasis in original) As an example of a successful instance of such a
reaction norm approach to genetics, Lewontin referred his readers to the early work of his
mentor, the Russian geneticist Theodosius Dobzhansky. Dobzhansky’s study of different
Drosophila genotypes’ viability developing at different temperatures provided the norms of
reaction found in Figure 12, which also importantly offered for Lewontin an empirical instance
of G×E (Dobzhansky and Spassky 1944).

Figure 12. Lewontin’s actual reaction norms for viability of fourth chromosome homozygotes of
Drosophila pseudoobscura. From Lewontin (1974, Figure 2). Reprinted with the permission of
the University of Chicago Press.
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Despite the fundamental importance Lewontin placed on the causal mechanics of
development, he was simultaneously concerned that perhaps he and Dobzhansky were two of the
very few geneticists that properly recognized this importance at the time of the IQ controversy.
Writing to Dobzhansky in May 1973 following the publication of Dobzhansky’s Genetic
Diversity and Human Equality (1973), Lewontin worried,
Just a couple of comments on the book. First, you remain the only geneticist writing on general subjects
and even one of the very few writing on technical subjects who says correct things about environment and
genotype. The notion of the norm of reaction has simply failed to permeate the general textbook writings
of our colleagues. As a result, they give all the wrong impression. I have recently done a survey of
textbooks and find that among them only Sinnott, Dunn, and Dobzhansky [(1958)] makes a suitable
presentation of this topic. I was delighted to see it carried through in your latest book. Why is it that most
geneticists do not understand that the phenotype is a developmental process?49

Even though Lewontin argued that norms of reaction were what geneticists ought to
study, he also readily admitted that such a focus was, for all practical purposes, impossible for
human geneticists in the 1970’s. Lewontin conceded, “In man, measurements of reaction norms
for complex traits are impossible because the same genotype cannot be tested in a variety of
environments.” (Lewontin 1974, 409) In his review “Genetic Aspects of Intelligence,” published
in 1975, Lewontin delivered a similar verdict, beginning, “Indeed, this study of norms of reaction
is the proper object of research—if we are interested in knowing how various historical changes
in human social organization and educational practice will affect human behavior. This is the
only correct sense in which we can study the ‘nature-nurture’ problem, the problem of the
interacting genetic and environmental causes (Lewontin 1974). It is in this sense that we analyze
the genetics of larval viability in Drosophila (Dobzhansky and Spassky (1944).” (Lewontin
49
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1975, 387) But then Lewontin quickly continued, “But even this level of investigation is denied
us for human traits, most especially behavioral traits, because we simply cannot replicate human
genotypes over and over and follow their development in different environments. Indeed, we do
not even know what we mean by environment in this case since it presumably includes the
overwhelming complexity of social milieu and is itself an autocorrelated developmental
process.” (ibid)
Such difficulties as these, however, did not prevent Lewontin from passing friendly
judgment on individual norms of reaction: On the occasion of Dobzhansky’s 75th birthday,
Lewontin wrote to his mentor, “It is 1975 and that means that in a few days it will be your 75th
birthday. I write to send my filial and paternal love on this great occasion. If there were a God, I
would thank Him for bringing you so brilliantly through three-quarters of a century. As it is, you
have only your genes and your environment to thank. With such a norm of reaction I have no
doubt that you will reach 100!”50 (Unfortunately, Lewontin was incorrect in this assessment;
Dobzhansky died later that same year.)
Lewontin’s emphasis on G×E and its implications for heritability estimates was not
confined to scholarly journals. In an article for the Boston Phoenix entitled “The Brains Do
Battle in I.Q. Controversy,” journalist Paul Wagman outlined the assault on Jensen and
Herrnstein’s claims concerning the wide-spread acceptance by psychologists of their genetic
hypothesis, writing, “Only people who have made an intensive study of quantitative genetics,
says Lewontin, are prepared to understand the subject of heritability well enough to make such
estimates. Layzer, in a paper he has prepared for Science, maintains that the analyses which have
led to the consensus cited by Herrnstein are shot through by systematic errors.” (Wagman 1973,
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28) A photograph worth 1000 words accompanied Wagman’s report in which Lewontin
displayed his frustration with his opponents (Figure 13). And again G×E figured prominently in
Lewontin’s frustration; he stood adjacent to a blackboard on which a hypothetical reaction norm
graph was drawn with three genotypes. Not surprisingly, the graph displayed significant G×E:
Genotype 1 was superior to both Genotype 2 and Genotype 3 in environments to the left side of
Lewontin’s graph, but in environments to the right side of the graph, Genotypes 2 and 3 climbed
high above Genotype 1. G×E was thus the primary take-home lesson for even a journalist and
photographer covering the IQ controversy.

Figure 13. Photograph of Richard Lewontin from 1973 Boston Phoenix article “The Brains Do
Battle in I.Q. Controversy.” Reprinted by permission of photographer, Ken Kobre.
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Behind Lewontin’s head in the photograph above is Layzer’s name highlighted
prominently; and, in his reporting of the IQ controversy, Wagman (1973) united Lewontin and
Layzer as the prominent critics of Jensen and Herrnstein. It was not surprising that Lewontin
would mention his colleague at Harvard when emphasizing the importance of considering G×E
in discussions of heritability estimates, for Layzer also drew on the concept of G×E to criticize
Jensen in a number of articles throughout the early 1970’s. Layzer first took up the matter in an
exchange with Jensen on the pages of the first volume of the journal Cognition in 1972. Like
Lewontin, Layzer drew attention to the assumed additivity between genotype and environment
implemented by heritability estimates. He warned, “The assumption that genetic and
environmental factors contribute additively and independently to a phenotypic character is, on
general grounds, highly suspect. From a purely mathematical point of view, additivity is an
exceedingly special property. Moreover, a character that happens to have this property when
measured on one scale would lose it under a nonlinear transformation to a different scale of
measurement. Additivity is therefore a plausible postulate only when there exists some specific
biological justification for it.” (Layzer 1972a, 275) For complex traits, however, Layzer doubted
that such a biological justification existed: “For complex animal characters there is little reason
to expect additivity and independence to prevail. On the contrary, such characters usually reflect
a complicated developmental process in which genetic and environmental factors are
inextricably mingled.” (ibid)
The information processing skills loosely measured by IQ, Layzer went on, were an
instance of such a complex animal character. “Information-processing skills, like other skills, are
not innate, but develop over the course of time. What is the nature of this development?,” Layzer
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asked. Answering his own rhetorical question, Layzer explained that complex skills, such as
skiing or playing a piano, were acquired in succession via a number of intermediate techniques,
and each of these allowed one to perform competently at a certain intermediate level of difficulty
before progressing to the next level. Layzer, citing the work of Jean Piaget (1952), claimed that
cognitive structures developed in the same way: “Each new structure is always more highly
organized and more differentiated than its predecessor. At the same time it is more adequate to a
specific environmental challenge.” (ibid, 280) Layzer compared this development to the building
of a house; logic and the laws of physics would require that the various stages be completed in a
particular order (foundation, then frame, then walls, then roof), but the skills of the builder, the
available materials, the builder’s intentions, and the nature of the environmental challenge would
all also govern the construction. “Similarly,” Layzer continued, “although cognitive development
is undoubtedly strongly influenced by genetic factors, it represents an adaptation of the human
organism to its environment and must therefore be strongly influenced by the nature of the
environmental challenge. Thus we may expect cultural factors to play an important part in
shaping all the higher cognitive skills, for the environmental challenges that are relevant to these
skills are largely determined by cultural context.” (ibid)
This complex interplay between genetic and environmental factors opened the door to
Layzer’s discussion of interaction:
If intelligence, or at least its potentially measurable aspects, can be identified with information-processing
skills and if the preceding very rough account of how these skills develop is substantially correct, then it
seems highly unlikely that scores achieved on mental tests can have the mathematical properties that we
have been discussing—properties needed to make ‘heritability of IQ’ a meaningful concept. The
information-processing skills assessed by mental tests result from developmental processes in which
genetic and nongenetic factors interact continuously. The more relevant a given task is to an individual’s
specific environmental challenges, the more important are the effects of this interaction (ibid, 281).
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With this argument in mind, Layzer dubbed ‘the heritability of IQ’ a pseudo-concept, on par with
‘the sexuality of fractions,’ and the ‘analyticity of the ocean.’ (ibid, 294)
Wagman’s report on the IQ controversy mentioned a paper Layzer had “prepared for
Science,” which revealed that the consensus Herrnstein and Jensen pointed to in support of their
genetic hypothesis was “shot through with systematic errors.” (Wagman 1973, 28) Layzer’s
“Heritability Analyses of IQ Scores: Science or Numerology?” came out a year later, the same
year as Lewontin’s “The Analysis of Variance and the Analysis of Causes.” Layzer, here,
focused on the limitations of the heritability concept and, in so doing, offered a reaction norm
graph (Figure 14) reminiscent of the reaction norm graphs Lewontin drew on so heavily to
deliver his own attacks on heritability estimates. Layzer began, “Genetic differences may
influence the development of a trait in qualitatively distinct ways.” (Layzer 1974, 1260)
Referring to Figure 14, Layzer pointed out that the three genotypes had different thresholds,
different slopes, and different final values. “Heritability estimates do not take such qualitative
distinctions into account,” Layzer charged (ibid). If the environment is quite narrow, confined to
the area around y1 for example, h2 would be close to unity. But, Layzer argued, this conclusion
only revealed the limited scope of heritability estimates, for “…in these circumstances the
phenotypic variance could reasonably be considered to be largely environmental in origin since it
is much greater than the phenotypic variance that would be measured in an environment (y = y2)
that permitted maximum development of the trait, consistent with genetic endowment. This point
has been elaborated by R. C. Lewontin (1970a).”
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Figure 14. Layzer’s hypothetical reaction norm graph for three genotypes (x1, x2, and x3)
exposed to a variable environment (y). (From Layzer 1974, Figure 1).

Layzer’s project, like Lewontin’s, was not entirely negative. Layzer also offered a
positive thesis about what geneticists ought to be studying. And like Lewontin, Layzer pointed to
the causal mechanics of the developmental genotype-environment-phenotype relationship.
Layzer pointed to the developmental interventionist studies of Waddington. For example, in his
first attack on Jensen, Layzer (1972a) drew on a quote from Waddington (1957) to contrast the
“incomplete” calculation of heritability estimates with a more appropriate and “more
penetrating” enterprise:
…There has been a tendency to regard a refined statistical analysis of incomplete experiments as obviating
the necessity to carry the experiments further and to design them in more penetrating fashion. For instance,
if one takes some particular phenotypic character such as body weight or milk yield, one of the first steps
in an analysis of its genetic basis should be to try to break down the underlying physiological systems into
a number of more or less independent factors. Are some genes affecting the milk yield by increasing the
quantity of secreting tissues, others by affecting the efficiency of secretion, and others in still other ways?
(Waddington 1957, quoted in Layzer 1972a, 273)
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Layzer was quick to contrast this enterprise with Jensen and Herrnstein’s program, continuing,
“These views contrast sharply with those of Jensen and Herrnstein, who believe in the possibility
of discovering meaningful relations between measurable aspects of human behavior without
inquiring into the biological or physiological significance of that behavior.” (ibid) Layzer
reiterated this positive thesis in 1974. After considering the limits of heritability estimates and
their confinement to a specific mathematical theory, Layzer encouraged, “Other ways of
assessing the effects of environment on phenotypically plastic traits may, however, be more
useful in other contexts. In particular, certain kinds of intervention studies may provide more
direct and more useful information about the effects of environment on IQ than conventional
studies of IQ heritability.” (Layzer 1974, 1260)
The conjoining of Lewontin and Layzer in Wagman’s (1973) article, the citations of
Layzer by Lewontin, and the citations of Lewontin by Layzer were no coincidence. Layzer, like
Lewontin, emphasized the importance of using interventionist methodologies to study the causal
mechanics of development and also the importance of considering possible, untested
environments when discussing phenotypic variation and group differences. To unite these
elements, Layzer, also like Lewontin, pointed to the concept of G×E, which revealed the
complex interdependence of genetic and environmental factors and the fact that phenotypic
variation due to these separate factors could change quite substantially with different genotypic
or environmental distributions. Thus, Layzer, like Lewontin one more time, questioned the
usefulness of the heritability estimates which overlooked this complex interdependence.
Measuring the heritability of IQ, like measuring the sexuality of fractions, was closer to
astrology and numerology than anything scientific.
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3.2.2. The Argument from Genotype-Environment Interaction Dismissed
Lewontin and Feldman (1975) charged Jensen (1969) and Herrnstein (1971) with ignoring the
cases of G×E on which they placed so much weight. In replying to Lewontin and Feldman,
though, Jensen was quick to point out that he had considered G×E in his assessment (Jensen
1976). And indeed, Jensen had taken up the matter of G×E already in his 1969, although only to
brush aside the complications that the concept might raise for his argument. There, Jensen
bemoaned, “There is considerable confusion concerning the meaning of interaction in much of
the literature on heredity and intelligence.” (Jensen 1969, 39) He was critical of the growing
group of “interactionists” that were merely masked environmentalists, writing, “Those who call
themselves ‘interactionists’, with the conviction that they have thereby either solved or risen
above the whole issue of the relative contributions of heredity and environment to individual
differences in intelligence, are apparently unaware that the preponderance of evidence indicates
that the interaction variance, VI, is the smallest component of the total phenotypic variance.”
(ibid) Jensen, at this early time, was already anticipating criticisms of his genetic hypothesis with
arguments from G×E: “The magnitude of VI [i.e., variation due to G×E] for any given
characteristic in any specified population is a matter for empirical study, not philosophic debate.
If VI turns out to constitute relatively small proportion of the total variance, as the evidence
shows is the case for human intelligence, this is not a fault of the analysis of variance model. It is
simply a fact. If the interaction variance actually exists in any significant amount, the model will
reveal it.” (ibid, 41) In his short discussion of G×E in 1969, Jensen introduced in an early form
the basic arguments he would continue to employ when discussing G×E throughout the IQ
controversy: (a) that invocations of ‘interaction’ were often simply confused about the meaning
of the concept, (b) that discussions of G×E must be based on empirical data and not merely on
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“philosophic” speculation, (c) that, if G×E existed for a particular phenotypic trait, then the
analysis of variance would reveal such interaction, and finally (d) that the analyses of variance
employed to measure sources of phenotypic variation for IQ revealed no such G×E.
Jensen employed the first of these arguments to criticize any invocation of developmental
biology when discussing G×E. Under a section entitled “The Meaning and Non-meaning of
‘Interaction’” in his Educability and Group Differences (1973), Jensen again grappled with his
so-called ‘interactionists’: “Thus the interactionist theory holds that although there may be
significant genetic differences at the time of conception, the organism’s development involves
such complex interactions with the environment that the genetic blueprint, so to speak, becomes
completely hidden or obscured beneath an impenetrable overlay of environmental influences.”
(Jensen 1973, 49) Jensen explained that this interactionist position “has arisen from a failure to
understand the real meaning of the term ‘interaction’ as it is used in population genetics; but
even more it is the result of failure to distinguish between (a) the development of the individual
organism, on the one hand, and (b) differences among individuals in the population.” (ibid,
emphases in original) Thus, any discussions of G×E that drew on the complexities of
development were simply confused, and so there was no reason to engage with the confused
arguments further.
Jensen employed the second argument against “philosophic” speculation when the
question of the inherent locality of the analysis of variance and heritability estimates were
criticized. “The methods of biometrical genetics, of course, have no power to predict h2 under as
yet untried interventions in the internal or external environments,” he admitted when replying to
“misconceptions about heritability.” (Jensen 1975, 173) “It does give an indication of the relative
influence of existing environmental sources of variance, and if h2 is very high, it tells us that
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merely reallocating individuals in existing environments will not have much effect in the rank
ordering of individual differences.” (ibid, emphasis in original) So the emphasis, for Jensen, was
on the actual environments in existence and not on what the heritability of a trait might be in
possible, as-yet-untested environments. Jensen drew on this point when replying to Lewontin’s
(1970a) first attack. Lewontin claimed that compensatory education could not be written off as a
failure simply because it proved unsuccessful in the existing educational environments because
new environments could be encountered or created that would facilitate such compensation. To
this Jensen countered, “Lewontin seems to believe that anything is possible, given sufficient
technological implementation. But reality does not bow to technology. Technology depends
upon a correct assessment of reality.” (Jensen 1970, 20) Lewontin’s speculative emphases on
possible environments were thus written off as beyond the domain of the empirical, quantitative
studies of actual environments in which Jensen was interested. Herrnstein, likewise, considered
and then dismissed such emphases on the implications of G×E in possible environments, writing,
“It is, in fact, entirely possible that science could uncover ways of raising people’s I.Q.’s by
special sorts of environments, tailor-made for them. A world in which each person enjoyed
something approaching his optimal environment—let us assume a different environment for
each—might register large interaction and little overall variation in I.Q. That is, however, not our
world, and we have as yet hardly any inkling of how to get from here to there, or even of whether
or not the way exists in any practical sense.” (Herrnstein 1973, 180)
When it came to the existence of G×E for IQ in actual environments, Jensen claimed that
the analysis of variance was perfectly capable of detecting any such interactions, and so the fact
that twin studies had not identified any such variation due to G×E revealed the lack of any such
variation in nature. Responding to Layzer’s (1972a) first commentary, Jensen noted, “Layzer
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makes much of the possibility of interaction of genetic and environmental factors.” (Jensen 1972,
435) But then he continued,
The existing models of heritability analysis take such interaction into account and are capable of estimating
the proportion of variance attributable to such interaction. With respect to IQ, the fact is that this
interaction component is either nonexistent or so insignificant as to be undetectable in the existing data. If
it were of substantial magnitude, it would easily show up with the present methods of analysis, which are
quite capable of detecting other forms of interaction, such as dominance. In reading Layzer, one might
easily get the impression that there is a lot of G×E interaction but that our models are unsuited to detecting
it (ibid).

But Jensen responded, “Not so,” citing Jinks and Fulker (1970), who conducted a survey of
statistical approaches to the analysis of human behavior and concluded, “Unfortunately, an
apparent lack of evidence of substantial genotype-environment interaction in intelligence-test
scores strongly suggests that none of the range of environments provided by our society is likely
uniformly to produce a high (or low) level of intelligence.” (Jinks and Fulker 1970, 324) And
again, Herrnstein echoed this conclusion, claiming that “the data from the twins reveal no
interaction (in the technical sense) of heredity and environment.” (Herrnstein 1973, 180)
With these arguments in mind, Jensen ultimately placed the burden of proof regarding the
importance of G×E on those who wanted to emphasize the concept’s importance: “If G×E
interaction is held up as a criticism or limitation of the applicability of heritability analysis to
mental test data, the burden of demonstrating the presence of substantial G×E interaction in such
data must be assigned to the critics.” (Jensen 1975, 182)

3.3. Science Studies on Genotype-Environment Interaction in the IQ Controversy
G×E, as evinced from the discussion in the previous section, figured prominently in the IQ
controversy. Lewontin and Layzer took the matter of G×E to be not just important for
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discussions of heritability but to fundamentally undermine the entire heritability enterprise.
Ignorant of the causal mechanics of development or the phenotypic outcomes in possible
environments, Lewontin and Layzer warned, the analysis of variance was useless. Instead, the
focus of human geneticists should be on employing interventionist methodologies that reveal the
causal mechanics of the developmental genotype-environment-phenotype relationship. Jensen
and Herrnstein, however, were undeterred by the Lewontin-Layzer assault on heritability
estimates. They countered by arguing that invocations of possible environments and
developmental biology only confused discussions of individual differences and G×E. The
analysis of variance, they responded, was perfectly capable of detecting the presence of any
G×E; since it did not detect it in the actual populations examined, focus on such interaction was
misleading.
As philosophers and historians of science have investigated the IQ controversy so too
have they investigated G×E.51 However, the tendency of such investigations has been to simply
adopt one of the arguments on authority summarized in the paragraph above with an eye towards
attacking the other, thus introducing the G×E debate into the domain of science studies. Sesardic
(1993), remember, cited Jensen and Herrnstein to question the pervasiveness of G×E in nature.
In his subsequent Making Senses of Heritability (2005), Sesardic also followed Jensen in
distinguishing a ‘technical’ sense of G×E from a purportedly muddle-headed ‘interactionism’. In
Sesardic’s terminology, there was a statistical notion of interaction (interactions) and a
commonsense notion of interaction (interactionc) (Sesardic 2005, 48). And, following Jensen
again, Sesardic claimed that much confusion followed from invoking the individual-level,
51

As mentioned in the previous section, Jensen’s (1969) assessment was criticized from a variety of perspectives. In
turn, historians, philosophers, and sociologists of science have converged on these various lines. Discussing each of
these separate critiques would be beyond the scope of this essay, though, and so attention will be given only to those
science studies scholars who discuss G×E. Again, Aby and McNamara (1990) provide a useful compilation of these
other criticisms.
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commonsense notion of interaction to criticize heritability estimates of individual differences,
which were only complicated by the population-level, statistical notion of interaction: “Layzer’s
argument (defended by many authors) that complexities of developmental processes preclude the
possibility of partitioning the phenotypic variation into genetic and environmental components
seems to be the result of confusing different levels of analysis.” (ibid, 73) And, following Jensen
one more time, Sesardic explained that even statistical interaction rarely posed a problem for
heritability estimates, since it could often be eliminated with a transformation of scale (ibid, 53).
Sesardic has not been alone in this attack on G×E and the accompanying norm of
reaction. In his defense of Why Race Matters (1997), philosopher Michael Levin painted a
similar picture and adopted similar arguments. Citing Lewontin and Layzer, Levin
acknowledged that “The most popular reason for discounting genotypic differences, however, is
genotype/environment interaction.” (ibid, 229) Levin agreed that genotypes can express
themselves differently in different environments, that two genotypes expressing themselves
differently in one environment may express themselves identically in another environment, and
that environmental manipulation might reduce a gap in IQ scores for black and white
populations. However, Levin responded, “An obvious objection to this argument is that it very
nearly treats what is possibly possible as if it were actual.…But the sheer possibility of
environments in which the races agree in (nonzero) intelligence does not show that such
environments actually exist, or that, if they do, they could sustain a human society. The reaction
ranges for some genes, like those controlling eye color, is quite narrow; IQ may be equally
constrained….Proponents of the interaction argument offer no evidence that their conjectures are
more than that…(ibid, 229, emphasis in original).” So even though Lewontin (1970a) pointed to
the social basis of current developmental environments generating a gap in IQ scores for black
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and white populations and the need for considering future developmental environments that
could eliminate this gap, Levin answered, “In short, even if all ‘political’ questions look forward
to what can be done, gene/environment interaction shows at most that biology might be ‘neutral,’
not that it is. Should the reaction range for the IQ gene be narrow—and the mere possibility of its
being wide proves nothing to the contrary—biology may forbid what ‘social justice’ demands.”
(ibid, 230, emphases in original)
Other historians and philosophers, however, have been much more charitable to
arguments from G×E than Sesardic (1993, 2005) and Levin (1997). Indeed, the opposing trend
has been to simply opt for the opposite position on G×E proposed in the IQ controversy,
replacing Jensen and Herrnstein’s criticisms of possible environments, developmental biology,
and norms of reaction with Lewontin and Layzer’s emphases on possible environments,
developmental biology, and norms of reaction. Chase (1980), remember, took Lewontin and
Layzer’s discussion of interaction to undermine Jensen’s very understanding of statistical
interaction. In his Intelligence and Race: The Origins and Dimensions of the IQ Controversy
(1979), Douglas Lee Eckberg also emphasized the importance of recognizing developmental
biology and norms of reaction, writing, “For the individual genotype, development is specific to
the environmental variables that it contacts, the time periods in which they are contacted, and the
order in which they are contacted. The result is a unique norm of individual reaction that cannot
be predicted in advance. The term norm of reaction indicates that phenotypic development is
contingent on both the specific genotype and the specific environmental milieu contacted.” (ibid,
90, emphasis in original) And Eckberg did not overlook the implications diagnosed by Lewontin
and Layzer of being unable to generate norms of reaction for human populations:
If genetic standardization is lacking, then the norms of reaction for the varied members of a given
population will make it impossible to know what elements in the environment affect which members in
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what ways (Williams 1969). These problems appear not only in studies of wild-type populations, but also
within the laboratory. For example, genotype-environment interaction is a problem that often affects
agricultural applications of research (Feldman and Lewontin 1975, 1164)…With freely-mating
populations, in which few controls on genotype exist at all—and for which only such crude devices as the
statistical average of assortative mating are available—the usefulness of heritability is so eroded that a
number of writers have insisted that such estimation is of no value whatsoever, or even that it cannot be
properly accomplished at all… (ibid, 94).

Michael R. Matthews (1980), historian and philosopher of science education, echoed this
emphasis on norms of reaction and also adopted the dichotomy between studying variation with
the statistical analysis of variance and reaction norms in his philosophical examination of the
implications of the IQ controversy for education. Criticizing the analysis of variance, Matthews
drew on Lewontin (1974) to describe the implications of choosing a reaction norm approach:
An important consequence of this change to norms-of-reaction research is that the analysis of variance, that
time-honoured pursuit of IQ researchers, has next to no value. It is always measured for a specific
environment and genotype distribution….In norms of reaction, we are concerned with the functional
relation holding between genotype and environment and their expression in phenotype. This allows
prediction of trait performance in situations of environmental change (governmental interventions).
Richard Lewontin [(1974)] traverses this terrain of population genetics and its putative connections with
IQ research, and concludes: ‘The simple analysis of variance is useless for these purposes and indeed has
no use at all. In view of the terrible mischief that has been done by confusing spatiotemporal local analysis
of variance with the global analysis of causes, I suggest we stop the endless search for better methods of
estimating useless qualities’ (ibid, 146-147).

As the citations in this section reveal, the G×E debate has followed the lead of its
scientific origins and entered the domain of science studies. But the science studies scholars have
offered little in the way of any novel contribution to evaluating this debate over G×E. Instead,
the trend has been simply to adopt the arguments of either Jensen and Herrnstein, or Lewontin
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and Layzer in order to criticize the opposing position on the matter. With a strategy such as this,
important historical and philosophical questions are inevitably left lingering: We were not told
why the disparate assessments concerning G×E existed in the IQ controversy in the first place;
the best that was offered in the way of an explanation for the disparity came from accusing one
side of confusion or the other side of blinded dogma. Is this really the only explanation?
Moreover, by simply adopting the arguments of the scientific authorities, we were not given any
analysis of how the various components of these arguments congregated to generate the disparate
conclusions found in the IQ controversy. And finally, we were not offered an evaluation of
where the debate over G×E found in the IQ controversy fits into to the broader history of the
concept; the debate over G×E was treated as an isolated event originating with Jensen,
Herrnstein, Lewontin, and Layzer.

3.4. G×EB vs. G×ED
The goal of this section is to begin answering these lingering questions with a new conceptual
framework for discussing G×E in the IQ controversy. The thesis is that Jensen and Herrnstein, on
the one hand, and Lewontin and Layzer, on the other hand, utilized two distinct concepts of G×E,
each situated in its own respective research tradition: Jensen and Herrnstein utilized the
biometric concept of G×E, or G×EB, while Lewontin and Layzer utilized the developmental
concept of G×E, or G×ED.
Jensen and Herrnstein, like Fisher before them, were operating in the biometric tradition
of biology. The problem on which they focused was the relative contributions of nature and
nurture to individual differences in IQ. They sought to analyze the causes of variation
responsible for these individual differences. They asked, how much of the variation in IQ is due
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to differences in genotype and differences in environment? They attempted to partition the
causes of variation responsible for these differences. And as Jensen said, “The mathematical
technique for doing this, called ‘the analysis of variance’, was invented by Sir Ronald Fisher, the
British geneticist and statistician. It is one of the great achievements in the development of
statistical methodology.” (Jensen 1969, 28)
However, as was seen in the last chapter, situating oneself in the biometric tradition and
utilizing Fisher’s analysis of variance had important implications for how one treated G×E.
Answering the questions about how much variation for a phenotypic trait was due to either
environment or heredity were easiest if the variation for the phenotypic trait was generated by
only heritable and environmental variation. Variation due to G×E complicated this picture
because it eliminated one from treating phenotypic variance simply as the sum of heritable and
environmental variances, as Fisher readily admitted (Fisher and Mackenzie 1923). For example,
if phenotypic variation was simply the sum of heritable and environmental sources of variation,
then a study of identical twins reared apart in truly unique environments would measure
environmental variance for a particular trait; this environmental variance could then be
subtracted from the total phenotypic variance for the trait, and the remaining variance could be
attributed to heritable variation. If there is variation due to G×E for the trait, however, then such
a calculation would be inaccurate, for the calculated heritable variance would actually also
include the variation due to G×E, thus incorrectly inflating this estimate. G×E thus created a
potential complication for Jensen’s biometric program, prompting Layzer to claim that, for
Jensen, G×E arose “like an uninvited party guest.” (Layzer 1972b, 471)
But, echoing Fisher, Jensen did not take this potential complication to be a proven
problem. This was because Jensen understood G×E to be strictly a statistical measure and
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detectable with Fisher’s analysis of variance. Jensen, already in 1969, was quick to point out that
the sources of phenotypic variation considered by the analysis of variance contained a
component due to G×E, namely VI (Jensen 1969, 34, see Eq. 3.1 above). To those critics who
attacked the analysis of variance for assuming that all effects of heredity and environment were
strictly additive, Jensen replied, “The presence of VI in Equation [3.1] explicitly shows that the
heredity × environment interaction is included in the analysis of variance model, and the
contribution of VI to the total variance may be estimated independently of the purely additive
effects of heredity and environment.” (ibid, 41) Jensen, operating in the biometric tradition,
employed the biometric concept of G×E, or G×EB, defined as a statistical measure of the
breakdown in additivity between genotypic and environmental sources of variation, which is
generated by a statistical methodology such as the analysis of variance (Tabery Forthcoming).
Recognizing Jensen’s employment of G×EB helps to explain why Jensen so quickly
dismissed Lewontin and Layzer’s emphases on development when discussing G×E. Employing
G×EB, Jensen treated G×E strictly as a statistical measure descriptive of individual differences in
a population, so invoking G×E in a discussion of individual development, Jensen retaliated,
arose from a “failure to understand the real meaning of the term ‘interaction’ as it is used in
population genetics” (Jensen 1973, 49). As we saw above, Jensen reiterated this warning on a
number of occasions, distinguishing actual interaction from the confused “interactionist theory.”
This distinction was by no means unique to Jensen in the 1970s. Behavioral geneticists Robert
Plomin, John C. DeFries, and John C. Loehlin provided a similar warning in 1977:
“Unfortunately, discussions of genotype-environment interaction have often confused the
population concept with that of individual development. It is important at the outset to
distinguish genotype-environment interaction from what we shall call interactionism, the view
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that environmental and genetic threads in the fabric of behavior are so tightly interwoven that
they are indistinguishable.” (Plomin, DeFries, and Loehlin 1977, 309) This distinction between
statistical interaction and a muddle-headed interactionism has become standard fare for
quantitative behavioral geneticists (Bouchard and Segal 1985, 393; Plomin and Hershberger
1991, 31; Scarr 1995, 155-157; Surbey 1994, 263-264). And, as was shown above, Sesardic
(2005) also appropriated it with his distinction between interactions and interactionc.
Recognizing Jensen’s employment of G×EB also explains why Jensen was undeterred by
Lewontin and Layzer’s emphases on possible environments when discussing G×E. When pressed
on the locality of the heritability estimates, Jensen simply confined his genetic hypothesis to the
actual environments. As far as Jensen was concerned, Lewontin and Layzer could speculate all
they wanted about what might happen in as-yet-untested environments, but this speculation
would not change what was actually occurring in the tested environments. And again, Jensen
was not alone in making this point during the IQ controversy. Plomin and DeFries, this time
directly responding to Feldman and Lewontin (1975), wrote,
…Feldman and Lewontin reiterate the common knowledge that heritability estimates are limited to the
population sampled and that genotype-environment interaction and correlation may be important. These
points are misinterpreted by Feldman and Lewontin to mean that quantitative genetic analyses are,
therefore, of no use. The conclusion does not follow (Plomin, DeFries, and Loehlin 1977). The very
purpose of quantitative genetic studies is to describe genetic variability in a specific population and to
ascribe that variability to environmental differences and genetic differences in that population (Lush
1940)….Feldman and Lewontin seem to be more concerned with the question of what could be rather than
what is. (Plomin and DeFries 1976, 11, emphases in original).

In summary, with G×EB situated in the traditional biometric tradition focused on the
problem of estimating the relative contributions of heredity and environment, and with G×EB
understood to be a strictly statistical measure detectable with the statistical analysis of variance
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(see Table 5. below), Jensen and Herrnstein simply dismissed Lewontin and Layzer’s
invocations of development and possible environments in discussions of G×EB as confused and
misleading. Ultimately, Jensen and Herrnstein fell into line with Fisher by claiming that the
burden of proof rested with the critics of the genetic hypothesis to show that interaction was
anything more than a possible complication for the heritability estimates of IQ.

Components
Problem
Approach to Causation
Causal Question
Methodology
Concept of Interaction

Biometric Research Tradition
Individual Differences
Causes of Variation
How Much?
Statistical
Biometric—G×EB

Table 5. The components of the biometric research tradition.

In contrast, Lewontin and Layzer, like Hogben before them, were operating in the
developmental tradition of biology. They focused on the problem of unraveling the way in which
variation in a population arose from the relationship between genotype and environment during
individual development. They sought to analyze the causal mechanics of this relationship. They
asked, how do differences in genotype and differences in environment relate during individual
development to generate differences in phenotype? And they endorsed interventionist
methodologies, such as those undertaken by Dobzhansky and Waddington.
Remember that Lewontin concluded his letter of 2 May 1973 to Dobzhansky with the
complaint, “Why is it that most geneticists do not understand that the phenotype is a
developmental process?” Understanding the phenotype to be a developmental process obviously
had important implications for how Lewontin conceptualized the genotype-environment105

phenotype relationship. The genotype, the environment, and the phenotype could not be treated
as individual units, according to Lewontin, the first adding to the second to create the third.
Rather, the first and the second interacted continuously throughout development, and the third
was the manifestation of this interactive, developmental process. Differences in the phenotype,
then, would result from differences in this interactive, developmental process. Layzer’s
discussion of the phenotypic information processing skills loosely measured by IQ revealed a
similar understanding: “Information-processing skills, like other skills,” Lazyer explained, “are
not innate, but develop over the course of time.” (Layzer 1972a, 280) Like the complexities
involved in the building of a house, Layzer argued that cognitive development was
simultaneously influenced by genetic factors and the environmental challenges in which that
development took place. Lewontin and Layzer pointed to G×E so often because it was seen to
reflect this developmental genotype-environment-phenotype relationship. Extreme cases of G×E
showed that even slight differences in genotypic or environmental distribution could lead to huge
differences in phenotypic outcome, thus revealing the interdependence of the factors in this
relationship.
Not surprisingly, then, Lewontin and Layzer suggested investigating G×E with
interventionist methodologies that could appropriately dissect and display this developmental
genotype-environment-phenotype relationship. Layzer pointed to the studies of Waddington that
attempted to manipulate the developmental process in order to understand how these various
components were interrelated. Lewontin referred to the reaction norm studies of Dobzhansky
that placed different genotypic groups in different environments and then tracked the differences
in viability of the different Drosophila strains in different environmental conditions
(temperature).
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Lewontin and Layzer, operating in the developmental tradition employed the
developmental concept of G×E, or G×ED, defined as variation that results from differences in
unique, developmental combinations of genotype and environment (Tabery, Forthcoming).
Recognizing Lewontin and Layzer’s employment of G×ED clearly reveals why they placed so
much emphasis on the importance of considering development when discussing phenotypic
variation and group differences. Furthermore, recognizing Lewontin and Layzer’s employment
of G×ED also helps explain why they both placed so much emphasis on the importance of
considering possible environments when discussing these issues. They advocated employing
interventionist methodologies to investigate the causal mechanisms of individual development.
From this point of view, possible environments suggested different values that could be taken by
the variables in the mechanism. Unusual environments, even those that an organism may never
encounter, represented a powerful interventionist tool on which to alter the values of the
environmental variable and test the proposed mechanism (Griffiths and Tabery, Forthcoming).
In summary, with G×ED taken to reflect the developmental genotype-environmentphenotype relationship, and with G×ED understood to be properly investigated with
methodologies that could dissect and display this relationship, Lewontin and Layzer took the
consideration of both development and possible environments to be essential to any discussion of
the heritability of IQ. Because the analysis of variance and the derivative heritability estimates
omitted these essential elements of G×ED, the statistical methodologies were useless. Following
Hogben, Lewontin and Layzer placed the burden of proof on those geneticists and psychologists
who assumed the additivity of genotype and environment was an accurate reflection of the
biological reality (see Table 6).
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Components
Problem
Approach to Causation
Causal Question
Methodology
Concept of Interaction

Developmental Research Tradition
Individual Development
Causal Mechanisms
How?
Interventionist
Developmental—G×ED

Table 6. The components of the developmental research tradition.

Recognizing the distinction between G×EB and G×ED along with the other components of
each research tradition provides answers to the historical and philosophical questions that I have
suggested linger if we evaluate the debate over G×E in the IQ controversy simply by adopting
the arguments put forth by Jensen, Herrnstein, Lewontin, and Layzer. We can now understand
why the disparate assessments of G×E’s importance existed in the IQ controversy in the first
place. Employing G×ED, Lewontin and Layzer placed much weight on the concept, for it
suggested that untested, developmental environments might be encountered or created that could
significantly eliminate the “achievement gap” between black and white populations. Employing
G×EB, however, Jensen and Herrnstein criticized such emphases on development and possible
environments as confused and misleading; analyses of variance would find any such interaction,
they countered, and as long as they did not, appeals to this interaction as a means to criticize
heritability estimates were only speculative.
Were Jensen and Herrnstein simply confused about the concept of interaction, as Chase
(1980) asserted? Or were Lewontin and Layzer simply blinded by dogma concerning the
importance of G×E and its depiction with reaction norms, as Sesardic (1993) asserted? Simply
writing off Jensen and Herrnstein as confused or Lewontin and Layzer as blinded by dogma
overlooks the fact that both sides of this debate, as section 3.2 displayed, offered multiple
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reasons for their conclusions about the importance of G×E and also referenced the existing,
limited, empirical data in support of their conclusion. Understood as a developmental concept,
Lewontin and Layzer emphasized the importance of G×ED because it reflected the nature of the
developmental genotype-environment-phenotype relationship; moreover, it suggested that even
slight alterations to this relationship (such as the slight modification of the environment) could
have a huge impact on total phenotypic variation. So Lewontin and Layzer argued that a
statistical methodology such as the analysis of variance and its derivative heritability estimates,
which ignored the causal mechanics of this developmental relationship, was inevitably prone to
misleading conclusions about how the genotype, the environment, and the phenotype were
interrelated. But understanding G×E simply as a statistical measure generated by the analysis of
variance, Jensen and Herrnstein dismissed this reference to development. Instead, they pointed to
the statistical methodologies that measured variance due to interaction (i.e., VI) to justify the
minimal influence of this source of variation on the total phenotypic variation for IQ in a
population. This epistemological divide can be seen most clearly when we view their separate
research traditions side-by-side (see Table 7).

Components
Problem
Approach to Causation
Causal Question
Methodology
Concept of Interaction

Biometric Tradition
Individual Differences
Causes of Variation
How Much?
Statistical
Biometric—G×EB

Developmental Tradition
Individual Development
Causal Mechanisms
How?
Interventionist
Developmental—G×ED

Table 7. The components of the biometric and developmental research traditions.
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The real dilemma was not that Jensen and Herrnstein were confused, nor that Lewontin
and Layzer were blinded. The problem was the same that plagued Fisher and Hogben—there was
just so little empirical data at the time that was utilizable in defense of either set of conclusions
concerning the importance of G×E. Lewontin referenced the reaction norm research of
Dobzhansky on Drosophila viability, but he also readily admitted that finding G×E with these
reaction norms in humans would be impossible, and so hypothetical reaction norms were
generally Lewontin’s ammunition when discussing variation in human populations. Jensen and
Herrnstein pointed to the twin studies existent at the time, but they also readily admitted that
these were limited by low statistical power and the fact that separated twins were still often
reared in relatively similar environments. And so the debate was inevitably one about what one
should assume to be occurring in nature when faced with so little empirical data. Employing
G×ED, Lewontin and Layzer pointed to the nature of development to argue for assuming that the
interaction was standard. But employing G×EB, Jensen and Layzer pointed to the apparent ability
of the additive model to fit the statistical data to argue for assuming that the interaction was
minimal.

3.5. Conclusion
This chapter examined the place of G×E in the IQ controversy. Philosophers and historians of
science who have focused on this topic have tended to do so by simply adopting on authority
either Jensen and Herrnstein’s arguments against or Lewontin and Layzer’s arguments for the
importance of G×E with regards to the heritability of IQ. I claimed that such an approach
inevitably left important questions lingering concerning the existence and nature of these
disparate assessments of G×E, along with the place of this debate within the broader history of
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the concept. In contrast to this approach, I introduced a new conceptual framework for discussing
G×E in the IQ controversy by distinguishing the biometric concept of G×E, or G×EB, and the
developmental concept of G×E, or G×ED. Recognizing Jensen and Herrnstein’s utilization of
G×EB and Lewontin and Layzer’s utilization of G×ED allows one to realize why the two sides
came to such disparate conclusions concerning the importance of G×E and also realize why the
two sides were able to give multiple, interrelated reasons for coming to these disparate
conclusions.
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4. DIFFERENCE MECHANISMS
Abstract. In recent years, philosophers of science have found a renewed interest in mechanisms.
The motivation is the thought that the elucidation of a mechanism generates a causal explanation
for the phenomenon under investigation. For example, a question such as, How do rats form
spatial memories of their environments?, is answered by elucidating the regular causal
mechanisms responsible for the individual development of spatial memory in rats. But consider a
slightly different question: How do some rats come to have better spatial memory than other
rats? This is a question about the causes of variation responsible for individual differences in
spatial memory. The first question demands an answer about regularity; the second question
demands an answer about variation. The account of causal-mechanical explanation on offer by
philosophers of science captures regularity, but it neglects variation. In this chapter I attempt to
modify the mechanical program so as to incorporate both regularity and variation. The task is to
explicate the relationship between the regular causal mechanisms responsible for individual
development and the causes of variation responsible for individual differences; the common
denominator between the two is what I will call difference mechanisms. As it turns out, this is
precisely the relationship that has divided the biometric research tradition and the developmental
research tradition in the long-standing debates over genotype-environment interaction, or G×E.
Ultimately, then, the product will be a modified account of causal-mechanical explanation that
captures both regularity and variation, and which may be utilized to resolve the debates over
G×E.

4.1. Introduction
In recent years, philosophers of science have found a renewed interest in mechanisms.52
Unsatisfied with traditional law-based accounts of explanation which do not capture the nature of
explanation in special sciences such as biology, philosophers have turned to mechanisms as an
alternative. The motivation is the thought that the elucidation of a mechanism generates a causal
explanation for the phenomenon under investigation (Bechtel and Richardson 1993; Glennan
2002; Machamer, Darden, and Craver 2000; Schaffner 1993; Woodward 2002). There are
differences between the various accounts of a mechanism.53 But the accounts hold in common

52

I say “renewed” to contrast these more recent endeavors with the classical mechanical philosophy. On the virtues
and vices of the 17th C. mechanical philosophy, see Dijksterhuis (1961, section 4), Gillispie (1960, chapter 3), Hall
(1952), Westfall (1971), Wilson (1999).
53
For instance, there is a difference in the way in which the parts of a mechanism are understood to behave. This
behavior has been characterized as a function (Bechtel and Abrahamsen 2005), an activity (Machamer, Darden, and
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the basic idea that a scientist provides a successful causal explanation by identifying and
manipulating variables in a regular causal mechanism thereby determining how those variables
are situated in and make a difference in the mechanism; the ultimate explanation then amounts to
the elucidation of how those variables act and interact to produce the phenomenon under
investigation. The accounts are meant to explain how scientists answer questions such as the
following: How are neural messages relayed across a synapse (Machamer, Darden, and Craver
2000)? How do immune systems identify and attack antigens (Schaffner 1993)? How do plants
convert solar energy into chemical energy (Tabery 2004)? How does E. coli determine whether
or not to produce lactose-metabolizing enzymes (Woodward 2002)? Or, how do rats come to
form spatial memories of their environments (Craver and Darden 2001)? The thought is that
such questions are answered by elucidating the regular causal mechanisms responsible for
synapse transmission, immunologic response, photosynthesis, gene expression, or the formation
of spatial memory. To take just one example (see Figure 15), Carl Craver and Lindley Darden
show how scientists provide an explanation for the phenomenon of spatial memory by
elucidating the various entities and activities involved in regular causal mechanisms at the
molecular, cellular, brain-system, and organismal levels to produce spatial memory in rats
(Craver and Darden 2001).

Craver 2000), an interaction (Glennan 2002; Woodward 2002), and an interactivity (Tabery 2004). See Tabery
(2004) for an analysis of this difference and the relationship between the various accounts.
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Figure 15. Molecular, cellular, brain-system, and organismal mechanisms involved in the
production of spatial memory in rats. From Craver and Darden (2001, 6.4).
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But consider a slightly different question: How do some rats come to have better spatial
memory than other rats? One common way to test spatial memory in rats is to place them in a
Hebb-Williams maze test; rats start at one corner and attempt to navigate to a food source at the
other end (Hebb and Williams 1946). The rats, after attempting several practice mazes, then
attempt test mazes; they are scored for how many “errors” they make, which occur when the rats
deviate from the correct path by crossing one of the dotted lines (Figure 16). Not surprisingly,
there is quite a bit of variation in how well different rats do in these maze tests; that is, some rats
develop better spatial memory than other rats (Cooper and Zubek 1958). So: How do some rats
come to develop better spatial memory than other rats?

Figure16. Sample Hebb-Williams maze test configurations.

The question that Craver and Darden (2001) consider involves an investigation into the
regular causal mechanisms responsible for the individual development of spatial memory. But
the second question involves an investigation into the causes of variation responsible for
individual differences in spatial memory. The first question demands and answer about
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regularity. The second question demands an answer about variation. In focusing only on the first
question, philosophers of science have thus far confined themselves to providing an account of
causal-mechanical explanation that captures regularity. But what about an account that captures
variation?
When you think about it, it is actually quite striking that the philosophers of science who
turned to mechanisms left out variation. Variety is the spice of life, and variation is the space of
natural selection. In contrast to a physicist who is generally safe assuming that an electron, is an
electron, is an electron, a biologist is often interested in precisely what makes one species
different from another, one population different from another, or one individual different from
another because it is the difference that provides for the variation.54 Philosophers of science,
remember, have turned to mechanisms out of dissatisfaction with the accounts of scientific
explanation that were forged in physics and did not apply to biology. And yet, one of the core
features of the biological world—variation—is lacking from the mechanical program.
The purpose of this chapter is to modify the mechanical program in order to capture this
essential element of biological explanation. The task, then, is to determine what the relationship
is between, on the one hand, regular causal mechanisms responsible for individual development
and, on the other hand, causes of variation responsible for individual differences.
As it turns out, formulating this relationship is not simply an exercise for the armchair
philosopher. For it is precisely this relationship that resides at the heart of the nature-nurture
debate. More specifically, it is precisely this relationship that resides at the heart of debates over
genotype-environment interaction, or G×E, which were traced in the previous chapters.
Biologists in both the biometric and the developmental traditions converge on the question of

54

Obviously physicists are not always safe making this assumption; they too must heed potential variation
(Hamilton 2006). But certainly not to the extent that biologists do.
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G×E. Biologists in the biometric tradition employ statistical methodologies in order to answer
how-much? questions about the causes of variation responsible for individual differences.
Biologists in the developmental tradition employ interventionist methodologies in order to
answer how? questions about the causal mechanisms responsible for individual development
(Table 8). In the face of a debate that has raged now for nearly a century, a form of isolationist
pluralism has emerged, wherein disputants from both sides have attempted to calm the storm by
suggesting that these two traditions simply operate at different levels of analysis. The
biometrically-oriented biologists investigate the causes of variation responsible for individual
differences, and the developmentally-oriented biologists investigate the causal mechanisms
responsible for individual development…and ne’er the twain shall meet. In this chapter, I want to
challenge this isolationist pluralism with an integrative alternative. In so doing, I will use this as
a case to develop the relationship between the regular causal mechanisms responsible for
individual development and the causes of variation responsible for individual differences,
thereby generating the modified account of causal-mechanical explanation that captures both
regularity and variation.

Components
Problem
Approach to Causation
Causal Question
Methodology

Biometric Tradition
Individual Differences
Causes of Variation
How Much?
Statistical

Developmental Tradition
Individual Development
Causal Mechanisms
How?
Interventionist

Table 8. The components of the biometric and developmental research traditions.
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The thesis will be the following: The biometric research tradition and the developmental
research tradition may be united based upon a shared problem—the elucidation of what I will
call difference mechanisms. Differences mechanisms are regular causal mechanisms made up of
difference-making variables that take different values in the natural world. I will have to unpack
this basic idea by explicating the more specific relationships between the various components of
each tradition—(a) individual differences vs. individual development, (b) causes of variation vs.
causal mechanisms, (c) how-much? vs. how? causal questions, and (d) statistical vs.
interventionist methodologies. I will attempt this unpacking by drawing on and extending the
idea of understanding causes as difference-makers, which has been developed by several
philosophers in recent years (Lewis 1973; Woodward 2003). The relationships, then, will look
like this: (a) Individual differences are the effect of difference-makers in development that take
different values in the natural world, or, in C. Kenneth Waters’ (Forthcoming) locution, when
the variables are actual difference-makers; (b) the difference-making variables in the regular
causal mechanisms responsible for individual development simultaneously are the causes of
variation when the difference-making variables naturally take different values; (c) how-much?
and how? are various causal questions that one may ask about these difference-makers in
development; and (d) statistical and interventionist methodologies are both tools that may be
used to investigate theses difference-makers in development. Finally, I will take this general
framework and apply it to the debate over G×E, arguing that G×E results from the
interdependence of difference-makers in development that take different values in the natural
world. Ultimately, then, the product will be a modified account of causal-mechanical explanation
that captures both regularity and variation, and which may be utilized to resolve the debates over
G×E.
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4.2. The Case of Genotype-Environment Interaction
It is a truism that genes and the environment interact during the course of individual
development. Scientists in the biometric tradition such as quantitative behavioral geneticists,
however, traditionally ask questions about how much causes of variation are responsible for
individual differences, not questions about how regular causal mechanisms are responsible for
individual development. For example, authors of the popular Behavioral Genetics textbook write,
“For the complex traits that interest psychologists, it is possible to ask not only whether genetic
influence is important but also how much genetics contributes to the trait. … The question about
how much genetics contributes to a trait refers to effect size, the extent to which individual
differences for the trait in the population can be accounted for by genetic differences among
individuals.” (Plomin et al. 1997, 77-78) For scientists in the biometric tradition, the problem of
interest is not the causal-mechanical interplay between genes and the environment during, for
example, gene expression or synapse formation; the problem of interest is the relative
contributions of genetic differences and environmental differences to individual differences for a
trait in a population.
The standard methodology for investigating individual differences is the statistical
analysis of variance (ANOVA). In its simplest form, ANOVA partitions total phenotypic
variation (VP) into a source attributable to genetic variation (VG) and a source attributable to
environmental variation (VE):
VP = VG + VE (4.1)
In this simplest of cases, the two sources of variation are additive, meaning that VG and VE (the
“main effects”) together fully account for VP. When this simple case applies, we can also then
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talk about the proportion of the total variation attributable to genetic or environmental
differences; for example, the proportion of genetic variation is referred to as the broad
heritability (h2) of a trait, calculated as:
h2 = VG/VP (4.2)
However, when different genetic groups respond differently to the same array of environments,
the additivity between VG and VE breaks down, requiring an addition to the equation in the form
of G×E. G×E creates a potential problem for biometricians because it generates its own variation
(VG×E), breaking down the additivity in Equation (4.1), forcing a modification to Equation (4.3),
and also eliminating the ability to calculate the heritability of a trait unless a transformation of
scale is employed to make the variation due to G×E disappear, wherein the scale on which the
variables are measured is changed in order to get back to an additive relationship between the
main effects.
VP = VG + VE + VG×E (4.3)
The additive and non-additive situations in Equations (4.1) and (4.3) may also be
contrasted by considering reaction norm graphs, such as those in Figures 17(A) and 17(B). Three
genetic groups are represented in the graphs, each with its own reaction norm.55 The three groups
are differentiated based on the particular variant of the promoter region in the serotonin
transporter gene (5-HTT) carried (s/s vs. s/l vs. l/l) and measured for a particular trait
(probability of a major depression episode, y-axis) across an array of environments (number of
stressful life events experienced, x-axis). The “s” stands for a short form of the promoter region
in the gene, while the “l” stands for a long form of the promoter region. Individuals receive
either an s or an l from each of their parents, and the short promoter region generates relatively

55

For a history of the reaction norm concept, see Sarkar (1999). For a comparison of the reaction norm concept with
the reaction range concept, see Griffiths and Tabery (Forthcoming).
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less serotonin binding than the long promoter region. When VG and VE are additive, then the
reaction norms will be parallel as they are in the hypothetical example found in Figure 17(A).
But when VG and VE are not additive—when there is G×E, then the reaction norms will be nonparallel as they are in Figure 17(B) drawn from empirical data (Caspi et al. 2003).

A

B

Figure 17. Reaction norm graphs for s/s, s/l, and l/l groups measured for probability of a major
depression episode (y-axis) across an array of environments (x-axis). (A) Hypothetically parallel
reaction norms. (B) Non-parallel reaction norms drawn from empirical data (Caspi et al. 2003).

4.2.1. The Call for an Isolationist Pluralism
Notice that we have now introduced two notions of interaction: (a) the interaction between genes
and the environment in the regular causal mechanisms responsible for individual development,
and (b) the interaction between genetic and environmental causes of variation responsible for
individual differences in a population. What does the former notion of interaction have to do
with the latter? Scientists in the developmental tradition criticize scientists in the biometric
tradition for their focus on main effects and their attempts to avoid the complications posed by
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G×E. More specifically, they understand G×E to somehow reflect the developmental relationship
between genes and the environment, and so ANOVA’s trouble with G×E, they argue, is
symptomatic of the biometricians’ more general trouble with elucidating the causal mechanisms
of individual development. For example, David Layzer warns, “For complex animal characters
there is little reason to expect additivity and independence to prevail. On the contrary, such
characters usually reflect a complicated developmental process in which genetic and
environmental factors are inextricably mingled.” (Layzer 1972, 275; see also Layzer 1974) And
Richard Lewontin scolds, “…relations between genotype, environment, and phenotype are at
base mechanical questions of enzyme activity, protein synthesis, developmental movements, and
paths of nerve conduction. We wish, both for the sake of understanding and prediction, to draw
up the blueprints of this machinery and make tables of its operating characteristics with different
inputs and in different milieus. For these problems, statistical descriptions, especially onedimensional descriptions like heritability, can only be poor, and, worse, misleading substitutes
for pictures of the machinery.” (Feldman and Lewontin 1975, 1167-1168; see also Lewontin
1974) Michael Meaney writes, “The cellular context, and specifically levels of transcription
factor such as cFos and cJun, are heavily influenced by ongoing activity; stress, social
encounters—all serve to influence the cellular levels of these factors and can therefore have very
potent influences on the nature of gene activity. From such systems will we derive main effects?
I think not.” (Meaney 2001, 53) Gilbert Gottlieb also complains, “The population view of
behavioral genetics is not developmental. It is based on the erroneous assumption that a
quantitative analysis of the genetic and environmental contributions to individual differences
sheds light on the developmental process of individuals.” (Gottlieb 2003, 338) And G. J. Vreeke
concurs, “An analysis of variance abstracts from (actual) interaction effects and thus cannot offer
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an accurate picture of development…. Behavioral geneticists, then, should acknowledge that an
analysis of variance is a statistical method that does not fit reality and should be judged against
the background of the best material model we have of development, which is one of dynamics
and interactions.” (Vreeke 2005, 44)
This critical analysis of the biometric tradition, and especially that formulated by
Lewontin and Layzer, resonates in the philosophy of science. Philosophers including Block and
Dworkin (1976), Block (1995), Daniels (1974), Downes (2004), Kaplan (2000), Sarkar (1998),
and Sober (1984) all reiterate Lewontin and Layzer’s criticisms of ANOVA, emphasizing the
statistical methodology’s trouble with G×E along with its inability to elucidate the causal
mechanisms of individual development.
Faced with such criticisms based on the importance of interaction, scientists in the
biometric tradition naturally mount a defense. To do so, they draw a firm distinction between
their focus on individual differences along with the statistical concept of G×E that applies to
individual differences, and the causal-mechanically-minded biologists’ focus on individual
development along with their developmental notion of interaction. Robert Plomin, John DeFries,
and John Loehlin, for instance, begin their assessment of G×E by complaining, “Unfortunately,
discussions of genotype-environment interaction have often confused the population concept
with that of individual development. It is important at the outset to distinguish genotypeenvironment interaction from what we shall call interactionism, the view that environmental and
genetic threads in the fabric of behavior are so tightly interwoven that they are indistinguishable
(Plomin, DeFries, and Loehlin 1977, 309). This distinction between the population-level concept
of G×E and a purportedly muddle-headed “interactionism” is often deployed by defenders of
ANOVA. Arthur Jensen, as we saw in Chapter 3, utilizes the defense in an attempt to protect his
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employment of ANOVA and heritability estimates for attributing the gap in average IQ scores
between black and white populations to genetic differences (Jensen 1969). So when critics such
as Layzer and Lewontin appeal to the interaction between genes and the environment during the
course of individual development, Jensen replies that “‘interactionism’ has become merely a
substitute for extreme environmentalism. … This position has arisen from a failure to understand
the real meaning of the term ‘interaction’ as it is used in population genetics; but even more it is
the result of failure to distinguish between (a) the development of the individual organism, on the
one hand, and (b) differences among individuals in the population.” (Jensen 1973, 49)
This distinction between statistical interaction and a muddle-headed interactionism is
often framed in terms of a difference in levels of analysis.56 For instance, Thomas Bouchard and
Nancy Segal complain, “It is common for theorists of the heredity × environment controversy to
confuse the statistical concept of interaction with a viewpoint called interactionism. The problem
arises because each concept applies at a different level of analysis.” (Bouchard and Segal 1985,
393) And Michele Surbey, responding to a critique of the biometric tradition based on G×E,
responds, “…the level of analysis at which [quantitative behavioral geneticists] are working is
relatively insensitive to interactions. The concept of heritability describes characteristics of a
population while the examination of ontogenetic interactions occurs at a distinctly different level
of analysis.” (Surbey 1994, 263)
The distinction between interaction and interactionism conjoined with this notion of
different levels of analysis now also penetrates the philosophy of science. Neven Sesardic (2005)
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As Craver (2001, 2002, 2005), Schaffner (1993), and Wimsatt (1972, 1976, 1984) helpfully show, the concept of
“levels” is utilized by scientists and philosophers in a variety of fashions—levels of aggregation, levels of
organization, levels of analysis, levels of explanation. In the nature-nurture debate, the common choice is “levels of
analysis,” although the distinction that is being referenced is that between the population level and the individual
level, which would be more accurately referred to as a part-whole relationship capturing different levels of
organization.
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also distinguishes two forms of interaction: commonsense interaction (interactionc) and statistical
interaction (interactions). “Interactionc of genes and environments is always present but it
generates no problems for the estimation of heritability,” Sesardic claims. “On the other hand,
the existence of strong interactions between genes and environments may really undermine the
usefulness of heritability claims, yet the existence of such interaction is itself an open empirical
question. Briefly, interactionc is ubiquitous but irrelevant for discussions about heritability,
whereas strong interactions is potentially a problem for heritability, but the extent of its presence
remains a contentious issue.” (Sesardic 2005, 49) So in response to Layzer, who criticizes Jensen
for ignoring the complications posed by individual development, Sesardic counters, “Layzer’s
argument (defended by many other authors) that complexities of developmental processes
preclude the possibility of partitioning the phenotypic variation into genetic and environmental
components seems to be the result of confusing different levels of analysis.” (Sesardic 2005, 73)
An appeal to different levels of analysis is by no means unique to the nature-nurture
debate. There is a long history in biology of uniting different explanation-seeking questions with
different explanatory levels (Huxley 1916; Mayr 196157, 1982; Tinbergen 1963). And appealing
to these different levels or questions as a means of defense against cross-disciplinary criticism is
also by no means unique to the nature-nurture debate. Paul Sherman (1988, 1989) argues that
debates over the evolutionary origins of the female orgasm result from confusing different levels
of analysis. Developmental biologists seeking answers to questions about how the clitoris
develops, Sherman claims, can not use their results to attack evolutionary biologists seeking
answers to questions about reproductive success. Interestingly, Sherman’s appeal to different
levels of analysis also bears other striking similarities to the appeal in the nature-nurture debate.
Just as Plomin, Jensen, and Sesardic claim that their critics suffer from confusion over the
57
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multiple meanings of “interaction,” so too does Sherman attempt to explain the female orgasm
debate by claiming that there is confusion over the multiple meanings of “adaptation.” And just
as the defenders of ANOVA claim that their critics fail to distinguish between biometric howmuch? questions and developmental how? questions, so too does Sherman attempt to explain the
female orgasm debate by claiming that there is a failure to distinguish between developmental
how? questions and evolutionary why? questions.
The appeal to different levels of analysis in the nature-nurture debate and the female
orgasm debate both affirm a type of isolationist pluralism (Mitchell 2003). Biologists in the
biometric tradition and biologists in the developmental tradition (or developmental biologists and
evolutionary biologists in the female orgasm debate) focus on different problems; they employ
different causal approaches; they ask different causal questions; and they utilize different
methodologies. Indeed, the whole point of Chapters 2 and 3 was to tease apart these different
components of the biometric and the developmental traditions, as was shown earlier in Table 8.
Does it follow, however, that the two traditions cannot inform one another because of these
differences? Does it follow that they pluralistically co-exist, but only by virtue of explanatory
closure at each level? The appeal to different levels of analysis answers “Yes” to both of these
questions.
But isn’t this an odd position in which to find oneself—to think that scientists from
different traditions can converge on a common phenomenon, such as complex behavioral traits
or the female orgasm, and yet believe that these scientists have nothing to say to each other
simply because they are asking different questions about the phenomenon? Sandra Mitchell
(1992, 2002, 2003) asks just this question of Sherman’s analysis of the female orgasm debate.
And different questions, she explains, need not necessarily isolate scientists from critically
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engaging each other. In contrast, she promotes an integrative pluralism: “Thus, although
pluralism within biology is to be applauded, it is not the pluralism of questions and the
consequent independence of answers that Sherman endorses, but rather a pluralism of models of
causal processes that may describe contributing factors in a given explanatory situation.”
(Mitchell 2003, 206) What might an integrative model look like for the debate over G×E?

4.2.2. The Call for an Integrative Solution
As it turns out, scientists investigating G×E are starting to ask this question about an integrative
model themselves, attempting to move beyond the isolationist model advocated for so many
years (Caspi and Moffitt 2006; Kendler 2005; Rutter 2006). The proposal by Avshalom Caspi
and Terrie Moffitt, in particular, is worth looking at in detail, since it is their research on G×E
that has lately received the most widespread attention from scientists and non-scientists alike
(Economist 2002; Hamer 2002; Parens 2004). It was their research that I utilized to construct the
reaction norm graph for the 5-HTT gene, stressful life events, and depression in Figure 17B
earlier. With the increasing attention to their research on G×E, Caspi and Moffitt have recently
recognized the usefulness of outlining for their readers the methodological and philosophical
reasoning that guides them (Caspi and Moffitt 2006; Moffitt, Caspi and Rutter 2005). In the most
recent of these offerings, Caspi and Moffitt (2006) develop a relationship between their statistical
research on individual differences in depression and the scientists who study the underling
mechanisms of depression. What, Caspi and Moffitt ask, is the relationship between the
statisticians’ work and that of the causal-mechanically-minded scientists? The answer, they
argue, is that both are working together towards developing a nomological network. “A
nomological network refers to the interlocking system of laws—the predicted pattern of
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theoretical relationships—which define a construct.” (Caspi and Moffitt 2006, 587) The idea is
that the theoretical relationships under investigation by members of both the biometric and
developmental research traditions may unite under this interlocking system of laws in order to
integrate the fields. It is an idea borrowed from Lee Cronbach and Paul Meehl (1955), who
introduced the concept of a nomological network in order to address the problem of validation in
psychological tests.
There are several reasons, however, to be skeptical of how well the concept of a
nomological network will capture the relationship between the two research traditions. For
starters, appeals to timeless, universal generalizations (i.e., laws of nature) in biology have
received extensive criticism from philosophers (Beatty 1995, 1997; Brandon 1997; Mitchell
1997, 2003; Sober 1997). It is argued that generalizations in biology are only contingently true
because of their reliance on the contingencies of evolution (Beatty 1995).
In addition to this point, there is also a problem with how well the concept of a
nomological network is designed to address the problems faced by biologists investigating the
etiology of complex traits. As mentioned above, Cronbach and Meehl (1955) developed the idea
to address problems with the validation of psychological tests. They were wrestling with a
standard problem in psychology: What are psychological tests measuring? That is, to what extent
do the constructs of intelligence or personality tests accurately map onto real features of
individuals, such as general intelligence or temperament? But the problem with which Caspi and
Moffitt (2006) are struggling pertains not to construct validity; it pertains to the main question of
this essay—What is the relationship between the regular causal mechanisms responsible for
individual development and the causes of variation responsible for individual differences? Thus,
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we should expect a solution to Caspi and Moffitt’s problem to reside in an account of this
relationship rather than in the nomological network.
There is one more reason to be skeptical of how well the concept of a nomological
network applies to the relationship between the statistical and the causal-mechanically-minded
scientists. This has to do with the nomological network’s reliance on (in addition to laws)
theories. Like laws of nature, the prevalence of theories (in the standard linguistic sense) in
biology has come under increasing scrutiny. For rather than searching for theories and theoretical
relationships, biologists more often search for mechanisms as a means of providing biological
explanations. And, in fact, when we turn to the work of Caspi and Moffitt along with the authors
whom they cite as embodying the nomological network (Caspi and Moffitt 2006, 587), it is not
the search for laws and theories that we find; it is the search for mechanisms:

We hope that the present article will encourage further collaboration between genetic
epidemiology and experimental neuroscience in a joint effort to unravel the complex
mechanisms that underlie gene-environment interactions (Caspi and Moffitt 2006, 587).

Identifying biological mechanisms through which genes lead to individual differences in
emotional behavior is paramount to our understanding of how such differences confer
risk for neuropsychiatric illness (Hariri and Holmes 2006, 182).

In the Caspi et al. (2003) study, the impact of the serotonin polymorphism was seen only
in the context of the environmental stressors. A mechanistic study of this nature is now
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possible by, for example, pairing mice heterozygous for the serotonin transporter with a
specific stress paradigm, such as maternal separation (Leonardo and Hen 2006, 132).

If the biometric and the developmental traditions cannot be integrated around their efforts to
construct a nomological network, how can these traditions be integrated? The answer, I will now
argue, comes from a shared problem—the elucidation of difference mechanisms.

4.3. Difference Mechanisms
Difference mechanisms are regular causal mechanisms made up of difference-making variables
that take different values in the natural world. There is regularity in difference mechanisms;
interventions made on variables in the mechanisms that change the values of the variables lead to
different outcomes in the phenomena under investigation. There is also variation in difference
mechanisms; interventions need not be undertaken to find differences in the outcomes because,
with difference mechanisms, the variables already take different values in the natural world and
so there already are differences in the outcomes. With difference mechanisms, nature is the
interventionist.
The elucidation of difference mechanisms is a common denominator between the
problem of elucidating the causes of variation responsible for individual differences and the
problem of elucidating the regular causal mechanisms responsible for individual development.
The result is an integrative relationship, not a reductive relationship. The relationship between
the causes of variation responsible for individual differences and the regular causal mechanisms
responsible for individual development is no more reductive than the relationship between 2/3
and 1/4. 2/3 cannot be reduced to 1/4, and 1/4 cannot be reduced to 2/3. The fractions can,
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however, be integrated when a common denominator—12—is identified. Causes of variation
responsible for individual differences cannot be reduced to regular causal mechanisms
responsible for individual development, and regular causal mechanisms responsible for
individual development cannot be reduced to causes of variation responsible for individual
differences. They can, however, be integrated when a common denominator—difference
mechanisms—is identified.
This section unpacks this metaphor, showing just how the causes of variation responsible
for individual differences and the regular causal mechanisms responsible for individual
development are related. In the next section I introduce the common philosophical idea of
treating causes as difference-makers. Then, with that groundwork set, I expand on this notion by
drawing attention to mechanisms where the difference-making variables naturally take different
values. I will call these particular variables difference-makers in development that take different
values in the natural world. It will be here that I provide the general framework for deriving the
relationship between the various components of the biometric and the developmental research
traditions. Finally, with that general framework in place, I return to the debate over G×E, arguing
that G×E results from the interdependence of difference-makers in development that take
different values in the natural world. Ultimately, then, the product will be a modified account of
causal-mechanical explanation that captures both regularity and variation and which may be
utilized to resolve the debates over G×E.

4.3.1. Causes as Difference-Makers
Philosophers have long conceived of causes as difference-makers. David Lewis, for instance,
introduces his counterfactual theory of causation by explaining, “We think of a cause as
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something that makes a difference, and the difference it makes must be a difference from what
would have happened without it.” (Lewis 1973, 557) Lewis, however, traces his idea to the
second half of David Hume’s definition: “…we may define a cause to be an object, followed by
another, and where all the objects, similar to the first, are followed by objects similar to the
second. Or in other words, where, if the first object had not been, the second never had existed.”
(Hume [1777] 1993, 51) The job for philosophers is explicating this idea of difference-maker;
Lewis, for instance, attempts the explication with his theory of counterfactuals based on
possible-world semantics.
A more recent explication of causes as difference-makers can be found in James
Woodward’s (2003) manipulationist conception of causation and causal explanation. The basic
idea for Woodward is that scientists causally explain when they know how to manipulate.
Manipulations are understood counterfactually. If some particular variable is a cause of some
outcome, then manipulating the value of the variable would be a way of manipulating the
outcome. These counterfactual experiments formulate and then answer, as Woodward explains,
what-if-things-had-been-different questions; and, in so doing, they establish a pattern of
counterfactual dependence between the explanandum (the thing to be explained) and the
explanans (the thing or things that do the explaining).
Counterfactual dependence, for Woodward, is understood with the closely related
concepts of intervention and invariance. An intervention consists of an idealized experimental
manipulation of the value of some variable, thereby determining if it results in a change in the
value of the outcome. So the counterfactuals are formulated in such a way that they show how
the value of the outcome would change under the interventions that change the value of a
variable; that is, they are formulated to show how the difference-makers make their difference.
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Invariance, then, is a characterization of the relationship between variables (or a variable and an
outcome) under interventions on Woodward’s account. When there is an invariant relationship
between a variable and an outcome, then that relationship is potentially exploitable for
manipulation, and because of this it is a causal relationship.
Before applying Woodward’s manipulationist conception of causation to the relationship
between the causes of variation responsible for individual development and the causal
mechanisms responsible for individual differences, I should say just why I utilize his version of
causation as oppose to some other. For starters, the relata on Woodward’s conception are
variables. As we will see when we turn to an actual example from biology, variables in causal
mechanisms are what scientists in the developmental and biometric research traditions
investigate (rather than, say, events, the relata in Lewis’s theory of causation). Also, Woodward’s
conception is specifically designed for capturing causal explanation in the special sciences
(rather than, say, physics, the science examined by philosophers such as Salmon (1984, 1998)
and Dowe (2000)). Designed for the special sciences, Woodward’s development and
employment of invariance also makes his conception well-suited for the developmental and
biometric research traditions (rather than, say, universal generalizations or laws of nature
employed by proponents of the deductive-nomological account of explanation such as Hempel
and Oppenheim (1948)). Universal generalizations, as mentioned in the criticisms of the
nomological network approach earlier, are unlikely to be found in the special sciences.

4.3.2. Difference-Makers in Development that Take Different Values in the Natural World
If we understand causes to be difference-makers, then a relationship between the regular causal
mechanisms responsible for individual development and the causes of variation responsible for
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individual differences becomes apparent. In short, the difference-making variables in the
mechanisms simultaneously are the causes of variation when the difference-making variables
take different values in the natural world. For example, the regular causal mechanisms
responsible for the individual development of, say, depression consist of a number of variables
(e.g., genes, neurotransmitters, brain systems, environmental insults), which may take different
values in the natural world. Individual differences in depression result from the differences in the
values of these difference-making variables in the mechanisms. Individual differences, then, are
the effect of the difference-makers in individual development when the difference-makers
naturally take different values.

(D) Human Involved
in Stressful Life
Events

(C) Amygdala and Cingulate
Involved in Chemical
Response to Environmental
Stressors

(B) Serotonin Transporter
Involved in Synapse
Transmission

(A) 5-HTT Gene Involved in Protein Synthesis
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Figure 18. Mechanisms involved in the production of depression. (A) Protein synthesis at the
molecular level. (B) Synapse transmission at the cellular level (modified from Hariri and Holmes
2006, Figure 1). Reprinted with the permission of TRENDS. (C) Amygdala-cingulate feedback
at the brain-system level (modified from Bergmann 2000). Reprinted with the permission of The
New Therapist at www.NewTherapist.com. (D) Experience of stressful life events at the
organismal level.

To completely understand this idea, we should look at the example in more detail (Figure
18). The regular causal mechanisms responsible for depression are far from elucidated. But that
need not prevent us from drawing on the portions that are known. The regular causal
mechanisms responsible for depression are multi-level. At the (A) molecular level, the promoter
region of the serotonin transporter gene (5-HTT) is involved in the mechanism of protein
synthesis, which produces the serotonin transporter molecule as its amino acid product. At the
(B) neural level, the serotonin transporter is involved in the mechanism of synapse transmission
between pre- and post-synaptic neurons. At the (C) brain system level, the amygdala and the
cingulate interact via feedback mechanisms that control chemical response to stressful
environmental conditions. And at the (D) organismal level, humans experiencing environmental
stressors such as, say, a looming dissertation defense are involved in mechanisms that generate
stress. The 5-HTT gene, the serotonin transporter, the amygdala, the cingulate, and
environmental insults, then, amount to several of the many difference-making variables in the
regular causal mechanisms responsible for the individual development of depression. This
difference-making capacity is determined because interventionist manipulations made on the
values of these variables result in changes in the outcome. For example, inactivating the 5-HTT
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gene in mice (a “knockout experiment”) results in elevated levels of serotonin in certain regions
of the brain, pointing to the role of the 5-HTT gene in mediating the reuptake of serotonin
(Bengel et al. 1998).
I have intentionally modeled Figure 18 so as to resemble the earlier diagram (Figure 15)
by Craver and Darden (2001) explicating the causal-mechanical explanation of spatial memory
in rats. Whether it is spatial memory in rats or depression in humans, biologists provide
explanations of complex behavioral traits by elucidating the regular causal mechanisms involved
in the individual development of these traits. Interventions are made on variables to change the
values of the variables so as to determine what the causal relationship is between a particular
variable and another variable or the outcome of interest. Often these interventions force the
variables to take unnatural values. For example, a gene knockout experiment attempts to
determine the causal relationship between a genetic variable and a phenotypic trait by forcing the
genetic variable to take an unnatural value—non-existence. Likewise, an animal deprivation
study attempts to determine the causal relationship between an environmental variable and a
phenotypic trait by forcing the environmental variable to take an unnatural value—extreme
deprivation. Scientists, by isolating a variable and manipulating its value to unnatural extremes,
try to hold all other relevant variables constant and then attribute the change in outcome to the
change in the variable’s value, thereby identifying the causal relationship between the variable
and the outcome. The ideal explanation of depression, then, would amount to an identification of
all the difference-making variables as well as an account of how those difference-makers make
their difference in the regular causal mechanisms responsible for the individual development of
depression.
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But what about the other question: How do some people come to experience a complex
trait such as depression, while others do not? This is the question that demands an answer about
variation. In providing a causal explanation for this question, we cannot just point to how the
difference-making variables make their difference in the regular causal mechanisms responsible
for the individual development of depression by, say, knocking out the 5-HTT gene, for this does
not yet address the question about why there are actual individual differences in depression. This
is because we do not expect to find actual individuals with this extreme value taken by this
variable in the natural world. To address individual differences, then, we must determine what
values the variables take in the natural world and determine how the differences in those realworld values lead to actual individual differences in the outcome. That is, we must identify the
difference-makers in development that take different values in the natural world.
Waters (Forthcoming) draws attention to a similar concept, albeit in the confines of
different debates. Waters’ debates of interest also reside in biology and the philosophy of
biology; he is concerned with disputes over the relationship between classical, Mendelian
genetics and molecular genetics, as well as with disputes over causal parity between genes and
other variables involved in the causal mechanisms responsible for the development of traits.
While any variable involved in the causal mechanisms responsible for the development of a
particular trait may be a potential difference-maker, Waters argues that only certain variables are
actual difference-makers because only certain variables actually take different values in the
natural world.
Biometric behavioral geneticists take it upon themselves to answer the question about the
causes of variation responsible for individual differences. They have identified the different
forms of the promoter region in the 5-HTT gene (s/s, s/l, and l/l) and determined that a small
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portion of total variation in depression (3-4%) is attributable to individual differences in the
value of this genetic variable (Lesch et al. 1996). More proximally, behavioral geneticists have
found differences in the value of the 5-HTT variable to be related to differences in amygdala
activity; individuals with the “s” allele exhibit much greater amygdala activity than l/l
individuals when presented with images of fearful and angry human faces (Hariri et al. 2002).
Also, individuals with the “s” allele, compared with l/l individuals, exhibit a weaker coupling
between the amygdala and the cingulate in the feedback mechanisms responsible for the
chemical response to environmental stressors (Pezawas et al. 2005).
The biometric behavioral geneticists seek causes of variation responsible for individual
differences in depression. But these causes of variation responsible for individual differences are
not distinct from the difference-making variables in the regular causal mechanisms responsible
for individual development. They are not isolated at different levels of analysis. Rather, the
difference-making variables in the regular causal mechanisms simultaneously are the causes of
variation just when the difference-making variables take different values in the natural world, or,
in Waters’ locution, when the variables are actual difference-makers. The promoter region of the
5-HTT gene, for example, is a difference-maker in the individual development of depression, as
the knockout experiments reveal. Though the precise mechanism has not been elucidated, the
variable seems to make a difference in how the amygdala coordinates with the cingulate to
respond to environmental stressors. The promoter region of the 5-HTT gene is simultaneously a
cause of variation because it takes different values in the natural world (s/s, s/l, and l/l), and the
differences in the value of the genetic variable are responsible for slight individual differences in
depression. Individual differences, then, are the effect of difference-makers in individual
development when the difference-makers naturally take different values.
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Difference mechanisms, remember, are regular causal mechanisms made up of
difference-making variables that take different values in the natural world. In the case of
depression, the promoter region of the 5-HTT gene is one of these variables that naturally takes
different values; it is a difference-maker in development that takes different values in the natural
world. Consider Figure 19: At the molecular level, differences in the promoter region of the 5HTT gene are responsible for differences in the number of serotonin transporters that are
available for synapse transmission at the cellular level; the shorter promoter region generates
relatively less serotonin transporter molecules. Differences in synapse transmission, then, are
responsible for differences in amygdala-cingulate feedback at the brain-system level; individuals
with an “s” allele have a relatively weaker coupling between the amygdala and the cingulate in
response to environmental stressors, leading to relatively prolonged exposure to negative
emotional states. And differences in amygdala-cingulate feedback are responsible for differences
in depression; relatively prolonged exposure to negative emotional states puts one at risk of
developing depression if environmental stressors are encountered often enough.
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Figure 19. Difference mechanisms involved in the production of depression.

Philosophers of science interested in the concept of a mechanism have focused thus far
on how causal explanation arises from the elucidation of the regular causal mechanisms
responsible for the individual development of a particular trait. They have focused thus far on
how scientists provide causal explanations by identifying and manipulating the differencemaking variables in regular causal mechanisms in an attempt to determine how those differencemakers make their difference. I have tried to show in this section, however, that the scientists in
the biometric tradition are involved in a slightly different enterprise, and so the philosophy of
mechanisms must be slightly revised if it is to be extended to cover the causal explanations of
individual differences sought by scientists in the biometric tradition. Focused on individual
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differences, these scientists do not provide causal explanations by showing how differencemakers make their difference in the regular causal mechanisms. Rather, they causally explain by
showing how or to what extent differences in the natural values of the difference-makers result in
individual differences in the trait or in individual differences in the values of more proximal
variables. I have also tried to show, however, that a scientist’s focus on differences does not
somehow isolate her at a unique level of analysis. Scientists in the biometric tradition are
examining causes of variation responsible for individual differences in a population, but these
causes of variation just are the difference-makers in the regular causal mechanisms when the
difference-makers take different values in the natural world. And the individual differences just
are the effect of the difference-makers in development that naturally take different values.
Of course, scientists in the biometric tradition and scientists in the developmental
tradition do elucidate difference mechanisms with different approaches. Scientists in the
biometric tradition ask how-much? questions about the causes of variation and utilize statistical
methodologies to answer these questions. Scientists in the developmental tradition ask how?
questions about the regular causal mechanisms and employ interventionist methodologies to
answer these questions. But, again, these differences in question and methodology do not isolate
the traditions at different levels of analysis. They are just different approaches to elucidating the
difference-makers in development that take different values in the natural world, which are
responsible for difference mechanisms. Causal-mechanically-minded scientists attempt to
determine what the difference-makers are in the regular causal mechanisms responsible for the
individual development of a particular trait and determine how those difference-makers make
their difference within the mechanism. Interventionist methodologies are employed to artificially
change the values of the difference-making variables so as to make this determination.
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Biometrically-oriented scientists move beyond this artificial intervention and determine which of
the difference-makers naturally take different values and how much of the difference in outcome
can be attributed to differences in the values that a difference-making variable takes. Statistical
methodologies are employed to study populations with differences in the outcome and
differences in the values of a particular variable so as to make this determination.
Ultimately, then, there are very real differences between the biometric and the
developmental research traditions. Scientists in the biometric tradition employ statistical
methodologies to answer how-much? questions about the causes of variation responsible for
individual differences. Scientists in the developmental tradition employ interventionist
methodologies to answer how? questions about the regular causal mechanisms responsible for
individual development. But scientists in these two traditions are not isolated at different levels
of analysis. The twain shall meet. They meet at a common denominator—difference
mechanisms.
Before returning to the disputes over G×E, I should highlight the fact that difference
mechanisms are a common denominator for more than just the biometric and developmental
research traditions. In joining regularity and variation, difference mechanisms integrate any
discipline(s) that investigate these two features of the biological world. Mayr’s (1961, 1982)
influential distinction between proximate and ultimate causes provided a causal framework on
which to situate the distinction between different levels of analysis discussed in section 4.2.1
above. On Mayr’s account, the proximate causes of anatomy and physiology are investigated by
functional biologists, while the ultimate causes of phylogeny are investigated by evolutionary
biologists. Many scientific investigations, however, bridge this divide. This dissertation has been
devoted to examining one such example: investigations into the etiology of complex traits. It is
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by no means alone. Evolutionary-developmental (or evo-devo) biologists examine, for example,
the ways in which developmental mechanics constrain evolutionary possibilities. That is,
evolutionary-developmental biologists examine how only certain difference mechanisms allow
for viable individual development and then generate the variation upon which natural selection
can act. Difference mechanisms, then, are a common denominator between the biometric and
developmental research traditions. But more generally, difference mechanisms are a common
denominator between proximate and ultimate biology.

4.3.3. The Interdependence of Difference-Makers in Development that Take Different
Values in the Natural World
Appeals to different levels of analysis in the nature-nurture debate draw a firm line between a
legitimate, statistical notion of interaction and a muddle-headed, developmental notion of
interactionism. It is certainly the case that G×E does not simply follow from each and every
interaction between genes and the environment during individual development, and so it is
misleading to point to developmental interactions and assume that G×E must follow. In this
sense, the following criticism of the biometric tradition is muddle-headed: “An analysis of
variance abstracts from (actual) interaction effects and thus cannot offer an accurate picture of
development…. Behavioral geneticists, then, should acknowledge that an analysis of variance is
a statistical method that does not fit reality and should be judged against the background of the
best material model we have of development, which is one of dynamics and interactions.”
(Vreeke 2005, 44) Perhaps the ignominious “interactionism” should be reserved for such
confusions.
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But must all invocations of individual development in considerations of G×E be of the
muddle-headed sort? Not at all. As I argued in the last section, the difference-making variables in
the regular causal mechanisms simultaneously are the cause of variation when the variables take
different values in the natural world, and individual differences are the effect of differencemakers in development. Now, if difference-making variables interact during the course of
individual development, then a variable (X) taking a particular value (X1) in interaction with
another variable (Y) will likely lead to different outcomes depending on the value taken by Y (Y1
vs. Y2); but this difference in outcomes may have been quite different if variable X had taken a
different value (X2). Or, to continue with the depression example, the regular causal mechanisms
responsible for the individual development of depression consist of a number of variables (the 5HTT gene, the serotonin transporter, the amygdala, the cingulate, environmental insults, etc.),
some of which take different values in the natural world. As explained in the last section,
individual differences in depression result from differences in the value of the promoter region of
the 5-HTT gene and from differences in the value of the number of stressful life events
experienced. But, as we will see, individual differences in depression also result from differences
in particular combinations of 5-HTT and stressful life events as these two variables have the
opportunity to interact during the course of individual development.
Again, we should look at this example in more detail to completely understand the idea.
As mentioned in the last section, we know that the promoter region of the 5-HTT gene is a
difference-making variable in the regular causal mechanisms responsible for the individual
development of depression; we also know that this variable takes different values in the natural
world; and we also know that individual differences in depression result from the different values
of this difference-maker in development, although the variation attributable to this difference-
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maker is very small (3-4%). We know that stressful live events are a difference-making variable
in the regular causal mechanisms responsible for the individual development of depression; we
also know that this variable takes different values in the natural world; and we also know that
individual differences in depression result from the different values of this difference-maker in
development.
Now, suppose that no matter how many stressful life events were experienced, having the
s/s value of the promoter region would increase the probability of individuals experiencing
depression by 10% relative to having the s/l value, and by 20% relative to having the l/l value.
Likewise, suppose that no matter which value of the promoter region was had, every stressful life
event experienced increased the probability of individuals experiencing depression by 5%. I have
been saying “suppose” because the hypothetical situation I am describing here was depicted in
the hypothetical reaction norms graphed in Figure 17(A) and is recreated in Figure 20(A) with
the individuals from the discussion of difference mechanisms now mapped onto the reaction
norms. This case, remember, arises when the genetic and environmental sources of variation are
additive and the reaction norms are parallel. The total phenotypic variation in depression is fully
accounted for by pointing to the separate differences in the value of the genetic variable and the
differences in the value of the environmental variable. But remember this hypothetical situation
was first introduced only to contrast it with the empirical data from the actual reaction norms
graphed in Figure 17(B). In the empirical example, as the reaction norms clearly show, there is
variation due to G×E in addition to the variation resulting from differences in the value of the
genetic variable and differences in the value of the environmental variable. Thus, there is no way
to predict who is more at risk of developing depression—either individuals with the s/s, s/l, or l/l
genotype—before the environmental conditions of development are experienced (see Figure
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20(B)). Caspi and Moffitt found that in environments with multiple stressful life events
experienced, individuals with the s/s genotype are at greater risk of developing major
depression; while, in environments without multiple stressful life events experienced, individuals
with the s/s genotype are at less risk of developing major depression. That is, there is a change in
rank for the relationship between the genetic variable, the environmental variable, and the
phenotypic trait (Lynch and Walsh 1997).

A

B

Figure 20. Reaction norm graphs for probability of depression (y-axis), promoter region of
serotonin transporter gene (s/s vs. s/l vs. l/l), and number of stressful life events experienced (xaxis). (A) Hypothetically parallel reaction norms. (B) Reaction norms drawn from empirical data
with change in rank highlighted.

With the interaction in this empirical example in mind, let us return to the debate between
the defenders of the biometric tradition and their causal-mechanically-minded critics who appeal
to the complications posed by individual development. What precisely does the concept of G×E
mean? Does it incorporate an element of individual development, or not? The suggestion on
offer by those who appeal to different levels of analysis is that G×E just is the breakdown in
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additivity between main effects measured by ANOVA. But we can go on and ask, what causes
this breakdown in additivity? The answer is that this breakdown in additivity is caused by the
interdependence of difference-makers in development that take different values in the natural
world. That is, G×E results from differences in particular combinations of genetic and
environmental variables when both variables are difference-makers in development that naturally
take different values and the difference that each variable makes is itself dependent upon the
difference made by the other variable. Difference mechanisms, then, arise when differencemaking variables in the regular causal mechanisms take different values in the natural world.
And difference mechanisms also arise when there are differences in the interactions between
difference-making variables depending on which values the difference-makers take.

4.4. Conclusion
Philosophers of science, in recent years, have developed a renewed interest in mechanisms. The
account of causal-mechanical explanation on offer is designed to capture causal explanations of
regularity. For example, the account is designed to show how a causal explanation follows from
the elucidation of the regular causal mechanisms responsible for the individual development of a
complex behavioral trait such as spatial memory in rats or depression in humans. Focused on
regularity, however, this account of causal-mechanical explanation neglects variation, one of the
core features of the biological world and, in turn, of biological explanation. That is, the account
fails to show what role in causal explanation is played by the elucidation of the causes of
variation responsible for individual differences in spatial memory or depression.
The purpose of this chapter was to modify the mechanical program so as to capture both
regularity and variation. The task was to explicate the relationship between the regular causal
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mechanisms responsible for individual development and the causes of variation responsible for
individual differences. This relationship, as it turns out, is not just of interest to the armchair
philosopher. For it is precisely this relationship that resides at the heart of debates over G×E
between scientists in the biometric research tradition and scientists in the developmental research
tradition, which was detailed in Chapters 2 and 3.
The solution was the identification of a shared problem, or a “common denominator,”
between the biometric and developmental research traditions—the elucidation of what I called
difference mechanisms. Difference mechanisms are regular causal mechanisms made up of
difference-making variables that take different values in the natural world. With this general
framework, the relationship between the regular causal mechanisms responsible for individual
development and the causes of variation responsible for individual differences becomes apparent.
The difference-making variables in the regular causal mechanisms responsible for individual
development simultaneously are the causes of variation responsible for individual differences
when the variables take different values in the natural world; that is, when the variables are
difference-makers in development that take different values in the natural world. And individual
differences are the effect of these difference-makers in development that naturally take different
values. This general framework was then applied to the debates over G×E. G×E, in contrast to
appeals to different levels of analysis, does incorporate an element of individual development;
G×E results from the interdependence of difference-makers in development that take different
values in the natural world. Ultimately, then, the product was a modified account of causalmechanical explanation that captured both regularity and variation, and which was utilized to
resolve the debates over G×E.
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5. RATS! SO WHAT IS G×E?
Abstract. Three concepts of genotype-environment interaction, or G×E, have now been defined:
a biometric concept (G×EB), a developmental concept (G×ED), and what may be called an
interdependent-difference-makers concept. So what is G×E? Or, more specifically, what is the
relationship between these three concepts? The thesis of this chapter will be the following:
Following from the integrative framework developed in the last chapter, G×EB and G×ED may be
integrated under the interdependent-difference-makers concept of G×E. More specifically, G×E
results from differences in unique, developmental combinations of genotype and environment
when both variables are difference-makers in development that take different values in the
natural world and the difference that each variable makes is itself dependent upon the difference
made by the other variable; a breakdown in additivity between main effects is a measure of this
interdependence of difference-makers that naturally take different values. More succinctly: the
interdependent-difference-makers concept of G×E is just a general, causal-mechanical
interpretation of G×ED, of which G×EB is a statistical measure.

5.1. Introduction
Genotype-environment interaction, or G×E, is the result of the breakdown in additivity between
genotypic and environmental sources of variation, which is measured by a statistical
methodology such as the analysis of variance. G×E is the result of differences in unique,
developmental combinations of genotype and environment. G×E is the result of the
interdependence of difference-makers in development that take different values in the natural
world. At this point, I have now defined three different concepts of G×E: a biometric concept
(G×EB), a developmental concept (G×ED), and what may be called an interdependent-differencemakers concept. So what is G×E? Or, more specifically, what is the relationship between these
three concepts?
In Chapters 2 and 3 I teased apart the separate components of the biometric and
developmental research traditions so as to identify the different axes upon which the debates over
G×E were disputed. The goal of those chapters was also to show how two different concepts of
G×E—G×EB and G×ED—were situated in these separate traditions. The concepts originated in
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the work of Fisher and Hogben, persisted through mid-twentieth century population and
developmental genetics, and on into the IQ Controversy of the 1970’s. In Chapter 4 I showed
how the two research traditions could be integrated via a shared problem—the elucidation of
difference mechanisms. But there was no mention of either G×EB or G×ED in that discussion of
integration. The purpose of this chapter is to pull the separate threads of these earlier chapters
together. That is, the goal is to utilize the integrative model developed in the last chapter and
apply it to the divide between G×EB and G×ED. The thesis, in short, is that G×EB and G×ED may
be integrated under the interdependent-difference-makers concept of G×E. More specifically,
G×E results from differences in unique, developmental combinations of genotype and
environment when both variables are difference-makers in development that take different values
in the natural world and the difference that each variable makes is itself dependent upon the
difference made by the other variable; a breakdown in additivity between main effects is a
measure of this interdependence of difference-makers. Another way to think about the
relationship is to see that the interdependent-difference-makers concept of G×E is just a more
general, causal-mechanical reinterpretation of G×ED, of which G×EB is a statistical measure.
The best way to unpack this idea will be to look at an example in some detail. Although
the research by Avshalom Caspi, Terrie Moffitt, and their colleagues has received the greatest
attention in recent years (Caspi et al. 2002; Caspi et al. 2003; Caspi et al. 2005), no empirical
result of G×E has received more attention in the history of the nature-nurture debate than the
study by Roderick Cooper and John Zubek on different strains of rats raised in different
environments (Cooper and Zubek 1958). This study was only mentioned in passing in the last
chapter, but it will be worth looking at in detail in an effort to reveal the relationship between the
various concepts of G×E. In the next section I will highlight the key features of the separate
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legacies of G×EB and G×ED, since it has been a chapter since the reader has had to think about
the distinction between the two concepts. The goal here will be to remind ourselves of the divide
between G×EB and G×ED that emerged over the years. I will then bridge that divide in section
5.3, utilizing the interdependent-difference-makers concept to build that bridge and applying it to
the Cooper-Zubek study.

5.2. G×EB vs. G×ED
The purpose of this section will be to draw out the highlights of the separate legacies of the
biometric and the developmental concepts of G×E. The legacies were traced in Chapters 2 and 3
from their origin(s) to the IQ Controversy. But it will be worth consolidating that history in one
place and also tracing those legacies into the present so as to convey the fact that the divide
between G×EB and G×ED persists even today.

5.2.1. G×EB
The biometric concept of G×E originated in the work of R. A. Fisher. Fisher, while at the
Rothamsted Agricultural Research Station, developed many of the now-standard statistical
methodologies designed to measure the relative contributions of nature and nurture to individual
differences in a population, such as the analysis of variance (ANOVA), the design of
experiments, and the statistical significance test. While developing these tools, Fisher quickly
realized that the presence of what he called “non-linear interactions between heredity and
environment” posed a potential complication for the partitioning of causes of variation. If such
interactions existed, he realized, the main effects of genotype and environment did not add up to
the total phenotypic variance, and inferences about what different genotypic groups would do in
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different environments became highly suspect. Fisher, in order to consider the empirical reality
of this potential complication, undertook an examination of different potato varieties grown in
different fertilizers (Fisher and Mackenzie 1923). In an early test of statistical significance,
however, Fisher found the interaction effect, or the “deviations from summation formula” as he
called it, to be no greater than chance, leading him to conclude that there was no evidence of
interaction. This result was evidently quite conclusive for Fisher; he mentioned the possible
complications raised by the “interactions of causes” in the chapter on ANOVA in his Statistical
Methods for Research Workers (Fisher 1925), but he again referenced his 1923 study with
Mackenzie and concluded that there was no evidence of interaction. Fisher, thus, took cases of
statistical non-additivity to be rare in nature. And even when a case did arise, Fisher simply
encouraged a transformation of scale to make the statistical complication go away.
In summary, Fisher operated in the biometric research tradition (Table 9). The main
problem on which Fisher was focused was the partitioning of the relative contributions of nature
and nurture responsible for individual differences in populations. His approach to causation
involved an investigation into the causes of variation responsible for these individual
differences. He asked, how much of the variation in a particular population was due to individual
differences in heredity or environment? And he sought to answer those questions with his
population-level, statistical methodologies. Fisher’s concept of interaction was developed in this
biometric tradition. His resulting biometric concept of G×E, or G×EB, may be defined as a
statistical measure of the breakdown in additivity between genotypic and environmental sources
of variation, which is generated by a statistical methodology such as the analysis of variance.
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Components
Problem
Approach to Causation
Causal Question
Methodology
Concept of Interaction

Biometric Research Tradition
Individual Differences
Causes of Variation
How Much?
Statistical
Biometric—G×EB

Table 9. The components of the biometric research tradition.

The biometric research tradition in biology did not end with Fisher. It was carried into the
mid-twentieth century in the form of population genetics (Provine 2001). Jay Lush, one of the
leaders in American agricultural genetics, continued on this tradition as well as the biometric
interpretation of interaction. In his influential Animal Breeding Plans (1937), Lush echoed
Fisher’s conclusions about G×E: Cases were rare; and even if cases did arise, they could be
statistically eliminated with a transformation of scale. Indeed, G×E was worth little more than a
dismissive footnote for Lush: “For some extreme examples of nonaddtive combination effects of
heredity and environment consult chapter 5 of Hogben’s Nature and Nurture.” (Lush 1937, 64,
fn.)
In 1960, quantitative behavioral genetics emerged as a discipline out of population
genetics (Griffiths and Tabery Forthcoming). Quantitative behavioral geneticists borrowed the
statistical tools of population genetics and applied them to complex behavioral traits, such as IQ
in humans. In the 1970’s, Arthur Jensen carried on the biometric research tradition, applying the
biometric tools to the question of racial differences in IQ scores (Jensen 1969). Jensen, operating
in the biometric tradition, was interested in the causes of variation responsible for individual
differences in IQ; he asked how-much? questions about these causes of variation and employed
statistical methodologies to answer the questions. And Jensen echoed Lush and Fisher’s
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conclusions about G×E: Cases were rare; and even if cases did arise, they could be statistically
eliminated with a transformation of scale. Jensen can also be credited with introducing the
distinction between statistical interaction and muddle-headed “interactionism” discussed in the
last chapter. Jensen, when criticized for overlooking the complications posed by developmental
interactions between genotype and environment, responded, “‘interactionism’ has become
merely a substitute for extreme environmentalism. … This position has arisen from a failure to
understand the real meaning of the term ‘interaction’ as it is used in population genetics; but
even more it is the result of failure to distinguish between (a) the development of the individual
organism, on the one hand, and (b) differences among individuals in the population.” (Jensen
1973, 49)
The legacy of G×EB can be traced into contemporary philosophy of science. In his
Making Sense of Heritability (2005), Neven Sesardic offered a defense of the biometric research
tradition. With regards to G×E, Sesardic echoed Fisher and Lush and Jensen: Cases are rare; and
even when cases do arise, they can be statistically eliminated with a transformation of scale (ibid,
68-70). And, lest philosophers mistakenly invoke individual development in discussions of
individual differences, Sesardic also offered up his own distinction between statistical interaction
(interactions) and commonsense interaction (interactionc). Too often, Sesardic complained,
philosophers of science mistakenly assumed that developmental interactions between genotype
and environment were related to population-level interactions between sources of variation, but
this only confused levels of analysis (ibid, 73).
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5.2.2. G×ED
The developmental concept of G×E originated in the work of Lancelot Hogben. Hogben, from
very early in his career, took an interest in the causal-mechanics of individual development.
While acting as Chair of Social Biology at the London School of Economics, Hogben turned his
attention to the British eugenics movement, which had reached its influential climax in the
1930’s. At the LSE, Hogben utilized his appreciation for the causal-mechanics of development to
attack the attempts made by eugenicists to separate the contributions of nature and nurture to
complex human traits such as pauperism, alcoholism, or feeblemindedness. G×E figured
prominently in this attack. In 1932, Hogben published his Genetic Principles in Medicine and
Social Science, where he drew attention to a third class of variability in addition to hereditary
variation and environmental variation: “that which arises from the combination of a particular
hereditary constitution with a particular kind of environment.” (Hogben 1932, 98) At that time,
though, Hogben offered his readers only a qualitative example of this third class: the abnormal
abdomen strain of Drosophila, which resembled the wild type when grown in dry environments
but which developed abdominal mutations when grown in humid environments. In 1933, Hogben
revised this point with a quantitative example, a necessity if he was to engage the statistical
methods employed by the eugenicists. Hogben, in correspondence with Fisher, introduced
Krafka’s (1920) data on different Drosophila strains, environmental variation in temperature,
and phenotypic variation in number of eye facets. Hogben took this case to be an example of the
“intimate sense in which differences of genetic constitution are related to the external situation in
the process of development.”58 This example then anchored the portion of his William Withering
Memorial Lectures devoted to the “Interdependence of Nature and Nurture” (Hogben 1933).
Hogben, thus, took cases of interaction to reflect the developmental relationship between
58

Hogben to Fisher, 23 February 1933, R. A. Fisher Papers (Series I, Hogben, L.), University of Adelaide.
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genotype and environment. When empirical cases were identified, they were not to be eliminated
as a nuisance; they were to be embraced as bearing important information about development
and variation.
In summary, Hogben operated in the developmental research tradition (Table 10). The
problem on which Hogben was focused was unraveling the way in which variation in a
population arose from the relationship between genotype and environment during individual
development. His focus was on the causal mechanisms of individual development. He asked,
how do differences in genotype and differences in environment relate during individual
development to generate differences in phenotype? And he employed or sought out
interventionist methodologies, such as those undertaken by Krafka, to manipulate these variables
and monitor the phenotypic outcomes. Hogben’s concept of interaction was developed in this
developmental tradition. His resulting developmental concept of G×E, or G×ED, was his third
class of variability. It may be defined as variation that results from differences in unique,
developmental combinations of genotype and environment.

Components
Problem
Approach to Causation
Causal Question
Methodology
Concept of Interaction

Developmental Research Tradition
Individual Development
Causal Mechanisms
How?
Interventionist
Developmental—G×ED

Table 10. The components of the developmental research tradition.

The developmental research tradition in biology did not end with Hogben. It was carried
into the mid-twentieth century in the form of developmental genetics. Conrad Hal Waddington,
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one of the leaders in British developmental genetics, continued on this tradition as well as the
developmental interpretation of interaction. In his influential The Strategy of the Gene (1957),
Waddington echoed Hogben’s conclusions about G×E: They were developmental in nature, and
they were of utmost importance for understanding development and variation. “Now from the
point of view of the theory of evolution,” Waddington explained, “such special interactions
between genotypes and environments are obviously by no means negligible. In fact, the whole of
adaptive radiation, including the formation of local races, turns on the way in which particular
genotypes fit into certain environments; that is to say, on this very factor of genotypeenvironment interaction.” (ibid, 100)
In the 1970’s, Richard Lewontin and David Layzer attacked Arthur Jensen’s discussion
of the causes of variation responsible for individual differences in IQ. The real purpose of
genetics, they argued, was to elucidate the causal mechanisms responsible for individual
development, to answer how? questions about these causal mechanisms with interventionist
methodologies. And Lewontin and Layzer echoed Waddington and Hogben’s conclusions about
G×E: They were developmental in nature, and they were of utmost importance for understanding
development and variation (Layzer 1974; Lewontin 1974).
The legacy of G×ED can be traced into contemporary philosophy of science. Lewontin
and Layzer’s discussions G×E and the complications it poses to heritability estimates have left a
lasting impression on the philosophy of biology. As Stephen Downes recently summarized, “The
point of departure for many philosophers criticizing heritability analysis is Lewontin’s (1974)
paper on the analysis of variance. … The current consensus among philosophers of biology is
that heritability analyses are misleading about the genetic causes of human traits.” (Downes
2004, section 3)
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5.3. G×EB and G×ED
On the one hand, scientists in the biometric tradition define G×E in statistical terms—in terms of
a breakdown in additivity measured by a statistical methodology such as ANOVA. On the other
hand, scientists in the developmental tradition define G×E in developmental terms—in terms of
developmental relationships between genotype and environment. The biometricians criticize the
developmentalists for confusing levels of analysis. And the developmentalists criticize the
biometricians for ignoring development. Must we decide between the biometricians’ G×EB and
the developmentalists’ G×ED? No. The two may be integrated via the interdependent-differencemakers concept of G×E that I introduced in the last chapter. G×E results from differences in
unique, developmental combinations of genotype and environment when both variables are
difference-makers in development that take different values in the natural world and the
difference that each variable makes is itself dependent upon the difference made by the other
variable; a breakdown in additivity between main effects is a measure of this interdependence of
difference-makers. Let me explain precisely what I mean by this relationship, starting with a
more detailed examination of G×EB.

5.3.1. What Is an Analysis of Variance?
The place to best begin understanding G×EB is by examining just how it emerges out of the
breakdown in additivity measured by a statistical methodology such as ANOVA. Fisher’s
statistical methodology is now one of the standard resources in any biometricians’ toolbox. In
textbooks, such as Robert R. Sokal and F. James Rohlf’s Biometry, ANOVA is described in
grand terms: “Once it is understood, analysis of variance is a tool that can provide an insight into
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the nature of variation of natural events, into Nature in short, which is possible of even greater
value than the knowledge of the method as such.” (Sokal and Rohlf 1995, 179). But what is
ANOVA?59 More directly, how does ANOVA provide insights into the nature of variation, or into
the nature of causes of variation?

5.3.1.1. Mill’s Methods
John Stuart Mill’s discussion of the methods of experimental inquiry provides the foundation for
any study of methodological analyses into causation (Mill 1974 [1843]). In his System of Logic,
Ratiocinative, and Inductive, Mill introduced what have come to be called “Mill’s Methods,” an
exposition of the various ways in which causes are identified in nature. The first two methods are
the simplest: the method of agreement and the method of difference. If the goal is to identify the
cause (A) of some effect (a), the method of agreement works by finding cases which agree in one
circumstance (A) but differ in every other and yet still produce the effect a. In other words, if A,
B, C, D, and E are various causes, and a, b, c, d, and e are various effects, the cause of a can be
attributed to A when the following two cases are compared:
ABC→abc
ADE→ade
The cases hold only cause A in agreement and then hold only effect a in agreement as well. The
method of difference works by finding cases resembling each other in every respect except the
effect under consideration and identifying the cause that is missing. For instance, the cause of a
can be attributed to A when the following two cases are compared:
ABC→abc
59

I am not the first to ask this question. The question is addressed at length by Speed (1987). However, Speed is
concerned with the mathematical nature of ANOVA. In contrast, I am concerned with the experimental nature of
ANOVA, in how it provides insights into causation and variation.
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BC→bc
The cases differ only in having or lacking cause A and then differ only in having or lacking
effect a. The method of agreement and the method of difference share an important
commonality: both are methods of elimination. That is, the method of agreement is based on the
principle that whatever can be eliminated is not connected to the effect. And the method of
difference is based on the principle that whatever cannot be eliminated is connected to the effect.
Of course, Mill readily recognized the fact that nature did not always lend itself to such
simple inquiries. An investigator, for example, cannot always eliminate a cause. Mill pointed out
that permanent causes cannot be eliminated, making both methods of agreement and difference
inapplicable (ibid, 398). For instance, if an investigator is interested in the causal relationship
between the tides and the moon, the investigator cannot eliminate the moon so as to examine
what effect is had on the tides by its absence. What to do? The solution, Mill offered, was the
method of concomitant variation. “Though we cannot exclude an antecedent altogether,” Mill
admitted, “we may be able to produce, or nature may produce for us, some modification in it.”
(ibid, 400) The method of concomitant variation works by comparing cases which are identical
except for a variation in one cause A which leads to a subsequent variation in the effect a:
A1 B1 C1 → a1 b1 c1
A2 B1 C1 → a2 b1 c1
Though the causes cannot be eliminated so as to apply either the method of agreement or the
method of difference, the causal relationship can be investigated by comparing the variations in
the cause with the variations in the effect. For instance, variations in the moon’s position can be
compared to variations in the tides. In addition to the problem of permanent causes, Mill also
recognized the fact that causes and effects are rarely in a simple, one-to-one relationship with
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each other as is assumed in the A → a depictions above. Causal relationships are usually much
more complex in nature. More specifically, there may be a plurality of causes responsible for any
given effect (ibid, Book III, chapter 10). In such situations, the causes must somehow be isolated
so as to examine their effects apart from the other causes.60

5.3.1.2. Fisher’s Methods
With Mill’s methods now introduced, we may now turn to Fisher’s methods. ANOVA, or more
specifically a two-way ANOVA, is in its essence an application of the method of concomitant
variation to a situation involving a plurality of causes.61 Consider a hypothetical population of
rats. We are interested in what causal role genes and the environment play in a phenotypic trait
such as spatial memory. As I discussed in the last chapter, spatial memory in rats can be
operationalized by exposing rats to a Hebb-Williams maze test (Hebb and Williams 1946). Rats
start at one corner of a maze and attempt to navigate to a food source at the other end. The rats,
after attempting several practice mazes, then attempt test mazes; they are scored for how many
“errors” they make, which occur when the rats deviate from the correct path by crossing one of
the dotted lines (see Figure 21). Now, we cannot apply the methods of agreement or difference
here; genes and the environment are permanent causes and cannot be eliminated. We can,
however, seek out or even create variation in these causes. For instance, we might selectively
breed rats over time so as to create separate bright and dull strains of rats, with better or worse
spatial memory. We might also vary the environments of the rats, creating an enriched (E), a
normal (N), and a restricted environment (R) in which the rats will be reared from birth.
60

Admittedly, this is an oversimplification of Mill’s discussion. Mill also introduced the joint method of agreement
and difference, the method of residues, and the problem of the intermixture of effects. However the elements
introduced above will suffice to discuss the experimental nature of ANOVA.
61
When both genotypic and environmental variation are simultaneously under investigation, these two variables
make the analysis a two-way ANOVA. If only one variable is under investigation, then it is simply an ANOVA.
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Enriched cages contain ramps, slides, bells, mirrors, marbles, polished balls, etc. The restricted
cages, meanwhile, contain only a food box and a water pan. The normal environments contain
standard cage accoutrements.

Figure 21. Sample Hebb-Williams maze test configurations.

In this hypothetical population of rats, suppose that the bright rats always on average
make fewer errors than the dull rats, and rats in enriched environments always on average make
fewer errors than rats in normal environments, which always on average make fewer errors than
rats in restricted environments. This situation may be represented by way of a reaction norm
graph (Figure 22).62 Each strain of rat has its own reaction norm measured for mean number of
errors (y-axis) at each of the various environments (x-axis).

62

For a history of the reaction norm concept, see Sarkar (1999).
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Figure 22. Hypothetical reaction norms graphing mean error scores (y-axis) for bright and dull
rats in three different environments (x-axis).

Fisher’s ANOVA is an application of the method of concomitant variation to a situation
involving a plurality of causes in that it is designed to track the relationship between variations in
genotype and variations in environment (the causes) with variation in phenotype (the effect).
Fisher’s innovation on Mill’s method was to introduce a means of measuring that variation. This
measuring begins by charting the error-data from Figure 22 in such a way as to calculate
precisely what the difference is between each genotype for every environment and between each
environment for every genotype (Table 11).
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Restricted
Normal
Enriched
Column Means (C)

Bright
140
125
110
125

Dull
170
155
140
155

Row Means (R)
155
140
125
Grand Mean (Y) =140

Table 11. Subgroup means for hypothetical rat population.

Now means for the genotypic and environmental measures may be calculated, providing
row (R) and column (C) means along with a grand mean (Y) for the entire population. Utilizing
the information about the population summarized in Table 11, we first calculate the total
phenotypic variation (VP) with Equation (5.1):
(∑i∑j(Xij-Y)2)/n (5.1)
We measure the deviation of each subgroup mean (Xij) from the grand mean (Y). These
deviations are squared, summed, and divided by the number of subgroups (n) to determine the
total phenotypic variation: 375. The deviation due to genotypic variation (VG) is calculated in
Equation (5.2):
(∑i(Ci – Y)2)/c (5.2)
We first eliminate genotypic variation by fixing on column 1 (bright) and see what the deviation
from the grand mean (Y) is; then we eliminate genotypic variation by fixing on column 2 (dull)
and see what the deviation from the grand mean is. These two deviations are squared, summed
and divided by the number of columns (c) to determine the main effect of genotype: 225. The
deviation due to environmental variation (VE) is calculated in Equation (5.3):
(∑j(Rj – Y)2)/r (5.3)
We first eliminate environmental variation by fixing on row 1 (restricted) and see what the
deviation from the grand mean is; then we eliminate environmental variation by fixing on row 2
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(normal) and see what the deviation from the grand mean is; and then we eliminate
environmental variation by fixing on row 3 (enriched) and see what the deviation from the grand
mean is. These three deviations are squared, summed and divided by the number of rows (r) to
determine the main effect of environment: 150.
This hypothetical case with its parallel reaction norms presents us with a unique quality.
Focusing on Table 11, notice that as we eliminate environmental variation by fixing on each of
the three environments we get the same difference between the two genotypes each time (30
errors). And as we eliminate genotypic variation by fixing on each of the two genotypes we get
the same difference between the three environments each time (15 errors). There is no G×E in
this hypothetical population. This is revealed visually by the fact that the reaction norms are
parallel. It is revealed mathematically in the calculation we just performed. Without G×E, the
total phenotypic variation (VP) is just the sum of the “main effects”: the genotypic variation (VG)
and the environmental variation (VE):
VP = VG + VE (5.4)
Notice that this is precisely what we calculated in Equations 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3:
375 = 225 + 150
The situation changes quite drastically, however, when we shift our attention from the
hypothetical population of rats to an actual population of rats. No empirical result of G×E has
received more attention in the history of the nature-nurture debate than that of Cooper and Zubek
(1958). Cooper and Zubek acquired both “bright” and “dull” rats; as explained above, these rats
were in fact bred over time to perform better or worse in Hebb-Williams maze tests. However,
all of these rats were only reared in the normal environments. Cooper and Zubek’s interest was
in what would happen if these rats were reared in either the enriched or the restricted
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environments. They expected the environment to have an effect, but they also expected the bright
strain to maintain its “superiority” over the dull strain across the array of environments. As
Figure 23 reveals, though, that was not at all the case. In the restricted environment, the “dull”
rats actually scored fewer errors on average than the “bright” rats (169.5 for the “dull” vs. 169.7
for the “bright”); and in the enriched environment, the “dull” rats scored only slightly more
errors on average than the “bright” rats (119.7 for the “dull” vs. 111.2 for the “bright”). So it was
only in the normal environment, where the “bright” rats actually earned their superior title,
making the very concepts of “bright” and “dull” relative to the environments in which the rats
were raised.

Figure 23. Actual means for Cooper and Zubek (1958) data graphed as reaction norms.
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Utilizing the information about the population summarized in Table 12, the total
phenotypic variation is again calculated with Equation (5.1), which equals 680; the deviation due
to genotypic variation is again calculated with Equation (5.2), which equals 85; and the deviation
due to environmental variation is again calculated with Equation (5.3), which equals 490.
However, now we must also calculate the deviation due to G×E with Equation (5.5):
(∑i∑j[(Xij– Y) – (Ci – Y) – (Rj – Y)]2)/n (5.5)
This interaction term calculates the deviation not accounted for by either the genotypic or
environmental main effects, and it is 105.

Restricted
Normal
Enriched
Column Means (C)

Bright
169.69
117
111.25
132.65

Dull
169.56
164
119.67
151.18

Row Means (R)
169.63
140.5
115.46
Grand Mean (Y) =141.86

Table 12. Actual subgroup means for rat population. Data from Cooper and Zubek (1958).

Notice now that when we eliminate environmental variation we actually get quite
different answers. In the restricted environment the genotypes are virtually identical; in the
normal environment the genotypes are separated by almost 50 errors; and in the enriched
environment the genotypes nearly approach each other again. Likewise, if we fix on the dull
genotype, there is little difference between the restricted and normal environments, but a huge
difference between the normal and enriched environments; and if we fix on the bright genotype,
there is huge difference between the restricted and normal environments, but little difference
between the normal and enriched environments. The result is that total phenotypic variation no
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longer is simply the sum of each source of variation if the other had been absent. Equation (5.4)
will not suffice. Instead, the total phenotypic variation is the sum of the main effects of genotype
and environment, and the variation due to interaction between genotype and environment, or
Equation (5.6):
VP = VG + VE + VG×E (5.6)
Notice that this is precisely what we calculated in Equations 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.6:
680 = 85 + 490 + 105
The main effects do not fully account for the total phenotypic variation in spatial memory. There
is a deviation from the summation formula. There is a breakdown in additivity. There is G×EB.

5.3.2. What Is the Measure Measuring?
According to the biometric interpretation of G×E, G×E is the result of the breakdown in
additivity between main effects. But what is this statistical measure measuring? The biometrician
might respond, “It is just measuring the breakdown in additivity.” But this is only a partial
answer. We must still ask the following: What causes this breakdown in additivity? Ironically,
one of the clearest answers to this question comes from one of ANOVA’s greatest critics:
Richard Lewontin.
Long before Lewontin attacked Jensen’s employment of ANOVA in the IQ Controversy,
going so far as to claim that the statistical method was “useless” (Lewontin, 1974, 410), he
actually wrote the chapter on ANOVA for the revised edition of G. G. Simpson’s Quantitative
Zoology (1960, chapter 12) (Hagen 2003). Lewontin, not yet embroiled in the heated exchange
with Jensen, provided there a clear and balanced treatment of what the statistical methodology
can and cannot do, along with an extensive consideration of what interaction actually means in
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terms of the relationship between the statistical measure and the phenomenon being measured.
Lewontin asked his readers to consider a population of animals sampled in different localities
and at different months, making locality and month the two factors under investigation. (Focused
on locality and month, the example also allows us to temporarily forget about the controversial
implications that follow when the two factors are genotype and environment; while the naturenurture debate has raged for over 100 years, the locality-month debate is far less heated…and far
less distracting.) When there were two factors under investigation in a two-way ANOVA,
Lewontin explained, an interaction between the two factors must be considered in addition to the
main effects.
It is the amount added to or subtracted from the basic value, arising from the particular and unique
interaction of a given month with a given locality. For example, locality 5 may on the average have longer
individuals than the other localities, and individuals collected in February might be larger on the average
than those in other months, but it is entirely possible that individuals collected in February from locality 5
may be smaller than the average of other members of the sample. This would presumably be due to a
unique interaction of the particular locality with the particular conditions during February (Simpson, Roe,
and Lewontin 1960, 261, emphasis added).

Notice that Lewontin’s last sentence is virtually identical to Hogben’s third class of variability:
that which “arises from the combination of a particular hereditary constitution with a particular
kind of environment.” (Hogben, 1933, 98)
Lewontin’s example, however, does not complete the job. For we must go on to ask, what
is the nature of this “particular and unique interaction”? Or, more germane, what makes the
particular and unique interaction developmental in nature when the two factors are genotype and
environment, as Hogben suggested? To see this, another example will be needed where genotype
and environment actually are the factors under investigation. Fortunately, we can use an
empirical example now familiar: Cooper and Zubek’s (1958) study. As I pointed out above,
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Cooper and Zubek’s empirical results are mentioned in virtually all discussions of G×E in the
confines of the nature-nurture debate. What rarely gets mentioned in these discussions, however,
is Cooper and Zubek’s own discussion of their results. After identifying the case of G×E, Cooper
and Zubek did not attempt to eliminate the nuisance with a transformation of scale. Instead, they
focused their attention on what causal mechanisms were responsible for the breakdown in
additivity: “What physiological mechanism or mechanisms underlie these changes in learning
ability?,” Cooper and Zubek asked (ibid, 162). The mechanism that Cooper and Zubek
considered was that proposed by Donald Hebb (1949), who argued that neural cell assemblies
were built up over time (and especially during infancy) by varied stimulation coming through
varied sensory pathways.63 Applying this postulated mechanism to their own study, Cooper and
Zubek offered the following explanation: In the normal environment, the level of stimulation was
sufficient to permit the building of cell assemblies in the brains of the bright rats, but this level of
stimulation did not meet the threshold needed to build cell assemblies in the dull rats. In the
restricted environment, the level of stimulation was so low that it was inadequate for cell
assembly construction in the normally bright rats, and so their error scores soared, but the dull
rats were not further incapacitated since the level of stimulation provided by the normal
environment was already below their threshold for the construction of the cell assemblies.
Finally, in the enriched environment, the level of stimulation was far above the threshold needed
by the dull rats, and so they showed a marked improvement, while the bright rats showed little

63

Cooper and Zubek’s appeal to Hebb’s work was no surprise. The maze-test employed by Cooper and Zubek was
designed by Hebb (Hebb and Williams 1946); Hebb actually undertook an experiment similar to Cooper and
Zubek’s 10 years earlier by taking several rats home from his lab to let his daughters raise them and to then see how
well they subsequently performed in the maze-test compared to lab-reared rats (Hebb 1947); Hebb was an academic
mentor to both Cooper and Zubek (Cooper, personal communication); and Hebb was the one person thanked by
Cooper and Zubek in the acknowledgments section of their publication.
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improvement because the extra stimulation was superfluous, that provided by the normal
environment being adequate for the building of cell assemblies (ibid, 163).
The neurobiological accuracy of Cooper and Zubek’s explanation is not particularly
relevant to our discussion, although work on long-term potentiation (LTP) is beginning to bear
out their account. What is relevant to our discussion is the fact that Cooper and Zubek’s
explanation of differences in learning ability was developmental in nature. The differences in
genotype between the bright and dull rats did have a slight effect on total variation. The
differences in environment also clearly had an effect on total variation. What differences
accounted for the variation due to G×E? Cooper and Zubek attempted to answer this: A
stimulating environment and the genotypically-shaped construction of cell assemblies were
interdependent in such a way during individual development such that, in addition to differences
in the main effects of genotype and environment, there were also differences resulting from
unique combinations of genotype and environment.
The interdependent-difference-makers concept of G×E captures the causal-mechanical
explanation proposed by Cooper and Zubek, as well as the relationship between G×EB and G×ED
in this example. The genotype and environmental stimulation were both difference-makers in the
development of spatial memory that took different values in the population of rats. As Cooper
and Zubek discovered, these difference-makers were not independent of each other. They were
interdependent. That is, the difference that each difference-maker made was itself dependent
upon the difference made by the other difference-maker. This interdependent-difference-makers
concept of G×E is just a more general, causal-mechanical interpretation of G×ED. Cooper and
Zubek identified an instance of Hogben’s third class of variability: In addition to genotypic
variation and environmental variation, there was variation resulting from differences in unique
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combinations of a particular genotype and a particular level of stimulation as they had the
opportunity to interact during the process of development. Turning to the biometric contribution
to the investigation, the variance attributable to G×E (VG×E) was 105 in the Cooper-Zubek study.
This was a measure of the breakdown in additivity between the main effects of genotype and
environment. But it was also a measure of the interdependence of the two difference-makers that
took different values in the rat population.
Ultimately, then, it is in this sense that G×EB and G×ED may be integrated under the
interdependent-difference-makers concept of G×E. G×E results from differences in unique,
developmental combinations of genotype and environment when both variables are differencemakers in development that naturally take different values and the difference that each variable
makes is itself dependent upon the difference made by the other variable; a breakdown in
additivity between main effects is a measure of this interdependence of difference-makers that
naturally take different values. Another way to think about the relationship is to see that the
interdependent-difference-makers concept of G×E is just a more general, causal-mechanical
reinterpretation of G×ED, of which G×EB is a statistical measure.
It is important to conclude by noting that I am not alone in the conclusion that I have
reached here. Douglas Wahlsten, like the critics of quantitative behavioral genetics, attacks the
implications drawn from ANOVA and particularly the attempts to eradicate any interaction
effects with an eye towards main effects and the heritability estimates that can be derived from
them. But he does not follow the critics and thereby conclude that ANOVA is useless for
elucidating the causal mechanisms of individual development. Instead, he suggests that ANOVA
is at its best when it is detecting interaction effects (and at its worse when it is eliminating
interaction effects in favor of seeking out heritability estimates) precisely because of the insights
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given for understanding development when an interaction effect is found. “For those who wish to
learn how development actually works,” he writes in an influential target article, “wholesale and
ad hoc testing of various transformations [of scale] for the express purpose of getting rid of H×E
interaction is counterproductive, because the shape of the functional relationship between
variables provides a valuable clue to their causal connections.” (Wahlsten 1990, 118; see also
Wahlsten 1994, 2000). Wahlsten’s arguments are largely methodological in nature, dissecting the
method of ANOVA itself and identifying weakness in it, such as its inability to detect G×E
without a sufficiently large sample size. In reaching the same conclusion as Wahlsten about
G×E, I see my analysis above concerning the interdependence of difference-makers in
development as providing a philosophical account of causation that acts as a base to support his
methodological evaluations.

5.4. Conclusion
In this chapter, I brought together the various threads of the earlier chapters. In Chapters 2 and 3
I introduced the divide between the biometric and the developmental research traditions as well
as the corresponding divide between the biometric (G×EB) and the developmental (G×ED)
concepts of G×E. In Chapter 4 I introduced a general framework for integrating the biometric
and the developmental research traditions via the concept of mechanism differences; this
integrative model was contrasted with the commonly made claim that the research traditions are
isolated at different levels of analysis. I did not, however, discuss G×EB or G×ED in that chapter.
The purpose of this chapter has been to apply that general framework to the divide between
G×EB and G×ED.
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I undertook this application by showing how G×EB and G×ED could be integrated under
the interdependent-difference-makers concept of G×E. To remind ourselves, G×EB was defined
as the result of the breakdown in additivity between genotypic and environmental sources of
variation, which is measured by a statistical methodology such as the analysis of variance. And
G×ED was defined as the result of differences in unique, developmental combinations of
genotype and environment. In the last chapter, the interdependent-difference-makers concept of
G×E was introduced; on this account, G×E was defined as the result of the interdependence of
difference-makers in development that take different values in the natural world. The integrative
relationship looked like this: G×E results from differences in unique, developmental
combinations of genotype and environment when both variables are difference-makers in
development that naturally take different values and the difference that each variable makes is
itself dependent upon the difference made by the other variable, and a breakdown in additivity
between main effects is a measure of this interdependence of difference-makers in development
that take different values in the natural world. In the terminology of G×EB and G×ED: G×EB is a
statistical measure of G×ED, which can itself be understood in more general, causal-mechanical
terms as the result of the interdependence of difference-makers that take different values in the
natural world.
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6. CONCLUSION
Despite the widely endorsed “interactionist credo” (Kitcher 2001, 398), the nature-nurture debate
remains a quagmire of epistemological and methodological disputes over causation, explanation,
and the concepts employed therein. I hope I have conveyed the nature of this quagmire in the
previous chapters…as well as a potential way out of the mess. In each chapter, I tried to make
explicit the theses about the quagmire as well as the theses about the way out. The quagmire was
introduced in Chapters 2 and 3 (different research traditions, different concepts of G×E), and the
way out was furnished in Chapters 4 and 5 (difference mechanisms, interdependent-differencemakers concept of G×E). There have, however, been several implicit theses of the dissertation as
well, and I would like to make those explicit now. This will also give me a chance to point to
some new directions to which the research lends itself.

6.1. Causes of Controversy
What causes controversy? For the nature-nurture debate, the answer to this question has largely
been supplied by appeals to socio-political motivations, both from the disputants themselves and
from historians and philosophers reflecting on the debate. Fisher was accused of bias against
particular classes; Hogben was accused of ideological socialism; Jensen was accused of racism;
Lewontin was accused of dogmatic Marxism. To a certain extent, these socio-political
motivations are indisputable and uncontroversial. Fisher was an avowed eugenicist; Lewontin
openly embraced Marxism. Indeed, it would be unusual if these political motivations did not
shape how disputants responded to the issues, since the nature-nurture debate has clear
implications for how society conceives of and responds to differences among individuals. The
problem arises, however, when admitting to the existence of socio-political motivations leads to
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assuming that all there is to the controversy is the biases of disputants. Biologists in the
developmental tradition have simply taken it as obvious that G×E is a developmental
phenomenon. When Jensen did not see this blatant truth, his opponents concluded that he must
be motivated by irrational biases, such as racism. Biologists in the biometric tradition have
simply taken it as obvious that G×E is a statistical phenomenon. When Lewontin did not see this
blatant truth, his opponents concluded that he must be motivated by irrational biases, such as
dogmatic Marxism.
I have tried to draw attention to a different cause of the controversy. There are
substantive epistemological, methodological, and conceptual issues involved in the debates over
G×E. However, these issues are far from obvious. When disagreement arises, it is much easier to
accuse your opponent of blinded racism then to take a step back and reflect on differences in
problem, differences in methodology, differences in questions, differences in concepts. As I
showed, these components are embedded in particular research traditions, and it is no easy task
to step out of a particular research tradition and consider the virtues and vices of another. But if
research traditions are to integrate, as a growing number of scientists and philosophers of science
are suggesting, then it is precisely this attention to the epistemological, methodological, and
conceptual issues that must be afforded. A relationship between the traditions cannot be
developed until the differences between the various components of the traditions are
disentangled, and these differences cannot be disentangled when it is assumed that socio-political
motivations are the sole cause of the controversy.
One of the ironies of the dissertation is that the disputant perhaps most motivated by
socio-political concerns and most likely to attribute socio-political biases to his opponent was
also the disputant with the most to offer in the way of considering the epistemological,
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methodological, and conceptual issues. Hogben, having risen above the British class system of
his day, was a proud socialist, and he was eager to infuse the lessons of his politics into his
scientific research. His class-ascendancy also made him incredibly paranoid, and he held grudges
for a lifetime. But in spite of all that, Hogben recognized that his disagreement with Fisher was
largely about causation, explanation, and the concepts employed therein. “When you speak of the
contribution of hereditable and non-hereditable causes of variance in a population,” he asked
Fisher, “what exactly do you mean?” How was Hogben able to recognize this epistemological
divide, where subsequent disputants have not? I doubt there is a single, simple answer to the
question. But it is certainly worth noting that Hogben, unlike any other individual mentioned in
the earlier chapters, was trained in and then undertook research in both the biometric and
developmental research traditions. This experience in both research traditions certainly put
Hogben in the best position to compare and contrast the epistemological underpinnings of each.

6.2. Making a Difference with Difference Mechanisms
So what now? I dealt with one aspect of the nature-nurture debate in the dissertation—the
debates over G×E. There is reason to believe, however, that the difference mechanisms solution
has broader application, both within behavioral genetics and beyond. Within behavioral genetics,
there is still room for a general framework of causal-mechanical explanation within the
discipline. The biometric methodologies have advanced well-beyond ANOVA, and so there is
still work to be done showing what role, say, structural equation modeling plays in the
elucidation of difference mechanisms. Or, the solution could be extended to capture genotypeenvironment correlation…perhaps an account of correlated difference-makers in development
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that take different values in the natural world. One future direction of the research, then, will
involve extending the difference mechanisms solution to behavioral genetics more broadly.
As I suggested in Chapter 4, this extension need not stop with behavioral genetics. The
common denominator of difference mechanisms is applicable wherever both regularity and
variation are under investigation. That is, difference mechanisms are applicable wherever both
proximate how-questions and ultimate why-questions are being asked. Difference mechanisms
may offer a general relationship between proximate and ultimate biology, and it will be worth
testing this hypothesis by extending it to other disciplines that bridge the divide, such as
evolutionary developmental biology.
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